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Abstract
Due to its high abundance in the universe, the properties of helium under high
pressure are of great importance for a variety of astrophysical objects. Despite its
simple structure, experiments on high-pressure helium pose enormous difficulties.
At the same time, the quantum nature of helium under extreme conditions is very
challenging for theoretical models. This work presents the results of extensive ab
initio calculations for high-pressure helium. A comparison of simulations and experiments ensured the viability of the theoretical results. Calculations at conditions
beyond present experimental capabilities extended the knowledge of the melting line
of helium into a regime that is relevant for the structure of old white dwarfs. Simulations at higher temperatures determined a higher-order phase transition from an
insulating to a conducting phase which has been discussed for decades. Furthermore, they predicted physical properties like the equation of state, the reflectivity,
and the ionization degree in this regime, providing a basis for future experiments.
This work finally presents an update of the phase diagram of helium and discusses
its implications on astrophysical objects like white and brown dwarfs, and giant
planets like Jupiter and Saturn.

Zusammenfassung
Helium ist das zweithäufigste Element im Universum. Daher sind seine Eigenschaften unter hohem Druck wichtig für eine Vielzahl von astrophysikalischen Objekten.
Trotz seiner recht einfachen Struktur sind Experimente an Helium unter extremen
Bedingungen sehr aufwendig. Gleichzeitig ist die Abbildung von quantenmechanischen Effekten bei hohen Drücken für eine vielzahl theoretischer Beschreibungen sehr
herausfordernd. Diese Arbeit präsentiert die Ergebnisse umfangreicher Ab-initioBerechnungen für Helium bei hohen Dichten. Der Vergleich von Simulationen mit
Experimenten bezeugt die Qualität der theoretischen Methoden. Berechnungen bei
Drücken, die in Experimenten an Helium noch nicht erreicht wurden, sagen die
Schmelzdrucklinie bis zu Bedingungen voraus, die für alte Weiße Zwerge relevant
sind. Simulationen bei höheren Temperaturen weisen einen kontinuierlichen Phasenübergang zwischen isolierendem und elektrisch leitfähigem Helium nach, der bereits
seit Jahrzehnten diskutiert wurde. Die Ergebnisse von Berechnungen weiterer physikalischen Größen wie der Zustandsgleichung und der Reflektivität können zukünftig
mit Experimenten überprüft werden. Schließlich zeigt diese Arbeit ein aktualisiertes
Phasendiagramm von Helium und diskutiert die Konsequenzen für astrophysikalische Objekte wie Weiße und Braune Zwerge sowie die Riesenplaneten Jupiter und
Saturn.
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1. Motivation
Helium constitutes about 23% of the visible matter of the universe. 1 The vast majority of the remainder consists of hydrogen, while heavier elements like oxygen and
carbon amount to only 2%. Most of the helium in the universe is a direct product
of nucleosynthesis in the first few minutes after the big bang. 2;3 To date, the alpha
decay and the nuclear fusion of hydrogen in the interior of stars produce helium. 4–6
Helium exists, for example, within the interior of stars like the Sun, 7 giant gas
planets like Jupiter 8 and Saturn, 9 and the atmospheres of giant ice planets like
Uranus 10 and Neptune. 11
Helium exhibits exceptional and unique low-temperature properties. It is predicted to remain liquid even at a temperature of absolute zero. 12 Therefore, liquid
helium can cool other materials to very low temperatures at which they may become
superconducting, depending on the material. From a physicist’s point of view, the
different properties of helium-4, a boson comprised of two protons and neutrons,
and the isotope helium-3, a fermion with two protons and one neutron, are very
intriguing. The unique properties of mixtures of helium-3 and helium-4 are utilized
to cool down materials to temperatures of a few millikelvins 13;14 in so-called dilution
refrigerators. Such low temperatures are required, for example, in experiments on
quantum information technology, 15 in particle physics, 16 and in superconductivity
research. 17
This chapter discusses the general chemical and physical properties of helium, its
relevance for everyday life, as well as the relevance for astrophysical objects by the
example of stars and the giant gas planets Jupiter and Saturn.
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1.1. General properties of helium
Helium is the first and the lightest noble gas in the periodic system. Chemical compounds with helium only form under special conditions, 18 such as high pressure 19;20
and low temperatures. 21–25 The reason is the very low electron affinity of 0.08 eV,
as well as the first ionization energy of 24.59 eV, 26 which is the highest out of all
elements. Helium is also the element with the smallest atomic radius, i.e., the smallest distance between the atomic nucleus and the surrounding two electrons. 19 The
very low reactivity qualifies the use as a protective gas in high-purity industrial processes, 27 while the high diffusivity due to the small atomic radius allows for detecting
leaks in high-pressure and high-vacuum containers. 28 However, the high diffusivity
has the disadvantage of making experiments on high-pressure helium more elaborate
and expensive. Diamonds used to create high pressures become brittle and break
due to the diffusion of helium into the diamond anvils. Gaseous helium is lighter
than air. The resulting uplift is exploited by airships. Helium hardly interacts with
light. Therefore, it has a refraction index very close to unity in the gas phase, 29 the
liquid phase, 30 and the solid phase, to the point where it is difficult to distinguish
the solid and the liquid phase in experiments.
Upon cooling, all elements except for helium enter the solid phase at standard atmospheric pressure. Helium, however, liquefies at temperatures T of about T = 4 K
and remains liquid, even theoretically at absolute zero. This unusual behavior comes
due to the weak attractive forces between the helium atoms, rendering helium a
quantum fluid in this temperature regime. At such low temperatures, the effects of
quantum mechanics play a major role by further lowering the attractive forces: Due
to lower zero-point energy at greater interatomic distances, the ground state energy
decreases correspondingly. At greater distances, however, the attractive forces decrease even further, 31 which is why helium expands upon further cooling. Among all
cryogenic fluids, helium has the lowest boiling point. 12 In combination with the very
high heat conductivity, this is useful for cooling purposes: Most superconducting
magnets employ liquid helium as a coolant, such as those used for magnetic resonance imaging and those employed in particle accelerators like the LHC at CERN
and the XFEL. The physics Nobel Prize in 1913 was awarded for the first liquefaction
of helium. 32
Below about 2 K, helium becomes superfluid, and its properties change dramatically. Its quantum nature manifests on a macroscopic scale, and it behaves like
a mixture of a normal and a superfluid liquid. The latter has a viscosity of zero
and therefore flows without friction, even through tubes that are only a few times
larger than the helium atoms themselves. 33 The surface tension of superfluid helium
leads to unusual strong creeping abilities called the film flow. An open container
filled with a superfluid will empty itself by means of this 30 nm thick Rollin film 34
until hydrostatic equilibrium with the environment is achieved. Superfluid helium
can also create fountains as a result of its macroscopic quantum properties: Forces
usually act due to a gradient of potential energy. However, the potential energy in
question is arbitrary. In superfluid helium, the gradient of the chemical potential
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contributes significantly to the forces on the fluid. Therefore, under certain conditions, a resulting pressure can manifest as a fountain of superfluid helium. Certain
types of extremely low-temperature refrigerators exploit this effect. 13;14 Rotation
also works differently in the superfluid state: Usually, a liquid adopts the rotation
of the container. However, when superfluid helium is poured into a container that
rotates slower than a critical velocity, the superfluid does not begin to rotate itself
due to the non-existent internal friction within the liquid. At a higher angular velocity, the rotational energy leads to the formation of quantized vortices in so-called
Abrikosov lattices, 35 where the number of vortices depends on the rotational speed
of the container. 36 Superfluid helium has exceptional cooling abilities because it
transports heat by convection instead of heat conduction, which is about a million
times more efficient than that of non-superfluid helium and close to a hundred times
better than that of copper. 37
Due to the low atomic weight and the relatively strong influence of quantum
fluctuations, in order to transition to the solid phase, helium requires a pressure
of 2.5 MPa (25 bar) at very low temperatures, 38 and about 11.7 GPa at room
temperature. 39 As discussed earlier, helium is monoatomic, except for very special
conditions. The solid forms the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) and the face-centered
cubic structure, 40 depending on pressure and temperature. Calculations predict
the body-centered cubic phase at extremely high pressures. 41 Solid helium is about
100 times more compressible than water. 27 Over 60 years ago, a supersolid phase of
helium was predicted, 42;43 which combines the properties of a solid with superfluid
properties: The superfluid atoms can flow between defects in the crystalline structure
without resistance. Usually, the mobility of a fluid decreases at lower temperatures.
In a supersolid, however, the flow results from quantum effects that grow more
pronounced at lower temperatures. Experiments confirmed many of the predicted
properties. 44–46
Other than the previously discussed bosonic helium-4, consisting of two protons
and neutrons, the other main isotope of helium is helium-3, consisting of two protons
and one neutron. While helium-4 is a boson and therefore has a spin of zero,
helium-3 is a fermion with a corresponding spin of 1/2. The quantum mechanical
behavior of bosons strongly contrasts that of fermions. Due to the low atomic mass
of the helium isotopes, the impact of the additional/missing mass of one neutron
has a profound effect on the properties of the respective isotope. Helium-3 has a
high absorption cross-section of neutrons and is therefore used in neutron detectors.
The superfluidity of helium-4 is closely connected to its bosonic nature. Thus, the
fermionic helium-3 can only enter the superfluid state upon forming pairs. While
helium-4 becomes a superfluid at about 2 K, the temperature has to be below about
2.5 mK in the case of helium-3. 47–49 The discovery of this phase transition led to a
Nobel Prize in 1996 and another one in 2003.
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1.2. Stars
The Sun generates energy from nuclear fusion and makes up over 99.8% of the total
mass of our solar system. It is over 300 000 times more massive than our Earth. 50
The Earth, including its atmosphere, consists only of 260 parts per million (ppm)
in the case of hydrogen, and only traces of helium can be found in the atmosphere
(52 ppm) and the continental crust (0.008 ppm). 27 By contrast, over 73% of the Sun’s
mass is due to hydrogen, while helium makes up about 25%. 51 The high density and
temperature at the center of the Sun fuses hydrogen atoms to helium atoms via the
so-called proton-proton chain. 52 More massive stars can also convert hydrogen to
helium with the CNO cycle. 53
In the past 4.6 billion years since its formation, 54;55 the Sun converted roughly
100 times the mass of the Earth into energy. About 5.4 billion years in the future,
the Sun will exhaust most of its hydrogen resources in the core, which will mark
the end of the main-sequence stage in the life of the Sun. 56 In the further stages of
the Sun’s evolution, helium plays a major role in the so-called helium flash that will
convert the majority of the helium within the Sun (about 40% of the Sun’s mass)
into carbon in a matter of minutes. This process will release the energy equivalent
to roughly ten times the Earth’s mass per second. 57 After that, the Sun will shrink
from a size that could possibly encapsulate Earth’s orbit 58 to about 10 times its
current size and continue to burn helium. The fusion of the carbon core with the
helium shell produces heavier elements like oxygen. Several more cycles of expansion
and contraction will shed about half of the Sun’s mass. Finally, the center of our
solar system will become a white dwarf (WD), in which the Sun will have the size of
the Earth but about 200 000 times Earth’s mass. 58 As WDs do not undergo nuclear
fusion, this stellar remnant remains stable and cools down over time. Models suggest
that our galaxy contains about ten billion WDs to date, 59 and 97% of all the stars
in our galaxy will eventually end up as WDs. 60
Stars with a mass below half of the Sun’s mass will not ignite helium fusion
but instead burn most of their hydrogen. In the end, they will contain mostly
helium. 61 Those helium WDs 62 can exhibit such low temperatures of a few thousand
Kelvin at very high densities that a large portion of the star’s shell could exist as
a solid, while the core remains a degenerate plasma. The rate of energy transport,
and therefore the cooling rate of the helium WD, 63 strongly depends on the phase
of the respective material: a metallic layer, either solid or fluid, conducts heat
via electron transport, while the transport mechanism in solid insulators acts via
phonons, and via convection in fluid insulators. Models predict metallic solid helium
in the outer layers of WDs. 64;65 Higher metallization pressures directly result in
slower heat transfer, which in turn increases the time required for a WD to cool
down and decreases its luminosity.
A common way to determine the age of a cosmic region is to count the number of WDs with certain luminosities: a high number of cold/dim WDs indicates
a great age, a high number of hot/bright WDs implies a young region. 60;66 The
inference from the luminosity to the age of a given WD requires knowledge of the
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cooling behavior, which in turn demands accurate measurements or models of the
composition of the WDs. However, interior models rely on information about the
behavior of matter under extreme conditions, such as the melting line and the location where metallization in dense helium occurs, as discussed above. Another
important implication of the metallization is the magnetic field: While one can encounter the strongest magnetic fields of a few Teslas in everyday life in the form
of Magnetic Resonance Imaging, WDs can have magnetic fields with a strength of
up to 100 000 T. 67 However, only electrically conducting matter can contribute to
the generation of magnetic fields. Therefore, accurate models of magnetic WDs require an accurate description of their components, such as their equation of state,
electrical conductivity, and ionization degree.

5

1.3. Jupiter and Saturn
The first space probe to explore Jupiter was Pioneer 10, passing the giant planet
at the end of 1973. 68 Among others, it encountered intense particle radiation and a
magnetic field which is about ten times more intense than the Earth’s and carries
about 250 000 times the total energy. 69 The follow-up missions, Pioneer 11 in 1974, 70
Voyager 1 71 and Voyager 2 72 in 1979, and Ulysses in 1992, 73 recorded further information on the magnetosphere, the Jovian moons, its radiation belt, atmospheric
properties, as well as thousands of images. At the end of 1995, the Galileo space
probe arrived at Jupiter. 74 It carried an entry probe that entered the Jovian atmosphere. The recorded helium abundance of 23.8±0.5% 8;75 is significantly lower
than the 27.5±0.5% of the Sun, 76;77 which has a profound impact on the interior
structure of Jupiter; see the discussion below. After two more fly-bys in the course
of the Cassini-Huygens mission in 2000 78 and the New Horizons mission in 2006 and
2007, 79 the Juno spacecraft reached Jupiter in 2016. 80 It still orbits the giant planet
and continues to measure, among others, atmospheric processes, its composition,
and the Jovian magnetosphere.
Until today, four space probes visited Saturn: Pioneer 11 in 1979, 81 Voyager
1 in 1980, 82 Voyager 2 in 1981, 83 and the Cassini orbiter from 2004 to 2017. 84
Measurements of the Cassini spacecraft determined a helium mass fraction of 7.5 to
13%. 85 The reason for this very low helium abundance compared to the protosolar
value of 27.5±0.5% and the Jovian value of 23.8±0.5% is under vivid discussion in
the scientific community. In the future, the Hera entry probe mission, 86 scheduled
to launch in 2027, will provide in situ measurements of Saturn’s atmosphere.
The reason for the helium depletion in the gas giant planets compared to the
protosolar helium fraction is probably the so-called helium rain: Hydrogen becomes
metallic in the planetary interior due to pressure and temperature ionization. 87;88
The metallization of hydrogen then causes the hydrogen-helium mixture in the atmosphere to separate into a helium-rich and a helium-depleted phase, a phenomenon
called demixing. 89 Experimental measurements of demixing are very elaborate, even
for mixtures of heavier elements. Due to the high diffusivity, among others, the
measurement of any properties of hydrogen-helium mixtures poses a genuine challenge for experiments. Theoretical descriptions, although computationally demanding, provided an accurate prediction of the demixing diagram of hydrogen and helium, 89;90 which can now serve as an input for planetary modeling. The demixing
diagram predicts the helium melting line fundamentally different from usual firstprincipal calculations of the melting line, which can act as a consistency check within
the theoretical framework.
The helium-rich droplets that form due to demixing are heavier than the heliumdepleted ones and therefore sink toward the core. 91 There, the helium might diffuse
into the solid rock, effectively diluting it. Moreover, the helium rain might bind
neon and therefore also account for the depletion of neon in the upper atmosphere of
Jupiter and Saturn. 92 Helium rain creates friction and releases gravitational energy,
adding energy that slows the cooling of the gas giants and contributes to the heat
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that Jupiter and Saturn radiate into space. 93 Both gas planets emit more heat than
they receive from the Sun, 1.7 times more for of Jupiter and 2.5 times more for
Saturn. 94–97
The helium rain could form a very helium-rich layer around the planetary core
of the gas giants, where the extreme pressures might lead to the metallization and
crystallization of helium. Solid layers within the planets would not convect and
therefore inhibit convective heat transport, as well as the formation of a planetary
dynamo. On the other hand, should the metallization of helium occur in the liquid,
the conductive fluid helium would contribute to the magnetic field. Simulations of
the magnetic field of Jupiter with an accurate prediction of the metallization behavior of hydrogen could reproduce the observational data with staggering accuracy. 98
To date, the most recent experiments on the metallization of helium extend to
pressures of about 140 GPa and temperatures of close to 60 000 K. 99 Experiments
on the melting line of helium demonstrated pressures of 80 GPa and temperatures
of about 1 000 K. 100 However, models of the interiors of Jupiter 101 and Saturn 97
predict pressures of up to 18 TPa and 50 000 K, i.e., pressures that are 100 times
greater than those of the latest experiments. While accurate interior and evolution
models of giant gas planets require the knowledge of the behavior of helium under
those extreme conditions, they are probably out of experimental reach for decades
to come, as high pressures at low temperatures are very challenging experimentally.
However, the calculations in the course of this work provide the required data.
Of course, helium and its properties are not only crucial for Jupiter 102–104 and
Saturn 97;105 but also for Uranus 106–109 and Neptune, 106;108;109 as well as for brown
dwarfs 110;111 and the planetary class of inflated hot Jupiters. 112
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1.4. State-of-the-art experiments and theories
The diffusivity and creeping abilities of helium make it notoriously difficult to perform high-pressure measurements at all. Then, as most diagnostic tools rely on
optical measurements, the refractive index that is very close to unity further complicates precise experiments.
A few methods have been developed to compress matter to high pressures. 113
One approach is using multiple-stage gas guns, 114 which accelerate a flyer plate that
subsequently hits a target and creates extreme conditions upon impact. Another
dynamic approach uses explosives to compress a sample. 64 The irradiation with
particle beams 115 or strong laser pulses, be it direct 116 or indirect, 117 also induces
high densities. Strong magnetic fields can either directly compress a plasma with a Zpinch 118 or alternatively accelerate a flyer plate towards a sample. 88 These dynamic
compression experiments require precise diagnostics due to the short-lived nature of
the experimental conditions of interest. Usually, dynamic shock wave experiments
probe conditions on the Hugoniot curve, which describes all the thermodynamic
states that start from a given density and temperature. Calculations of Hugoniot
states from a given equation of state are straightforward. However, this type of
experiment is limited to the conditions on the Hugoniot curve, and off-Hugoniot
states, which are interesting for astrophysical and planetary modeling, cannot be
accessed.
Static approaches employ diamond anvil cells, where anvils made of small diamonds compress even smaller samples in between them. 39;119 Due to the static
nature of the experiments, the measurements can be taken over a greater amount of
time, thereby potentially reducing uncertainties. As of now, this approach is limited
to low temperatures and to significantly lower densities than the dynamic experiments. 100 The heating of a sample after an initial static compression can provide
temperatures of a few thousand kelvins. A particular problem with helium is the
high diffusivity, which quickly destroys the diamond anvils under these conditions.
While high temperatures 118 and highest pressures 120 can be achieved with dynamic shock wave experiments, only static experiments can access the low-temperature regime. However, the combination of high densities and comparably lowtemperature states of a few thousand kelvins is very hard to accomplish. Starting
from a precompressed sample 121 and/or the use of experimental configuration with
more than one shock, 88;122 the compression path essentially consists of a combination of Hugoniots curves, where each Hugoniot starts from the endpoint of the last
shock. When done correctly, this ramp compression path closely follows the isentrope of the system, rendering this type of experiment quasi-isentropic. 123 Most recent experiments in the regime that is relevant for this thesis employ quasi-isentropic
compression techniques.
In dynamic experiments, velocity interferometer systems for any reflector
(VISAR) 124 measure the velocities of the impactors as well as the shock wave profiles. The recorded fringe patterns contain information on the reflectivity and the
velocity of the shock front. 125 Other quantities of interest, like the sample pressures,
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result from postprocessing via the equation of state of other materials used in the
experiments, usually lithium flouride. Pyrometers can measure the temperature directly via the emitted black-body radiation. 126 Aside from a direct measurement
of the electrical conductivity, 127;128 models for the dynamic electrical conductivity
provide conductivity data from optical reflectivities. 129 All optical properties of a
system depend strongly on its ionization degree, which therefore often serves as
an input parameter for experiments, 130 and many codes have been developed that
predict the ionization degree. 131–133
The description of this warm dense matter regime poses a challenge for classical
molecular dynamics and chemical models due to their inability to describe the strong
quantum correlations under those conditions. While chemical models predicted
two first-order phase transitions between the neutral and the conducting phase of
helium, 134–136 the most recent ab initio simulations 137–139 discovered a continuous
transformation to the metallic state. The main principle of ab initio simulations is
to use only physical constants as input for the calculations and, ideally, not to rely
on approximations. Among the variety of ab initio approaches, the Quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) 140;141 method has extremely high accuracy at the expense of increased
computational demand. QMC calculations therefore only allow the treatment of
a few tens of particles. Another ab initio method is the combination of finitetemperature density functional theory (DFT) to describe the electronic system and
classical molecular dynamics (MD) 142 to treat the ionic part. Here, all the unknown
components of quantum mechanical interaction are represented by the exchangecorrelation (XC) functional. While no analytical expression of the exact XC is
possible, many approximations give an accurate description of quantum systems.
Due to the high efficiency and the accurate results in the warm dense matter regime,
we employ DFT-MD methods in this thesis.

9

1.5. Outline of this thesis
The overall aim of this work is to predict the high-pressure phase diagram of helium, particularly the melting line and the phase transition from an insulating to
a conducting (metallic) state beyond present experimental accessibility. Chapter 1
provides a brief overview of the general properties of helium, the significance of dense
helium for our understanding of stars and giant gas planets, and a motivation for
this work.
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework and the computational methods
of this thesis. Sec. 2.1 discusses the DFT-MD method that couples a fully quantum mechanical description of the electronic system within the DFT framework
(Sec. 2.1.2) with a classical description of the atomic nuclei (Sec. 2.1.4). DFT-MD
allows for effective treatment of many-particle systems in the warm dense matter
regime. The chapter then discusses the implementation of the DFT-MD framework
within the plane-wave code VASP (Sec. 2.1.5), as well as technical details of the
code (Sec. 2.1.3). The next section, Sec. 2.2, then outlines the calculation of thermophysical properties, including the equation of state (Sec. 2.2.1), DC conductivity
(Sec. 2.2.3), optical reflectivity (Sec. 2.2.4), and the ionization degree (Sec. 2.2.5).
After that, Sec. 2.3 explains the two-phase simulation (TPS) approach for the calculation of points on the melting line. TPSs employ calculations that simultaneously
contain a solid and a fluid part within the simulation cell. Finally, this chapter illustrates approaches to calculate the band gap (Sec. 2.4) from DFT-MD simulations
at finite temperatures by evaluating the statistics of the electronic bands.
Chapter 3 introduces the main results of three peer-reviewed and published firstauthor articles. Reliable predictions demand validation of the underlying theory.
Therefore, the first publication, discussed in Sec. 3.1, validates and benchmarks
the DFT-MD method with available experimental data for helium in the warm
dense matter regime. The second publication documents the calculation of the
high-pressure melting line, as explained in Sec. 3.2. The knowledge of the melting
line then allows for the consistent calculation of the metallization in dense fluid
helium, as discussed in Sec. 3.3. The chapter also contains a co-authored publication
(Sec. 3.4) which discusses the efficacy of different exchange-correlation functionals
to describe experimental conditions around the plasma phase transition of hydrogen
and deuterium. The end of the chapter comprises the conclusion (Sec. 3.5) and the
outlook (Sec. 3.6) of this thesis.
The corresponding publications make up chapter 4, followed by Appendix A which
provides details regarding the convergence of the DFT-MD calculations.
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2. Methods
2.1. Density functional theory molecular dynamics
(DFT-MD)
The time-dependent Schrödinger equation, 143
ih̄

∂
ψ({ri , Rj }; t) = Ĥ ψ({ri , Rj }; t),
∂t

(2.1)

describes every aspect of a quantum mechanical system. The Hamilton operator Ĥ
specifies the evolution of the wave function ψ with time t. The spatial coordinates ri
and Rj specify the locations of the i electrons and j ions of the system, respectively.
h̄ is the reduced Planck constant. Eq. 2.1 and all the following equations neglect the
spin as this work focuses on spin-degenerate states. The Hamiltonian contains the
operators for the kinetic energy of the electrons T̂ e and the ions T̂ i , the interaction
of electrons with each other V̂ ee and with the ions V̂ ei , and the interaction between
the ions V̂ ii :
Ĥ = T̂ e + T̂ i + V̂ ee + V̂ ei + V̂ ii .
(2.2)
A solution of the Schrödinger equation is only possible for small systems. A system of
n interacting particles with p parameters on which the Schrödinger equation depends
results in p3n variables that have to be saved. If every single one of the N ≈ 1080
atoms in the universe could store one variable, the universe could record the state of
log 10 ≈ 27 interacting particles. 144
a Schrödinger equation of n ≈ 13 log(N − p) ≈ 80
3
Each helium atom consists of a nucleus and two electrons. All the atoms in the
universe could therefore store the states of a total of nine helium atoms. This rough
calculation illustrates that the Schrödinger equation cannot be stored, processed,
or solved for large systems. Therefore, the computation of quantum-mechanical
many-body systems requires alternative approaches and approximations, of which
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 145 is often the initial step.

2.1.1. Born-Oppenheimer approximation
The mass ratio of electrons me and ions mi is me /mi ≈0.05% for hydrogen and even
smaller for more massive elements. This mass ratio allows a computational simplification, a decoupling of the electronic and ionic systems called the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. 145 At any given time, the electrons react almost instantaneously to
the movements of the ions. Therefore, the wave function ψe ({ri , Rj }) of the electrons
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approximately does not depend on the time t. The total wave function ψ({ri , Rj }; t)
of an adiabatic system then reads as
ψ({ri , Rj }; t) = ψe ({ri , Rj })ψi ({Rj }; t),

(2.3)

with the ionic wave function ψi ({Rj }; t). Hence, the Hamiltonian (Eq.2.2) is splitted
into an electronic and an ionic part,
[T̂ e + V̂ ee + V̂ ei ]ψe ({ri , Rj }) = Ee ({Rj })ψe ({ri , Rj }),
∂
[T̂ i + V̂ ii + Ee ({Rj })]ψi ({Rj }; t) = ih̄ ψi ({Rj }; t),
∂t

(2.4)
(2.5)

with the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface Ee ({Rj }) that couples the ionic and the
electronic parts. A separate treatment of the ionic and electronic contributions in
the system accelerates the computation of a given system drastically.

2.1.2. Density functional theory (DFT)
DFT does not employ the wave function as the central quantity of interest but
instead focuses on the electron density ρ(r),
∫︂
∫︂
ρ(r) = Ne dr1 · · · drNe −1 |ψe (r1 . . . rNe −1 )|2 .
(2.6)
Thus, the integral of ρ(r) over all spatial dimensions has to give the number of
electrons Ne ,
∫︂
Ne = dr ρ(r).
(2.7)
The use of the three-dimensional electron density in preference to the very complex
wave function greatly reduces the computational demand. Hohenberg and Kohn 146
demonstrated that the groundstate electron density ρ(r) determines the external
potential V̂ ei except for an additive constant. V̂ ei then determines the Hamiltonian
(Eq. 2.2), and therefore all properties of the system. The second theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn states that only the groundstate electron density ρ(r) reproduces
the groundstate energy. This theorems, in principle, allow for the calculation of
quantities based on the electron density. However, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
do not demonstrate a way of doing this.
Kohn and Sham 147 developed a scheme to apply the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
and to actually calculate observables. The main idea is to map the interacting
many-particle system with the groundstate electron density ρ(r) on a non-interacting
system with the groundstate density ρKS (r) with a modified external potential, such
that ρKS (r) = ρ(r).
The first step is to decompose the electron-electron interaction V̂ ee and the kinetic energy of the electrons T̂ e into the ideal Hartree interaction V̂ H , the unknown
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nonideal interaction V̂ xc , the ideal kinetic energy T̂ id , and the unknown nonideal
kinetic energy T̂ xc ,
V̂ ee = V̂ H + V̂ xc ,

(2.8)

T̂ e = T̂ id + T̂ xc .

(2.9)

With the decompositions of Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9, the eigenvalue Ee of the electronic
Hamiltonian reads as
Ee = Vee + Vei + Te
= VH + Vxc + Vei + Tid + Txc .

(2.10)

Here,
V̂ H
V̂ ei
T̂ id

∫︂ ∫︂
ρ(r1 )ρ(r2 )
1 e2
dr1 dr2
,
=
2 4πϵ0
|r̂1 − r̂2 |
∫︂
N
∑︂
Zj e 2
ρ(r)
=−
,
dr
4πϵ0
|r̂i − R̂j |
j=1
∞
h̄2 ∑︂
=−
fn ∆n .
2me n=1

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)

e is the elementary charge, ϵ0 is the dielectric constant, r̂ = r, R̂ = R, N is the
number of atoms in the system, Zj is the charge of the jth atom. Moreover, fn is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution, 148
fn =

1
e(εn −µ)/kB T + 1

,

(2.14)

with the self-energy εn of the nth state, the chemical potential µ, and the Boltzmann
constant kB .
Mermin 142 introduced the Fermi-Dirac distribution into the Kohn-Sham formalism and therefore enhanced DFT, so far only applicable at T = 0 K, to a finitetemperature method. The extension to finite temperatures requires the minimization of the free energy Fe instead of the energy Ee from Eq. 2.10,
Fe = Ee − T S,

(2.15)

with the electronic and ionic temperature T and the entropy S. The ideal term for
the entropy reads as
Sid = −kB

∞
∑︂

(fi ln fi + (1 − fi ) ln(1 − fi )) .

(2.16)

n=1

The decomposition of the entropy S is analogous to Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9,
S = Sid + Sxc ,

(2.17)
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with the nonideal entropy Sxc . Inserting Eqs. 2.10 and 2.17 into Eq. 2.15 gives
Fe = Ee − T S
= VH + Vxc + Vei + Tid + Txc − T (Sid + Sxc ) .

(2.18)

The exchange-correlation (XC) term
Fxc = Vxc + Txc − T Sxc

(2.19)

Fe = VH + Vei + Tid − T Sid + Fxc

(2.20)

modifies Eq. 2.18 to

and includes the nonideal contributions Vxc , Txc , and Sxc .
Aside from Fxc , all the other parts of Eq. 2.20 have analytical expressions. The
term Vei is system-dependent. Variation of the free energy Fe with respect to the
electron density n(r) gives the effective potential Veff in which the electrons exist
Veff = VH + Vei +

δFxc
.
δn(r)

(2.21)

Eq. 2.21 contains all the interactions of the system: the interaction due to nonideal contributions in the XC functional Fxc and the interactions due to the Hartree
potential VH and the system-dependent external potential of the ions Vei . The combination of Eq. 2.21 and Eq. 2.20 becomes
Fe = Tid − T Sid + Veff ,

(2.22)

describing a non-interacting system of particles, the so-called reference system, with
the kinetic energy Tid , the temperature T , and the entropy Sid in an effective potential Veff . The nth state of the reference system has the self-energy εn that corresponds to the nth one-particle Kohn-Sham orbital Ψn (r). The connection between
the electron density ρ(r) and the Kohn-Sham orbitals reads
ρ(r) =

∞
∑︂

fn |Ψn (r)|2 ,

(2.23)

n=1

while the effective Schrödinger equation of the nth Kohn-Sham orbital follows
]︃
[︃
h̄2
∆ + Veff Ψn (r) = εn Ψn (r).
(2.24)
−
2me
Eqs. 2.21, 2.23, and 2.24 constitute the Kohn-Sham equations and describe the reference system in a self-consistent way. Iteratively solving the Kohn-Sham equations
gives the electron density of the electronic groundstate, facilitating the calculation
of all quantities of the system.
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Heaven of
+ explicit dependence on unoccupied orbitals
+ explicit dependence on occupied orbitals
+ explicit dependence on kinetic energy density
+ explicit dependence on gradients of the density
local density only

chemical
rung 5
rung 4
rung 3
rung 2
rung 1

accuracy
fully nonlocal
hybrid functionals
meta-GGAs
GGAs
LDA

Hartree world
Table 2.1.: A categorization of exchange-correlation approaches, adapted from
Lorenzen. 150 Computational demand and potential accuracy increase
with each rung.
There are many approximations for the exchange-correlation functional with vastly different approaches and computational demands. Tab. 2.1 shows an overview of
the different classes of exchange-correlation functionals after Perdew et al. 149 Higher
rungs provide greater predictive power at increased computational costs due to a
more elaborate description of the electronic system. The Local Density Approximation (LDA) 147;151;152 only considers a homogenous electron gas, while Generalized
Gradient Approximations (GGAs) include gradients of the electron density. MetaGGAs 153;154 take the second derivative of the density or the kinetic energy density
into account, while hybrid functionals 155;156 employ a mixture of the Hartree-Fock
exchange and DFT on the GGA level. The first publication employs a variety of
exchange-correlation functionals from the LDA to the hybrid functional of Heyd,
Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE). 156 The first two publications also use GGAs that
describe the van der Waals (vdW)-interactions between the nuclei via a nonlocal
correlation term. While the first publication benchmarks a number of different
implementation of vdW functionals, the second exclusively employs the vdW-DF1
functional of Dion et al. 157 However, all publications of this work utilize the GGA
of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE). 158
This chapter does not derive DFT and instead provides a brief overview of the
main concepts. A plethora of books 159–164 and articles 144;165 contain further insight
into this topic.

2.1.3. Plane waves and pseudopotentials
The use of specific sampling points of the Brillouin zone, the so-called k points,
ensure simple symmetry exploitation. Periodic boundary conditions 166 avoid surface
effects and lower the number of particles that are required for convergence. Due to
this translational symmetry, the Kohn-Sham wave functions Ψn (r) obey the Bloch
theorem. The symmetry also allows for the expansion of the wave functions into
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plane waves,
1
1 ∑︂
Ψn (r) = √ uk,α (r)eik·r = √
Ck,α (G)ei(k+G)·r ,
V
V G

(2.25)

with the box volume V , the Bloch factor uk,α for a given k point and band index
α, and the wave number G. Computational constraints restrict the sum over G to
values below the plane wave energy Ecut that results from
Ecut >

h̄2
|k + G|2 .
2me

(2.26)

Regions around the nuclei require a large number of plane waves in order to reproduce the strongly oscillating wave functions near the nuclei. Pseudopotentials
envelop the strong oscillations and effectively include all but the valence electrons
into the core potential, creating a smooth pseudo wave function within the radius
rPP of the pseudopotential while reproducing the real wave function outside rPP .
However, upon increasing densities and/or high kinetic energy induced by high temperatures, the distance between two nuclei can approach 2rPP , creating unphysical
behavior. Higher densities hence require “harder“ pseudopotentials with smaller rPP
or even the use of the computationally expensive full Coulomb potential, depending
on the density-temperature conditions.

2.1.4. Molecular dynamics (MD)
Chapter 2.1.2 describes the self-consistent treatment of the static quantum-mechanical electronic system within the DFT framework. The positions of the nuclei enter
the Kohn-Sham equations implicitely as part of the effective potential Veff . Classical molecular dynamics propagates the nuclei and therefore governs the temporal
evolution of the system, employing Newton’s equations of motion,
Ftot = Fii + Fei + Fbath ,

(2.27)

with the total force Ftot on the nuclei, the Coulomb interaction Fii between the
ions, the force on the nuclei due to the Hellman-Feynman forces of the electrons
Fei = −∇Ee , derived from the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface Ee of Eqs. 2.4
and 2.5, and the force Fbath due to the heat bath. Nosé 167 and Hoover 168 introduced
a coupling of the system with a heat bath. This approach renders the system a
canonical ensemble and introduces the temperature as an independent quantity.
The bath adds/subtracts energy to/from the system periodically. This way, the
mean kinetic energy ⟨Ti ⟩ of the Ni nuclei follows
3
⟨Ti ⟩ = (Ni − 1)kB T.
2

(2.28)

Classical MD can simulate over 1012 particles, 169 while the high computational demand limits DFT-MD to a maximum of a few thousand particles.
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2.1.5. Implementation of DFT-MD in the VASP code
This work employs the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP). 170–174 Fig. 2.1.5
displays a brief outline of the underlying workflow.
MD step
start

ion
positions

moleculardynamics

thermodynamics

yes
e-density
ρ(r)

Veff

no

Fe min?

exchangecorrelation
functional
KohnSham
equations

Fe [ρ(r)]

εn , Ψ n

DFT step

Figure 2.1.: The DFT-MD scheme of VASP, adapted from W. Lorenzen. 150
VASP implements a separate treatment of nuclei and electrons according to the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation (Sec. 2.1.1). The initial position of the nuclei
results in an initial guess of the electron density ϱ(r) within DFT (Sec. 2.1.2). The
electron density, the exchange-correlation functional, and the projector-augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials 175 (Sec. 2.1.3) define the effective potential Veff . The
solution of the Kohn-Sham equations (Eqs. 2.21, 2.23, and 2.24) results in the eigen
energies εn and the Kohn-Sham orbitals Ψn , with an expansion of the Bloch factor
into plane waves according to Sec. 2.1.3. The k-point sampling of the Kohn-Sham
orbitals is a convergence parameter. Usually, the Baldereschi Mean Value Point
(BMVP) 176 ensures converged results compared to more demanding grids from the
Monkhorst and Pack scheme 177 . Calculations in certain solid phases can employ
special k-points 178 for higher efficiency due to the high crystal symmetry. The
self-consistent DFT cycle then minimizes the resulting free energy Fe . The final
Fe determines the Hellman-Feynman forces that act on the nuclei and move the
nuclei accordingly within classical MD (Sec. 2.1.4). The updated positions of the
nuclei then result in an updated electron density, and the intertwined computation
cycle of DFT and MD repeats for the specified number of MD steps. This thesis employs the VASP code in order to be consistent with earlier work, especially
to studies of W. Lorenzen 87;89;179;180 , A. Becker, 110 and M. Schöttler. 90 However,
there is a great and increasing number of ab initio codes, including, but not limited
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to, ABINIT, 181–183 CASTEP, 184 FHI-aims, 185–187 Gaussian, 188 SIESTA, 189 TURBOMOLE, 190 Quantum ESPRESSO, 191 and WIEN2k. 192
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2.2. Calculation of thermophysical properties
The following sections provide a brief overview of the calculation of thermophysical
properties such as the pressure p, the internal energy U , the dynamic electrical
conductivity σ(ω) that depends on the frequency ω, the static electrical conductivity
σDC , the optical reflectivity R, and the ionization degree α. Appendix A contains a
display and discussion of the convergence of said quantities regarding the number of
atoms, the cutoff energy Ecut , the k-point set, the number of bands per atom, and
the size of the time step in the MD.

2.2.1. Equation of state

58500

2450

Pressure [kbar]

average value
58000

2400

57500

2350
0

5000

10000

0
15000
Time Step

5000

10000

Internal Energy [eV]

The calculation of the pressure p and the internal energy U requires DFT-MD calculations. Fig. 2.2 shows the typical behavior of the pressure and the internal energy
during a DFT-MD simulation.

15000

Figure 2.2.: The pressure (left panel, black) and the internal energy (right panel,
blue) over the number of time steps for a typical DFT-MD simulation
at 10 g/cm3 and 10 000 K with the average value in thermodynamic
equilibrium in orange.
After the simulations have reached the thermodynamic equilibrium for a given density ϱ = m
and temperature T , the total pressure p reads as:
V
p = pid + ⟨pii ⟩ + ⟨pe ⟩.

(2.29)

It consists of the ideal pressure pid = NiVkB T of the Ni nuclei, the additional pressure
due to the interaction of the ions pii , and the pressure due to the Hellman-Feynman
forces of the electronic system pe . Similarly, the internal energy U of a system of
Ni atoms is the sum of the ideal contribution Uid = 23 Ni kB T , the energy due to the
interaction of the ions Uii , and the energy due to the electronic system Ue ,
U = Uid + ⟨Uii ⟩ + ⟨Ue ⟩.

(2.30)

Here, Ue depends on the free energy of the electrons Fe (Eq. 2.22), the entropy Se
(Eq. 2.16), and the temperature T ,
⟨Ue ⟩ = ⟨Fe + T Se ⟩.

(2.31)
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2.2.2. Dynamic electrical conductivity
This section gives an overview of the calculation of the dynamic electrical conductivity and quantities deduced from it, i.e., the direct current (DC) conductivity, the
optical reflectivity, and the ionization degree. The real part of the complex dynamic
electrical conductivity follows the Kubo-Greenwood formula, 166;193–196
σ(ω) =

2πe2 ∑︂
[f (εi,k ) − f (εj,k )]
3ωV ij
×|⟨Ψj,k |v̂|Ψi,k ⟩|2 δ(εj,k − εi,k − h̄ω).

(2.32)

Here, the Fermi-Dirac occupation f (εi,k ) of the ith band that corresponds to the
energy εi,k and the wavefunction Ψi,k at k-point k is summed up over the bands i
and j. Due to the delta function, the Kubo-Greenwood formula only gives non-zero
results at frequencies ω that correspond to the energy difference h̄ω between two
bands. A possible correction of this unphysical behavior is the multiplication with a
Gaussian function where the width of the Gaussian is a convergence parameter that
has to be checked carefully for every density, temperature, and particle number.
It is not feasible to calculate σ(ω) at every time step of a DFT-MD simulation in
thermodynamic equilibrium. Instead, up to 50 snapshots usually suffice to converge
the quantity of interest within 10%, depending on the exact conditions and the
desired quantity.

2.2.3. Direct current (DC) conductivity
The DC conductivity is the low-frequency limit of the dynamic electrical conductivity,
σDC = lim σ(ω).
(2.33)
ω→0

Due to the dependence on the mean band distance when calculated with the KuboGreenwood formula, σ(ω) exhibits a drop at frequencies whose corresponding energies are smaller than the mean band distance. Therefore, a decrease in the mean
band distance, i.e., a greater number of atoms, allows for a physically meaningful calculation of σ(ω) to lower frequencies. A linear regression over a small energy range
above the mean band distance then gives an extrapolation of σ(ω) to low frequencies
and therefore σDC . Fig. 2.3 exemplifies the calculation of the DC conductivity.
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Figure 2.3.: The dynamic electrical conductivity over the energy with 108 atoms
(solid black line) and 512 atoms (solid red line) at 10 g/cm3 and
10 000 K. Corresponding mean band distances and linear regressions
are shown as dotted and dashed lines, respectively.

2.2.4. Reflectivity
The Fresnel formula 197
R(ω) =

[n0 (ω) − n(ω)]2 + [k0 (ω) − k(ω)]2
[n0 (ω) + n(ω)]2 + [k0 (ω) + k(ω)]2

(2.34)

states a connection between the frequency-dependent reflectivity R(ω) and the complex index of refraction, n + ik. Quantities with the subscript 0 refer to the material
at the reflecting boundary, which results in n0 = 1 and k0 = 0 since the optical
properties of uncompressed helium are approximately equal to that of a vacuum,
see Sec. 1.1. The relations between n + ik and the complex dielectric function
ε(ω) = ε1 (ω) + iε2 (ω) read 198;199
√︁
ε(ω),
(2.35)
n(ω) + ik(ω) =
σ2 (ω)
ε1 (ω) =
,
(2.36)
ϵ0 ω
σ1 (ω)
ε2 (ω) = 1 −
.
(2.37)
ϵ0 ω
While the real part of the dynamic electrical conductivity, σ1 (ω) = σ(ω), results from
the Kubo-Greenwood formula (Eq. 2.32), the following Kramers-Kronig relation
gives the imaginary part σ2 (ω): 195;196;200–202
∫︂
2
σ1 (ν)ω
σ2 (ω) = − P
dν,
(2.38)
π
ν 2 − ω2
with the frequency ν and where P indicates a principal value integral. The components of the dielectric function, ε1 (ω) and ε2 (ω), are inversely proportional to the
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frequency ω. Therefore, compared to the DC conductivity, a converged dielectric
function requires a greater energy range of electronic transitions between the bands,
which directly translates into a greater number of bands per atom at the same
density and temperature conditions. Fig. 2.4 gives an example of the quantities
discussed here at a density of 15 g/cm3 and a temperature of 16 000 K to energies
in the extreme X-ray regime, where n0 ̸= 1 and k0 ̸= 0. Therefore, Fig. 2.4 displays
an overview of the numerical behavior of those quantities, and not necessarily their
physical behavior at extremely high photon energies.
20
R
ε1
ε2
σ1
σ2

15

R, ε1, ε2, σ1, and σ2
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Figure 2.4.: Several frequency-dependent quantities over the energy spectrum in linear (upper panel) and logarithmic representation (lower panel): the
reflectivity R (solid black line), the real and imaginary part of the dielectric function, ε1 (ω) (red dotted line) and ε2 (ω) (orange dotted line),
and the real and imaginary part of the dynamic electrical conductivity,
σ1 (ω) (dashed blue line) and σ1 (ω) (dashed cyan line). The vertical solid
green lines indicate the energy of light with a wavelength of 532 nm. The
vertical dashed green line depicts the energy Eion required to ionize a
helium atom once (He+ ) and twice (He++ ).
Most experiments use Nd:YAG lasers with an initial wavelength of 1064 nm and
532 nm via frequency-doubling. Therefore, in order to directly compare to experiments, the wavelength of interest is usually 532 nm with a corresponding energy
of about 2.33 eV. The energy required to ionize helium to the first ionization state
is Eion, He+ = 24.58739 ± 0.00003 eV. 26 The full ionization requires Eion, He++ =
79.00514 ± 0.00003 eV. 26 Accordingly, the electron-depleted bands at energies above
Eion, He+ and Eion, He++ greatly affect R, ε2 , σ1 , ε1 , and σ2 .
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2.2.5. Ionization degree
The ionization degree α is the ratio of free electrons Nefree and the total number of
electrons Netot , 203;204
N free
α = etot .
(2.39)
Ne
Until recently, the only method to obtain α from ab initio simulations was to calculate the density of states (DOS), multiply it with the Fermi function, integrate
over it and normalize the result with respect to the total number of electrons Netot .
Within this DOS integration method, 205–207 the value of the integral to the right of
the chemical potential is identified with the number of free electrons Nefree .
An alternative approach from Bethkenhagen et al. 208 employs dynamic electrical
conductivity σ(ω) = σ tot (ω) instead. Thomas, Reiche, and Kuhn (TRK) proposed
that σ(ω) has to satisfy the following sum rule: 209–212
∫︂
2me V ∞
Netot
tot
= 2
dω σ tot (ω).
(2.40)
Z =
Ni
πe Ni 0
The total electronic Z tot charge per atom is equal to the number of electrons per
atom, i.e., Z tot = 2 in the case of helium. Regarding the total system, Z tot depends
on the total number of electrons Netot and the number of ions Ni in the system.
σ tot (ω) consists of transitions within the conduction bands (c-c), the valence bands
(v-v), and interband transitions (v-c):
σ tot (ω) = σ v-v (ω) + σ v-c (ω) + σ c-c (ω),
which have to fulfill the partial TRK sum rule,
∫︂
2me V ∞
x
dω σ x (ω),
Z = 2
πe Ni 0

(2.41)

(2.42)

with the individual contributions x={v-v, v-c, c-c}. Here, different energy ranges
select different x: Transitions within the valence bands have energies below the
chemical potential, higher energies contribute to the conduction bands. Defining
the electrons within the conduction bands as free electrons allows calculating the
ionization state Z free according to Eq. (2.42),
Z free =

Nefree
≡ Z c-c .
Ni

(2.43)

Therefore, the ionization α degree reads
α=

Z free
Nefree
=
.
Z tot
Netot

(2.44)

Fig. 2.5 visualizes the DOS integration method as well as the TRK sum rule
method at a sample condition of 21.6 g/cm3 and 10 000 K. The DOS integration
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Figure 2.5.: Upper panel: the dynamic electrical conductivity σ (left y-axis) and
the effective number of electrons Z for different electronic contributions
(right y-axis) over the energy. The total, the c-c, and the v-c contributions are black, blue, and red, respectively. The panel compares the
behavior of the sum rule (dashed lines) of the contributions of the conductivities (solid lines) with the results of the DOS integration method
(bold lines). The numbers indicate the effective Z. Lower panel: The
DOS over the energy. The raw and normalized DOS is black, the corresponding Fermi function is red, and the product of both are orange.
approach does not account for v-v contributions. At the sample conditions, the v-v
contributions calculated with the sum rule are zero and therefore not displayed in
Fig. 2.5.
The band gap of the DOS in Fig. 2.5 is almost closed. Due to the comparatively
low temperature, the Fermi function displays a strong decrease around the chemical
potential of about 83 eV. Hence, a multiplication of the DOS with the Fermi function
results in small contributions of the DOS at energies above the chemical potential.
The DOS integration method identifies the value of the integrated DOS over the
total energy range with the total number of electrons. Accordingly, the number of
free electrons is the corresponding fraction of the total integral at energies above the
chemical potential. At the conditions of Fig. 2.5, this results in an effective number
of 0.0028 free electrons. In contrast, the TRK sum rule method as an integral over
σc-c results in 1.99 free electrons, i.e., almost complete ionization.
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The exact energy that separates the conduction and valence bands can be chosen
arbitrarily. The choice of said energy does not affect the general applicability of
the TRK sum rule. The chemical picture treats bound and free states inherently.
However, the usual approximations of the chemical picture, like the hard-sphere
approximation, are not valid in the warm dense matter regime due to the strong
correlations and high densities. The overall influence of quantum effects have to
be taken into account. The chemical picture approximates the correlation terms
of each species under consideration. In contrast, the TRK approach only uses a
single parameter, which is the energy that separates the conduction and the valence
bands. The description within DFT accounts for all the quantum effects. The
drastical decrease in parameters makes the TRK sum rule approach superior to a
treatment within the chemical picture, at least in a regime of strong correlations.
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2.3. Two-phase simulation method
At the beginning of two-phase simulations (TPS), one half of the simulation cell
contains a solid structure, while a liquid atomic configuration occupies the other
half. Within the course of the calculation, either the liquid solidifies or the solid
melts, whichever is more favorable energetically. Other approaches to TPS employ
simulation where the liquid and the solid coexist throughout the TPS. Figure 2.6
displays a typical TPS cell, in this case with 2048 atoms in total, the maximum
number of atoms considered in the respective study. 213

Figure 2.6.: A TPS cell with 2048 atoms after around 5000 time steps at ρ =
1.6 g/cm3 and T =850 K.
A recent study on the metallization of helium in the solid 214 demonstrated that at
T = 0 K, the most stable crystal structure is hexagonal close-packed (hcp) throughout the pressure range of interest for the TPS calculations of this work. Therefore,
all the TPS cells of this study consist of an hcp crystal and a liquid configuration,
which are stacked in the z-direction.
To date, the literature is not conclusive with respect to the setup of the liquid
and the solid parts of a TPS box. 215–222 Extensive tests (see Sec. A.1) demonstrated
that a TPS box consisting of a perfect hcp crystal and a liquid distribution gives
converged results compared to to more demanding setup procedures. A slight compression of the solid part introduces a spacing between the liquid and solid constituents. It additionally equalizes the pressure mismatch between the liquid and
the solid. The initial assignment of random velocity vectors to the atoms does not
seem to play an important role in the result of the TPS due to the extensive number
of time steps and atoms in the TPS.
An accurate description of the melting processes requires an accurate computation
of the forces between the atoms. Lorenzen 150 demonstrated that converged pressures
require converged forces between the atoms. The very wide pressure and density
range of the second publication (Sec. 4.2) demanded the use of special k-points,
but ultimately, all calculations required only one k-point for a convergence of the
pressure to 0.05% with respect to reference calculations with 120 k-points. Fig. 2.7
illustrates the change of pressure within a TPS simulation at 1.6 g/cm 3 for a liquid
and a solid result and demonstrates the differences in the resulting pair distribution
functions.
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Figure 2.7.: Left panel: The pressure over the number of time steps. Right panel:
The pair distribution function at the end of the respective TPS at ρ =
1.6 g/cm3 and T = 850 K. The black (orange) graphs illustrate a TPS
with a solid (liquid) result.
In the course of a TPS simulation, a change in pressure and radial distribution
function reflects the process of melting/solidification. A solid result will exhibit
lower pressures than a liquid result and will have the radial distribution function of
a thermally excited solid. As Fig. 2.7 demonstrates, the pressures initially fluctuate
until they steadily increase/decrease, and the TPS cell finally contains a liquid/solid
configuration. The pair distribution function of said configuration is that of a liquid/a thermally excited hcp crystal.
The change of pressure, the final radial distribution function, and the direct visual representation of the TPS cell during the DFT-MD simulation with the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) tool 223 provide sufficient information to determine
whether a given TPS resulted in a liquid or a solid simulation cell.
A melting line requires multiple melting points. They can result from two equivalent approaches: Calculations on isotherms/isochores iteratively find the densities/temperatures of the melting points that correspond to the respective temperatures/densities. The liquid-solid phase transition is of first order, which introduces a
metastable region where the TPSs randomly result in either a liquid or a solid state.
Careful sampling of the metastable region as displayed in Fig. A.4 in the appendix
indicates that the metastable region in high-density helium has a width of about
3.5% in density at a fixed temperature.
Converged TPS calculations are computationally very demanding due to the high
number of atoms in the simulation box. However, as soon as the TPS result in
a liquid/solid cell, the calculation of the converged pressure of the corresponding
point in the temperature-density plane requires only about 100 atoms. Therefore,
after obtaining the density and temperature of a given melting point, DFT-MD
simulations with only about 100 atoms provide the corresponding pressures with
high accuracy and a move favorable computational demand.
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2.4. Calculation of the band gap within DFT-MD
The literature is not conclusive on how to calculate the band gap within DFT. 224–226
At T = 0 K, the band gap is the energy difference between the highest occupied
molecular orbital, HOMO, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO,
with the chemical potential between the HOMO and the LUMO. Higher temperatures lead to a smearing of the Fermi edge and the previously strict definitions
of the HOMO and the LUMO are not applicable anymore. However, one of the
approaches to calculate the band gap utilizes exact same bands in the vicinity of the
chemical potential. At finite temperatures, the electronic band with an energy right
below the chemical potential is not fully occupied, and the first band with an energy
above the chemical potential has a non-zero occupation. This method to describe
the band gap is called HOMO-LUMO in this thesis. It averages the energy difference between the two electronic bands about the chemical potential. The electronic
bands are either evaluated for every time step of a DFT-MD simulation 137 or a few
atomic snapshots from DFT-MDs with subsequent DFT calculations at a higher kpoint sampling. 139 The HOMO-LUMO approach appears to give consistent results
for dense hydrogen. 227 However, at least with the VASP code, this is not the case for
helium. 228 The broadened approach records the band energies from snapshots and
creates a histogram of the band energies. It shifts the band energies by the chemical
potential of every snapshot or every time step of the DFT-MD, respectively. Then,
it multiplies the resulting density of states (DOS) with a Gaussian function that
has 1% of the valence band width. 138 The shifted histogram method also records the
histogram of the shifted band energies but omits the process of broadening the DOS.
The histogram method additionally omits the shifting by the chemical potential. At
0 K, it is identical to the DOS of the shifted histogram approach, albeit displaced
by the value of the chemical potential. For the sake of clarity, it is not displayed in
Fig. 2.8, which compares the methods at T = 0 K and ρ = 10 g/cm3 with 864 atoms
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Figure 2.8.: The DOS at T = 0 K and ρ = 10 g/cm3 with the shifted histogram
(black) and the broadened method (red). The band energies relevant
for the HOMO-LUMO method are the blue diamonds, whose width
gives the uncertainties of the respective band energies.
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in the simulation cell and a sampling of 25x25x25 k-points. The HOMO-LUMO
approach gives an upper bound of the histogram results. The DOS of the broadened
method is smeared out compared to the sharp features of the DOS of the histogram
technique, resulting in a smaller band gap of the broadened approach compared to
the other methods.
At temperatures above absolute zero, the statistical fluctuations due to thermal
excitation induce uncertainties in the resulting band gaps for every technique under
discussion. The thermal effects require a thorough investigation of the band gap
convergence of the different approaches at finite temperatures. Fig. 2.9 illustrates
the resulting DOS for the histogram, the shifted histogram, and the broadened
technique, and demonstrates the temperature-induced uncertainties in the DOS.
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Figure 2.9.: The mean DOS (bold black line) averaged from the DOS of six uncorrelated DFT-MD simulations (thin grey lines) at at T = 20 000 K and
ρ = 7 g/cm3 . The green areas indicate the area of uncertainty due to
thermal effects.
Normalizing all DOS to the highest occupation of the valence band enables the
comparison of different methods to calculate the band gap. While there is no strict
definition of the electronic band gap at finite temperatures, the following a priori
definition ensures robust results for the band gap in the presence of thermal noise:
The band gap is closed when the DOS in the energy around the chemical potential is
less than 1% of the maximum value of the valence band for all band gap approaches
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that derive the band gap directly from the DOS.
The common approach to calculate the band gap is similar to the calculation of
the DC conductivity, the reflectivity, and the ionization degree. It utilizes uncorrelated atomic configurations from DFT-MD simulations to calculate the respective
property of interest in combination with a more involved k-point sampling, whenever
necessary for convergence. However, the common approach does not give converged
results for the band gap of dense helium with VASP. Instead, only the extensive
statistical data from DFT-MD simulations ensure converged band gaps in dense
helium. Fig. 2.10 demonstrates the convergence behavior of the band gap from
DFT-MD simulations at a sample condition of ρ = 7 g/cm3 and T = 20 000 K for
different definitions of the band gap. The error bars reflect the uncertainties due
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Figure 2.10.: The convergence of different approaches to the band gap at T =
20 000 K and ρ = 7 g/cm3 . The color code indicates the convergence with respect to the k-point set. The symbols and corresponding
line types indicate the different methods for the calculation of the band
gap. Green areas indicate convergence with respect to the most demanding settings. The dashed orange line depicts a fit function to the
results of the HOMO-LUMO approach, while the dotted orange line
is the extrapolation of the HOMO-LUMO results to an infinite number of atoms. Small open triangles depict the convergence results of
Kowalski et al. 137
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to thermal fluctuations, as displayed in Fig. 2.9 and discussed above. They depend
on the number of atoms and the width of the energy bins in the calculation of the
histogram-based and the broadened approaches and on the fluctuations of the two
bands evaluated in the HOMO-LUMO definition of the band gap.
The shifted histogram approach reproduces the band gaps of the histogram method
for a high number of atoms. Therefore, the different values of the two histogram
techniques for the band gap at low atom numbers appear to be a finite-size effect. The popular HOMO-LUMO definition does not result in converged results
with respect to the number of atoms, at least for high-density helium and with the
VASP code. Interestingly, Kowalski et al. 137 employed the ABINIT code 181–183 and
demonstrated good convergence of the HOMO-LUMO band gaps. The fourth publication (see Sec. 4.4) used the VASP code as well as HOMO-LUMO approach and
obtained converged band gaps in dense hydrogen.
At the beginning of a given simulation, the mean value of the band gap fluctuates until the statistical data is sufficient to result in constant values of the band
gap. Fig. 2.11 demonstrates the trend of the mean value of the band gap for every
approach under discussion during an exemplary DFT-MD simulation. Please note
that, due to the convergence behavior discussed in Fig. 2.10, the shifted histogram
values do not reproduce the histogram results due to the use of 128 atoms during
the calculation of Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11.: The mean values of the band gap during a DFT-MD simulation at
T = 20 000 K and ρ = 7 g/cm3 over the number of time steps. The colored bold lines denote the approach to calculate the band gap and the
dotted lines and green areas indicate the uncertainties of the converged
values. For the sake of clarity, the figure does not feature the area corresponding to converged values of the shifted histogram method.
The band gap values of the different methods in Fig. 2.11 reproduce the trends of
Fig. 2.10: The broadened approach results in the smallest band gaps, followed by
the histogram, the shifted histogram, and the HOMO-LUMO definition. The latter
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converges after the least number of time steps. At the sample condition and as
long as more than 2 000 time steps are evaluated, every method under consideration
reproduces the reference values within the uncertainties. Throughout this thesis, all
DFT-MD calculations of the band gap employed at least 4 000 time steps.
All the tests above demonstrate a scheme to calculate reliable band gaps from
DFT-MD simulations at finite temperatures. The third publication (see Sec. 4.3)
employs this method in order to resolve the band gap closure, i.e., the nonmetalto-metal of liquid helium in the warm dense matter regime, and to predict the
thermophysical properties discussed in Sec. 2.2 around the band gap closure.
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3. Results
The overall aim of this thesis is to study the nonmetal-to-metal phase transition
in fluid helium with DFT-MD by calculating the band gap and the thermophysical
properties discussed in Sec. 2.2. To date, no experimental data on helium exists
in the temperature-pressure regime in which the most recent publications predicted
the PPT. 138;139 It is therefore not possible to benchmark the theoretical methods
in this regime against experimental results. However, a replication of all highpressure results that do exist would increase the probability that the application of
the theoretical methods at more extreme conditions is justified and leads to reliable
results in that domain.
Fig. 3.1 shows the status of the helium phase diagram before this work, adopted
from W. Lorenzen. 150
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Figure 3.1.: The helium phase diagram (temperature over pressure), after Lorenzen. 150 The dashed black lines denote the hypothetical coexistence lines
of Ref. 229.
The first publication (Sec. 4.1) benchmarks the results of DFT-MD concerning
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the EOS, the DC conductivity, and the optical reflectivity with a multitude of experiments. It also investigates the influence of different XC functionals regarding
the properties mentioned above.
The second publication (Sec. 4.2) tests different two-phase simulation approaches
to calculate an accurate melting line from DFT-MD. It predicts the helium melting
line to a maximum temperature of 10 000 K and a maximum pressure of 35 TPa
using the PBE and the vdW-DF1 XC functional. The results of this publication
pave the way for a self-consistent calculation of the metallization in the fluid.
The third publication (Sec. 4.3) explores the three most recent approaches calculating the band gap at finite temperatures. It displays predictions of the band gap
closure for eight temperatures between T = 10 000 K and 50 000 K, as well as the
EOS, the DC conductivity, the optical reflectivity, and the ionization degree, within
a density interval ±40% around the density where the band gap closes.
The co-authored fourth publication (Sec. 4.4) evaluates the influence of different XC functionals on the EOS, the DC conductivity, and the band gap of dense
hydrogen and deuterium. It benchmarks the results against one of the pioneering
experiments regarding the dissociation of molecular hydrogen in the warm dense
matter regime. 127;230 The study finds that the observed differences in DC conductivity and the band gap of the different XC functionals largely arise from the predicted
pressures.
Appendix A additionally contains convergence details of all aforementioned firstauthored publications.
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3.1. Benchmark of the tools against a wide range
of experiments
Due to advances in experimental techniques, the last two decades saw a multitude
of experiments on compressed helium. 64;99;100;121;128;231–239 Some of the experiments
followed a static approach by compressing helium in diamond anvil cells. 100;231;233
Especially the higher-pressure experiments employed shockwaves to drive the sample, i.e., helium, to extreme states. 64;99;121;128;232;234–239 Single-shock experiments can
produce high temperatures, while setups with a pre-compressed sample and multiple shockwaves can access high densities at lower temperatures 99;121;240 due to their
quasi-isentropic nature. According to recent theoretical studies, 137–139 the nonmetalto-metal phase transition presumably takes place at conditions beyond the reach of
today’s experimental capabilities.
The first publication aims to confirm the applicability of the tools discussed in
Sec. 2.2 with a wide range of experimental data. A focus of this study is the performance of different XC functionals that describe vdW interactions (vdW-DF1 241
and vdW-DF2 242 ) compared to standard XC functionals like the PBE 158 and the
HSE 156;243 XC functional.
The wide range of experimental parameters requires convergence tests of the EOS,
the DC conductivity, and the optical reflectivity before the calculations could be
performed. 128 atoms for the EOS, up to 256 atoms for the DC conductivity, and
27 atoms for the reflectivity lead to converged results within this study’s density and
temperature range; see Appendix A.2 for an in-depth discussion of the convergence
of the DC conductivity and the reflectivity.
At zero temperature, the vdW-DF1 XC functional yields higher pressures than
the PBE functional, while the vdW-DF2 functional reproduces the results of the
PBE XC functional. The vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2 XC functionals predict lower
pressures than the PBE XC functional at higher temperatures.
Fig. 3.2 displays the results of the two existing experiments on the Hugoniot curve
of helium 121;122 and compares the experimental results with data from DFT-MD
simulations that employ different XC functionals, namely the PBE, the vdW-DF1,
and the vdW-DF2 XC functional.
While all the XC functionals in this study reproduce the experimental trends,
increasing temperatures diminish the XC functionals’ differences. The reason for
this behavior is the weakening significance of the XC component of the internal
energy with increasing temperatures, 244 which confirms the choice of the PBE XC
functional for the remaining EOS calculations of the publication. However, the
extent of the experimental uncertainties does not allow for a clear distinction of
XC functionals, which remains a task for future high-precision experiments and
subsequent benchmarks of XC functionals.
In the course of the multiple-shock experiment of Eggert et al., 121 the optical
reflectivities of the shocked helium samples were measured as well, published by
Celliers et al. 99 Later, Brygoo et al. 245 reanalyzed the reflectivity results with an
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Figure 3.2.: The Hugoniot curve of helium, shown as pressure over the compression
rate with colorcoded densities: symbols with error bars mark the results
of the two experiments to date. 121;122 All the other lines and symbols
represent the results of DFT-MD simulations that reproduce the experimental values irrespective of the underlying XC functional.
updated pressure standard. The first publication benchmarks three conceptionally
different XC functionals against the reanalyzed reflectivities: the GGA functional
PBE; the vdW-DF1 XC functional, which enhances a GGA description of the electronic system by including vdW-forces; the hybrid functional HSE, see Tab. 2.1 and
the subsequent discussion for further details on the classes of XC functionals. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.3.
The results of the different XC functionals exhibit a systematic behavior. The
PBE XC functional yields the highest reflectivities, followed by the vdW-DF1 and
the HSE XC functional. While the ab initio simulations reproduce the experimental
trends, the error bars of the experimental data inhibit a comparison of the efficacy
of the XC functionals.
Accurate measurements of the DC conductivity in the warm dense matter regime
are challenging. Ternovoi et al. 232 employed reverberating shock waves to compress
cryogenic helium samples while simultaneously measuring the electrical resistance
with electrodes as well as the optical emission. They then inferred the DC conductivity from the obtained resistance values. While this approach represents a way to
measure the electrical resistance directly, applicating the electrodes into the sample chamber further complicates the setup procedure and the actual measurements.
The study calculated the temperature, pressure, and density of the final shocked
state with a one-dimensional hydrodynamics code that employs the chemical picture as well as a hard-sphere approximation. Both approaches are known to fail
in the warm dense matter regime. The first publication attempts to estimate the
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Figure 3.3.: The reflectivity over the temperature with colorcoded densities. Diamonds denote experimental data. 245 The PBE, the vdW-DF1, and the
HSE XC functional (circles, squares, and crosses, respectively) reproduce the experimental trends.
temperature in this experiment by calculating the DC conductivity at experimental
densities and different temperatures and XC functionals. It predicts an increase of
the experimental temperature from about 10 000 K to above 30 000 K, extending
the temperature range of 15 000 to 25 000 K reported in Ref. 232.
After the publication of the experiment of Eggert et al. 121 on the Hugoniot curve,
two follow-up publications by Celliers et al. 99 and Soubiran et al. 129 inferred the
corresponding DC conductivity by fitting the measured reflectivities with a Drude
model. The first publication compared the behavior of the Drude model with the
dynamic electrical conductivity from DFT calculations. While the models could
reproduce the DC conductivity, their predictions at higher frequencies did not reproduce the dynamic electrical conductivity of the ab initio data. However, the DC
conductivities of the ab inito simulations reproduced the trends of the DC conductivities that were obtained from the Drude models. Similar to the results regarding
the Hugoniot curve as discussed above, more precise experiments are required to
discern the applicability of different XC functionals in this regime.
Fig. 3.4 displays the DC conductivity from the ab inito calculations with the PBE,
the vdW-DF1, and the HSE XC functionals and compares them to the results of
Ternovoi et al. 232 and the Drude models from Celliers et al. 99 and Soubiran et al. 129
The ab initio results of the DC conductivity exhibit a systematic behavior. The
PBE XC functional yields the highest DC conductivities, followed by the vdW-DF1,
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and the HSE XC functional, respectively.
All XC functionals under consideration reproduce the trends of the experiments.
The cause of this accordance is the magnitude of the experimental uncertainties
that are significantly greater than the differences in the EOS, reflectivity, and DC
conductivity obtained with the XC functionals under study. This encourages more
precise experiments, which would lay the foundation on which the viability of the
XC functionals under experimental conditions could be tested. It is not possible to
perform such benchmarks of the PBE, vdW-DF1, and HSE XC functional with the
current magnitude of uncertainty in the experiments. This justifies the use of the
PBE functional in the wide range of conditions and properties investigated in this
study, which decreases the computational costs compared to the vdW-DF1 and the
HSE XC functional.
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3.2. Calculation of the high-pressure melting line
Knowledge of the high-pressure melting line paves the way for a consistent calculation of the metallization of dense fluid helium and is relevant in the modeling of
dense astrophysical objects, see Secs. 1.2 and 1.3. There are different approaches
and methods to calculate points on the melting line. Some publications calculate the
Gibbs free energy of the solid and the liquid and then identify the melting points
as the points where the Gibbs free energy of the two phases is equivalent. 246;247
Other publications compute the solid and the liquid in the same simulation box, a
technique called two-phase simulation (TPS). 215;216;218;248–252
This publication, see Sec. 4.2, tests different approaches to TPSs and the respective convergence with DFT-MD. The literature is not consistent with regards
to details such as the spacing between the phases 219;251;253;254 and the setup of the
phases before the two-phase simulations. 215–222;255–257
Extensive convergence calculations with respect to the setup of the liquid and
solid parts of the two-phase simulation box, the number of atoms, and the k-point
set ensure reliable results, see Sec. A.1.
Among the many ways to set up a TPS cell, a cell containing a perfect crystal
configuration and a random liquid distribution provides identical results as more
elaborate setup procedures. Additional compression of the solid part counteracts
the different pressures between a liquid and a solid at identical temperatures and
densities. The higher the number of atoms, the less significant the setup procedure.
While more elaborate TPS configurations require only 256 atoms for convergence
with respect to TPSs with 2048 atoms, the setup with a perfect crystal and a random
liquid part demands 500 atoms.
At the highest densities, a k-point sampling at the Γ-point is not sufficient. Instead,
a single k-point reproduces the result of a much more involved 2x2x2 sampling with
the computational cost of the Γ-point. The
is (0 1/3 0)
√︁
√ location of this k-point
relative to the basis vectors (1 0 0), (-1/2 3/2 0), and (0 0 2 8/3) of a unit cell
consisting of two perfect hcp cells stacked in z-direction.
The standard PAW pseudopotential does not suffice for EOS calculations at the
most extreme conditions of this study; see Fig. 3.5 and the subsequent discussion.
However, converged TPS results do not require a harder PAW pseudopotential,
which greatly reduces the computation time.
On a given isotherm, TPSs provide the density of the melting point. Melting is
a first-order phase transition and therefore accompanied by a metastable density
region. Tests revealed the extend of this region to be 3.5% in density. In principle,
the TPSs could also provide the corresponding melting pressures by continuing the
simulations until they have reached thermodynamic equilibrium. However, this is
not efficient due to the high number of atoms involved. Instead, EOS calculations
with 128 atoms provide the pressures of the melting points at a greatly decreased
computational cost. The pressures under investigation range from 15 GPa up to
35 TPa, which demands the use of a harder PAW pseudopotential at the highest
pressures and densities; see Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5.: The pressure difference between the full Coulomb potential (baseline),
the PAW, and the hard PAW pseudopotential (circles and squares, respectively) over the density. Densities over 14 g/cm3 require the hard
PAW potential for a convergence of better than 0.6% with respect to
the Coulomb potential.
At densities below 15 g/cm3 , the standard PAW pseudopotential reproduces the
results of the full Coulomb potential. Higher densities require a harder PAW pseudopotential with greater cutoff energy to obtain convergence within 0.6%.
This study employs the PBE as well as the vdW-DF1 XC functional in order to
be consistent with Ref. 90. The previous work 258 displayed significant differences in
pressures between the results of the PBE and vdW-DF1 XC functional. This raised
expectations of significant differences in the resulting TPS melting lines. Instead, as
Fig. 3.6 shows, the PBE melting line reproduces the vdW-DF1 melting line within
the uncertainties.
The vdW-DF1 XC functional predicts lower densities for each melting point compared to PBE. At the same time, vdW-DF1 results in higher pressures at a given
density compared to PBE. The two effects effectively compensate each other, which
in turn results in melting points that are virtually identical for both XC functionals.
See also Sec. 4.4 for further discussion on the implications of the different pressures
predicted by the PBE and the vdW-DF1 XC functional for warm dense hydrogen
and deuterium.
The fit function of the melting line reproduces all the available experimental data for
the melting line of helium within the respective error bars. 39;100;119;231;259–261 Its slope
is slightly downward, which is contrary to the fit function to the latest experimental
data of Santamaría-Pérez et al. 100 However, said fit function was never intended to
predict the melting line in the terapascal regime.
The fit function of Ref. 100 predicted solid helium in Jupiter and Saturn. In con-
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Figure 3.6.: The phase diagram of helium with the PBE (blue diamonds) and the
vdW-DF1 (red diamonds) XC functional, and a fit (solid black line) to
the melting line from DFT-MD. Orange elements mark experimental
data 39;100;119;231;259–261 and extrapolations. 100 Other black lines denote
conditions of astrophysical objects. 97;101;262
trast, the Jupiter isentrope 101 and the coldest possible helium layer around Saturn’s
core 97 lie above the TPS melting line of this publication. Therefore, the behavior
of solid helium is predicted not to influence the interior processes of the gas giant
planets of our solar system, in which helium is liquid.
The TPS melting line intersects the P-T conditions of interior simulations of old and
cool white dwarfs 262 and is therefore relevant for modeling this type of astrophysical
object, see also Sec. 1.2. White dwarfs do not generate heat via fusion processes.
They instead radiate internal heat and slowly cool over time. The cooling rate
strongly depends on the interior structure of the respective WD: In a solid layer,
phonons transport heat in an insulating solid, while electron transport provides an
additional heat transfer mechanism in a metallic solid. In a liquid, however, convection provides the main heat transport mechanism in the insulating case, with
additional electron transport in the case of a metallic liquid. The increased heat
transport in a liquid vs. a solid-state and a metallic vs. a nonmetallic phase therefore greatly affects the cooling rate of a WD. As the luminosities of WDs are often
used to infer the age of a cosmic region, the results of this study affect the projected
ages of helium-rich WDs and their surrounding region.
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3.3. Band gap closure at high pressures
The previous publication established the location of the fluid regime of dense helium.
This allows the consistent calculation of the location of the nonmetal-to-metal phase
transition. This third publication, see Sec. 4.3, aims to identify the order of the PPT
and to predict several material properties within a certain density range around the
PPT. Should the nonmetal-to-metal transition be of first order, the band gap, the
EOS, the DC conductivity, the optical reflectivity, and the ionization degree would
exhibit discontinuities at the transition points. If all those properties are continuous,
the identification of the PPT location is via the band gap closure. In any case, the
prediction of accurate band gaps was necessary. After extensive convergence tests,
reported in the supplemental material 263 of this publication, DFT-MD simulations
at eight isotherms ranging from 10 000 to 50 000 K at densities between 1 and
22 g/cm3 provided the raw data.
The band gap is ill-defined for temperatures T > 0 K. However, there are three
phenomenological methods to compute the band gap at finite temperatures in the literature on dense helium: the HOMO-LUMO, 137;139 the histogram, 214 and the broadened 138 approach.
The HOMO-LUMO method evaluates the energies below the chemical potential
(HOMO) and above (LUMO). At least with the VASP code and in dense liquid
helium, this technique always results in finite band gaps. However, for unknown
reasons, this is neither the case with the ABINIT code 137 nor for liquid hydrogen
and deuterium, see Sec. 4.4.
A second method, labeled histogram, records histograms of the band energies and
calculates the band gap from the resulting DOS.
The third technique, labeled broadened, shifts the band energies by the chemical potential and then broadens the resulting DOS with a Gaussian function. The width
of the Gaussian function depends on the width of the valence band. As increasing
densities lead to a wider valence band, the corresponding broadening leads to band
gap closures at lower densities compared to the other approaches to the band gap.
Sec. 2.4 provides further details regarding the calculation of band gaps with DFTMD and Fig. 2.8 therein contains a visual representation of the different approaches
to the band gap. Fig. 3.7 compares the band gaps, calculated with the three methods
discussed above, with the corresponding literature values.
While the results of all techniques for the calculation of the band gap reproduced
the literature values, none displayed the discontinuities that are characteristic for a
first-order phase transition. As discussed above, the broadened approach gave the
smallest band gaps of all methods under consideration for every temperature and
density. The results of the histogram technique demonstrated a systematic behavior.
The lack of results of the histogram method in liquid helium in the literature prevented a comparison. All the trends of the literature values of the HOMO-LUMO
approach could be reproduced. However, this technique does not result in closed
band gaps in liquid helium, even at the highest densities under consideration, and
is therefore unable to predict the corresponding band gap closure.
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of this study is shown as filled circles, while the literature values are
dashed lines, 138 open diamonds, 137 and open triangles, 139 respectively.
Not only the band gaps did not demonstrate signs of a first-order phase transition,
but this was also the case for the results of the EOS, the DC conductivity, the optical
reflectivity, and the ionization degree. Due to the lack of experimental data in this
density-temperature regime of fluid helium, the previous studies on the theoretical
description of the metallization in fluid helium 137–139 provided data to compare the
results to. Fig. 3.8 displays the results for the DC conductivity representating the
lack of signs for a first-order phase transition in all quantities of this study.
Aside from the lowest temperature considered in Ref. 139, the DC conductivities of
this study and the literature values gave a consistent picture. The thermal activation
of the band gap close to the minimum Mott conductivity leads to features in the
DC conductivities at the lower temperatures of this study. The DC conductivities
from Ref. 129 and the corresponding DFT values of the first publication, see also
Sec. 3.1, provided low-density data that continued the trends of the high-density
results.
The third publication employed a novel self-consistent way to calculate the ionization degree within DFT pioneered by M. Bethkenhagen et al. 208 Sec. 2.2.5 provides
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an outline of this approach. It applies the dynamic electrical conductivity and
the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule to calculate the effective number of electrons
that contribute to the electronic transitions within the conduction band; 209–212 see
Sec. 2.2.5. The conventional method calculates the number of electrons at energies
above the band gap from an integration over the DOS and equates the result with
the number of free electrons. Fig. 3.9 shows the results for the ionization degree.
The method that employs the sum rule predicted a steady pressure ionization
from under 10% ionization at 2 g/cm3 to more than 99% ionization at 22 g/cm3 and
almost no temperature dependency. In contrast, integrating over the DOS resulted
in less than 15% ionization and exhibited a relatively strong temperature effect with
no systematic influence on the density. Therefore, the description of the ionization
degree with an integration over the DOS seems to be unable to describe the pressure
ionization of dense helium.
The wide range of densities required extensive convergence tests (see Sec. A.2) of
the DC conductivity, the reflectivity, and the ionization degree at the most extreme
densities and temperatures of this publication. The ionization degree, in particular,
displayed a great sensitivity with respect to the (pseudo-)potential and demanded
the full Coulomb potential for converged results of the ionization degree. In contrast, the DC conductivity required the PAW pseudopotential, while the reflectivity
demanded the use of the hard PAW pseudopotential at all densities under consideration.
Neither the results of the pressure, the internal energy, the DC conductivity, the
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Figure 3.9.: The ionization degree, calculated with two different methods over the
density for all temperatures under consideration.
optical reflectivity, the ionization degree, or the band gap demonstrated signs of a
first-order phase transition from the nonmetallic fluid to the metallic fluid. Therefore, the nonmetal-to-metalphase transition seems to be continuous or of higher
order.
This third publication predicted quantities in a temperature-density range yet
unexplored by experiments on fluid helium. Future measurements of the EOS, the
DC conductivity, and the reflectivity under the reported conditions would provide
a benchmark of the theoretical framework under those extreme conditions. The
results of this study can serve as an input for planetary and stellar modeling, and
for future experiments, and, hopefully, spark a renewed interest in the behavior of
warm dense helium.
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3.4. Influence of different XC functionals on the
location of the dissociation of hydrogen and
deuterium
While the previous publications concern the properties of warm dense helium, this
publication 227 describes the dissociation and subsequent metallization of warm dense
hydrogen and deuterium; see Sec. 4.4.
Similar to the metallization of helium, the so-called plasma phase transition (PPT)
of hydrogen and its isotopes has been predicted in the advent of quantum theory. 264–266 Recent advantages in the theoretical description of warm dense matter
beyond chemical models as well as in experimental capabilities lead to a lively discussion of the PPT of hydrogen. As discussed in Sec. 1.3, the dissociation of hydrogen
acts as a catalyst for the demixing of hydrogen and helium under planetary interior
conditions. 89 Therefore, the exact location of the PPT has a significant impact on
the processes in giant planets. 267;268
After the pioneering experiment on the metallization of hydrogen by Weir, Mitchell,
and Nellis (WMN), 127;230 this transition has been probed by many more, 88;269–271
yielding results with a pressure difference of a factor around three between the lowest 270 and highest pressures 88 obtained in the experiments. The results of ab initio
methods display roughly the same discrepancy, depending on the method. 88;272;273
While ab initio calculations accompanied the more recent experiments, this is not
the case for the very first one, where the computational demand of DFT-MD calculations was not yet feasible.
WMN measured the electrical conductivity and the impact velocity in gas gun experiments using reverberating shocks. The reported pressures, densities, and temperatures at maximum compression resulted from calculations based on the Kerley 274 and Ross 275–277 EOS. They used two methods to infer the final temperatures
and densities, described as different but equivalent. However, only one method described the thermodynamic path of the experiment correctly, while the other method
neglected the entropy increase due to the multiple shocks in the experiment. Based
on an updated and well-accepted version of the Kerley EOS, labeled Kerley03, 278
this publication recalculated the pressures and temperatures of this experiment and
found substantial differences of about 20-30% to the reported data.
The energy gap of WMN resulted from a semiconductor model that was linear
in density. In order to reproduce the reported conductivities, this model requires
negative energy gaps above a certain density. An updated model incorporates the reported saturated DC conductivity and reproduces the conductivity values of WMN,
while maintaining energy gaps Eg ≥ 0 eV. The publication demonstrates that the
original model underestimated the energy gap by about 1 eV.
WMN inferred the pressures in the experiment independent from the EOS of
hydrogen or deuterium. In the respective region of the phase diagram, the pressures
more strongly depend on the density than the temperature. Therefore, the pressures
are more strongly constrained than the temperatures.
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Accordingly, the DFT-MD calculations of the fourth publication were performed
at the reported temperatures of WMN. The calculations then iteratively found the
densities that reproduced the reported pressures with the PBE, 158 the vdW-DF1, 157
and the vdW-DF2 242 XC functionals. Fig. 3.10 compares the resulting densities for
hydrogen.
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Figure 3.10.: The pressure over the density with colorcoded temperatures of hydrogen for the Kerley03 EOS 278 (circles), and the PBE (squares), the
vdW-DF1 (triangles), and the vdW-DF2 (diamonds) XC functional.
The PBE XC functional resulted in the highest densities, which are systematically
larger than those of the Kerley03 EOS by around 9-12%. The nonlocal vdW XC
functionals yielded densities below (above) those of the Kerley03 EOS at lower
(higher) pressures and therefore reproduced the Kerley03 predictions better than the
PBE XC functional. Among the nonlocal functionals, the vdW-DF1 XC functional
resulted in systematically higher densities than the vdW-DF2 XC functional.
The differences in the predicted densities have profound implications for the inferred DC conductivity, see Fig. 3.11.
Compared to the vdW-DF1 and the vdW-DF2 XC functionals, the PBE functional
appears to overestimate the DC conductivity in this regime. It predicts a metallic conductivity under all experimental conditions, while the nonlocal functionals
reproduce the onset of the metallization as observed in the experiment. However,
when plotted as a function of density instead of pressure, all functionals reproduce
the experimental trends. In general, the PBE XC functional gives the highest DC
conductivities, followed by the vdW-DF1 and the vdW-DF2 XC functional. At least
for the PBE and the vdW-DF1 XC functional, the corresponding DC conductivities in warm dense helium reproduce this trend; see Fig. 3.4 and the discussion in
Sec. 3.1.
Calculations of the DOS of hydrogen displayed a correlating behavior. The PBE
functional predicts closed band gaps under all conditions of the WMN experiment,
while the band gaps from the nonlocal functionals close upon increasing pressure
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Figure 3.11.: The DC conductivity over the pressure (panel (a)) and the molar density (panel (b)). The circles represent the measured conductivities for
hydrogen (dark gray) and deuterium (light gray) of WMN. 127;230 The
squares denote calculated DC conductivities for hydrogen (squares)
and deuterium (diamonds). Black, green, and orange symbols indicate
the PBE, the vdW-DF1, and the vdW-DF2 XC functional, respectively. Dashed lines guide the eye and the star is an additional PBE
calculation at lower molar density.
and temperature, with vdW-DF2 resulting in larger energy gaps than the vdW-DF1
XC functional.
The corresponding band gaps are closed under all conditions for the PBE XC functional, while the band gaps of the nonlocal functionals resemble the energy gaps
of the updated semiconductor model discussed above. However, when plotted as
a function of molar density instead of pressure, all XC functionals follow the same
trend, see Fig. 3.12. This behavior is analogous to the one displayed in Fig. 3.11.
The band gaps resulted from the HOMO-LUMO approach discussed in Sec. 2.4
and applied to warm dense helium in the third publication, see Secs. 3.3 and 4.3.
Identical to the third publication, the VASP code performed the calculations. However, contrary to the results in warm dense helium, the band gap of warm dense
hydrogen closes with the HOMO-LUMO method and gives converged results with
40 snapshots. The HOMO-LUMO technique in warm dense helium required the
statistical data of thousands of DFT-MD time steps to converge; see Ref. 263. This
discrepancy deserves future attention.
Additional calculations reviewed whether the observed behavior of the PBE XC
functional with respect to the DC conductivity and the band gap resulted from the
decision to fix the temperature and vary the density instead of fixing the density
and varying the temperature to reproduce the pressures of the WMN experiment.
However, the resulting states exhibited metallic behavior as well as closed band gaps,
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Figure 3.12.: The band gap over the pressure (panel (a)) and the molar density
(panel (b)). Gray circles represent the results of the updated semiconductor model described above. The notation of the other symbols is
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band gap, while the solid black line denotes a fit to data with a band
gap larger than the thermal energy. Dashed black lines display the
trends in the case of hydrogen and deuterium, resulting in an offset of
about 1 eV.
independent of the fixed quantity. Therefore, irrespective of the method to reach
the desired pressures, the results by the PBE XC functional are inconsistent with
measured data.
An examination of the measured and calculated DC conductivities as a function
of the band gap evaluated the temperature dependence of the conductivities. After
normalizing all conductivities to the one observed at the lowest temperature, the
DC conductivities increase linearly with decreasing band gaps. Here, the nonlocal
XC functionals follow the results of the updated semiconductor model, while the
PBE XC functional exhibits closed band gaps and metallic conductivities under all
the experimental conditions, as discussed above.
The PBE and the nonlocal XC functionals exhibit significant differences with
respect to the EOS, the band gaps, and the DC conductivities in warm dense hydrogen and deuterium. The underlying cause appears to be the higher pressures
resulting from the PBE XC functional, 279;280 which underestimate the pressures for
the dissociation. The underprediction of the dissociation pressures has profound
consequences. It leads to exaggerated DC conductivities and underestimated band
gaps, inconsistent with the results of the WMN experiments. This finding is consistent with earlier studies. 88 However, other experiments report a coincidence of their
results with calculations using the PBE XC functional. 269–271;281 The respective re-
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sults are under lively debate. 88;282;283
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3.5. Conclusion
In this work, high-pressure properties of helium have been studied and predicted
within an ab initio DFT-MD framework. The verification of the theoretical foundations with experimental data increased the confidence in the results of the computational methods. This allowed applying the method in regions of the helium phase
diagram that have yet to be explored experimentally. The focus was a knowledge
gain concerning the high-pressure phase diagram of helium. Extensive two-phase
simulations over a wide range of densities resulted in the high-pressure melting line
of helium. The knowledge of the melting line allowed for a consistent calculation of
the nonmetal-to-metal phase transition in liquid helium that has been discussed for
decades.
A variety of experiments on dense helium have produced a rich experimental data
set. In the first publication 258 (Sec. 4.1), ab initio simulations demonstrated very
good agreement with various experimental results concerning the equation of state,
the static electrical conductivity, and the reflectivity. A test of different exchangecorrelation functionals within DFT-MD confirmed that the popular PBE functional
provides a sufficient description of all the quantities under study, at least within
the parameter range of this publication and the experimental uncertainties in the
literature.
The second publication 213 (Sec. 4.2) employed two-phase simulations to calculate
the high-pressure melting line of helium. For the sake of consistency with respect to
previous calculations on the demixing of hydrogen-helium mixtures, this publication
used the PBE and the vdW-DF1 exchange-correlation functional. Although quite
different in nature, the two functionals reproduced each other’s melting lines within
the uncertainties. The results of all the experimental data to date could be reproduced within the experimental error bars. Further simulations at higher pressures
and densities allowed for a prediction of the helium melting line to pressures of up
to 35 TPa and temperatures of 10 000 K. The conditions inside the giant gas planets of the solar system, Jupiter and Saturn, do not intersect the resulting melting
line according to recent models and helium is fluid in those giant planets. Instead,
the helium melting line is relevant for models of astrophysical objects with lower
temperatures like old and cool white dwarfs.
On the foundations of the first publications, the third publication 228 (Sec. 4.3)
studied a wide range of high-density properties of fluid helium. The literature is
not conclusive with respect to the method to calculate the band gap in helium. An
in-depth review of the different approaches to the band gap and their convergence
implicated that the most reliable method relies on histograms of the band energies
during DFT-MD simulations. Besides the band gap and the closure thereof, the
study contains results for the pressure, the internal energy, the static electrical
conductivity, the optical reflectivity, and the ionization degree. The latter was
calculated self-consistently with a novel method that utilizes the Thomas-ReicheKuhn sum rule. Neither of the quantities displayed any signs of a first-order phase
transition. Instead, the nonmetal-to-metal transition seems to be continuous with a
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static electrical conductivity of around the minimum Mott conductivity of 0.2 MS/m
and reflectivity of around 35%. The ionization degree increases from below 10% at
low densities to above 99% at high densities and displays no strong dependency on
the temperature within the uncertainties. The results are relevant for models of
brown dwarfs, white dwarfs, and the class of exoplanets called hot Jupiters.
The results of the second and third publication culminate in an updated version
of the helium phase diagram of Fig. 3.1, see Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13.: The updated helium phase diagram (temperature over pressure). Additional to the data of Fig. 3.1, the blue line denotes the two-phase
melting line of the second publication, the red line is the band gap
closure of the histogram method in the liquid of the third publication,
and the orange line is the band gap closure in the solid of Ref. 214.
The black lines show isentropes of astrophysical objects from Refs.
101;111;284. The resulting phases that were a byproduct of the calculation of the He-REOS.3 110 are the cyan circles (liquid) and the orange
diamonds (solid), taken from Ref. 150.
Although it was never the intention of the calculations that were performed for
the He-REOS.3, 110 the resulting liquid and solid EOS points are in good accordance
with the TPS melting line of the second publication. This highlights the quality
and consistency of the He-REOS.3 and the TPS melting line.
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The fourth publication 227 (Sec. 4.4) studied the efficacy of the semilocal PBE and
the nonlocal vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2 XC functionals to describe the EOS, the DC
conductivity, and the band gap in warm dense hydrogen and deuterium. It benchmarked the results against pioneering multiple-shock experiments and demonstrated
and corrected inconsistencies in the subsequent analysis of the experimental data.
The PBE XC functional appeared to predict higher pressures than the nonlocal XC
functionals, which manifests in underestimating the dissociation pressure and the
band gap and overestimating the DC conductivity. The results of the nonlocal XC
functionals, however, were in good agreement with the corrected experimental data.
This finding suggests that the PBE XC functional is unsuitable to describe the dissociation of hydrogen and deuterium in the warm dense matter regime, which has a
profound impact on the analysis of future and past experiments.
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3.6. Outlook
Future work will expand the band gap calculations toward lower densities and other
exchange-correlation functionals such as the vdW-DF1 241 and the hybrid HSE functional, 156;243 and the GW method 285–287 for the computation of very accurate band
gaps. This would allow for more precise models of planetary dynamos of young and
hot giant gas planets such as the so-called Hot Jupiters.
Lower pressures at higher temperatures are more easily achieved in experiments
compared to low temperatures and high pressures. Experiments in the region of the
low-density band gap closure would provide a benchmark for the quality of different
exchange-correlation functionals. Especially the results of the third publication for
the static electrical conductivity and the optical reflectivity, as well as a comparison
to future experiments, allow for a discussion of the predictive power of the theoretical
methods. While the results of different exchange-correlation functionals merge at
increasing temperatures, 244 highly precise experiments in this regime might still
provide valuable information on the efficacy of different functionals.
The novel description of the ionization degree 208 with the TRK sum rule will
provide further insight into the behavior of matter under extreme conditions. This
method is very fast and accurate. It could potentially resolve the critical point of
the molecular and atomic liquid in dense hydrogen. Of course, the TRK sum rule
method would also yield insight into the behavior of other elements.
This thesis demonstates the accuracy of the DFT-MD method and predicts properties beyond present experimental capabilities. Hopefully, a renewed interest in
warm dense helium leads to high-precision experiments which would help to further
refine theoretical descriptions as well as our understanding of astrophysical properties.
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4. Publications
This chapter contains three peer-reviewed first-author publications 213;228;258 and one
publication as a co-author. 227 An overview prior to every publication lists the authors
and their respective contributions to the publication.

4.1. Equation of state and optical properties of
warm dense helium
Author contributions
M.P. Preparation of the manuscript, all calculations for the cold curve, calculations
for the hugoniot, all calculations for the density of states, the reflectivity, the
static and the dynamic electrical conductivity.
W.L. Preparation of the manuscript, calculations for the hugoniot.
A.B. Preparation of the manuscript, calculations for the temperature-pressure relations along the hugoniot, calculations for the isentropic compression experiments.
R.R. Supervision of the project, preparation of the manuscript.
M.K. Supervision of the project, preparation of the manuscript, calculations for the
hugoniot.
M.D. Supervision of the project, preparation of the manuscript.
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We used molecular dynamics simulations based on density functional theory to study the
thermophysical properties of warm dense helium. The influence of different exchange-correlation
(XC) functionals was analyzed. We calculated the equation of state at high pressures up to several
Mbar and temperatures up to 100 000 K in order to reconstruct recent static, single shock, and
quasi-isentropic compression experiments. Furthermore, we calculated the dynamic electrical conductivity and determined the reflectivity and DC conductivity. We compared our results with
experimental data and found good agreement between our calculations and the high-pressure
experiments. The different XC functionals give similar results in the equation of state calculations,
but have a strong impact on the reflectivity and the DC conductivity. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5011650
I. INTRODUCTION

Helium, the second most abundant element in the universe, is of paramount interest for a variety of problems in
astrophysics, e.g., the interior structure and evolution of stars,
brown dwarfs, and giant planets. Matter exists under extreme
conditions inside these objects with pressures varying from a
few bars in the atmosphere up to several tens of Mbar in the
core of giant planets and hundreds of Gbar in that of Brown
Dwarfs. Although many properties of these objects are dominated by the behavior of hydrogen, the most abundant element
by far, the influence of helium cannot be neglected. Therefore,
detailed theoretical and experimental efforts have been made
to determine the equation of state (EOS) as well as the optical
properties of helium, albeit to a lesser extent than for hydrogen. While the low-temperature regime (i.e., up to about
1000 K) is accessible by static diamond anvil cell (DAC)
experiments,1–5 the high-temperature region of the phase diagram can only be explored using dynamic shock-wave experiments that utilize, e.g., gas guns6 or high explosives.7–9 A
novel technique is the combination of DACs and laser-driven
shock waves to generate higher densities at lower temperatures compared with single-shock experiments.10–12
On the theoretical side, various techniques have been
applied to study warm dense helium. For instance, chemical
models13–20 lead to approximate but useful results for a large
domain of temperatures and pressures. However, in the ionization regime from a dense neutral fluid to a fully ionized
plasma, the assumptions of chemical models on the stability
of bound states and on the validity of effective two-particle
interactions between the species become questionable. For
instance, two first-order phase transitions, one for each ionization stage, have been proposed for helium14 similar to the
plasma phase transition in hydrogen. Recent studies on
hydrogen have shown that chemical models tend to substantially overestimate the density jumps for the first-order liquid-liquid phase transition connected with the nonmetal-to1070-664X/2018/25(1)/012706/9/$30.00

metal transition, compared with ab initio simulations.21–26
Therefore, ab initio simulations based on the physical picture
were also performed for helium, e.g., using a combination
of classical molecular dynamics simulations for the ions and
density functional theory for the electrons (DFT-MD).27–30
Extended quantum Langevin MD simulations within the DFT
framework were performed recently.31 A reliable method for
high temperatures is the path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC)
simulation,32,33 or diffusion quantum Monte Carlo (DMC) for
solid helium,34 i.e., low temperatures. As a noble gas, the interaction between helium atoms is dominated by van-der-Waals
(vdW) forces. These long-range correlations are not taken into
account by local [Local Density Approximation (LDA)], semilocal [Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE),35 Armiento and
Mattsson (AM05),36 and rPW8637 or hybrid [Heyd, Scuseria
and Ernzerhof (HSE)38,39] exchange-correlation (XC) functionals. A serious problem in DFT-based methods is the underestimation of the band gap of helium,28,29,31,34 which should
have an influence on the EOS data in the ionization regime
and a strong impact on optical properties like the reflectivity.
In this work, we performed extensive DFT-MD simulations and determined a broad spectrum of thermophysical
properties, e.g., thermodynamic (EOS, Hugoniot curve, isentropes), optical (reflectivity), and transport properties (electrical conductivity), in order to get a comprehensive overview
of the high-pressure behavior of dense helium with a special
focus on the transformations induced by density and temperature changes. We cover the region of static and dynamic
experiments performed in the solid and liquid phase of helium
which represent parameters ranging from ambient conditions
up to extreme pressures of 5 TPa and temperatures of
100 000 K. In particular, our study is motivated by the reflectivity measurements of Eggert et al.11 along the principal
Hugoniot curve. We reanalyze their data by using the
improved quartz standard of Knudson and Desjarlais40–42
which shifts the Hugoniot curve systematically towards lower
compressions as in the case of hydrogen. This was also shown
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by Brygoo et al.43 for laser-driven shock wave experiments on
precompressed hydrogen44 and helium samples.11 Furthermore,
we calculate isentropic compression paths up to 5 TPa as
recently reported by Mochalov et al.9 In addition, we determine
the reflectivity and electrical conductivity of warm dense
helium by evaluating the Kubo-Greenwood formula.45,46 Our
results are then compared with the experimental data of Eggert
et al.11 and Ternovoi et al.7
In order to test the efficacy of the XC functionals, we perform DFT-MD simulations using various XC functionals and
compare the results. In particular, to estimate the influence of
vdW forces on the EOS of helium, we calculated the 0 K isotherm in the solid regime with all vdW implementations contained in VASP version 5.3.5. More demanding DFT-MD
simulations were performed at lower densities and 300 K in
the fluid regime employing some representatives of the aforementioned vdW implementations. As we find mostly negligible deviations between PBE and most vdW functionals in the
EOS calculations, we use PBE for all non-optical computations. The optical and transport properties are then calculated
using the PBE, HSE, and vdW-DF1 XC functionals.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly
outline details of the DFT-MD simulations. The results for
the EOS are presented in Sec. III and those for the optical
properties in Sec. IV. At the end, we give a summary and an
outlook.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
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r1 ðxÞ ¼

N X
N X
3
X


2pe2 X
WðkÞ
Fði;k Þ  Fðj;k Þ
3xX k
j¼1 i¼1 a¼1

 jhWj;k jvjWi;k ij2 dðj;k  i;k  
hxÞ;

where e is the electron charge and m is its mass. The summations over i and j run over N discrete bands are considered in
the electronic structure calculation for the supercell volume
X. The three spatial directions are averaged by the a sum.
Fði;k Þ describes the occupation of the ith band corresponding to the energy i;k and the wavefunction Wi;k at wavenumber k.
The calculations were performed using 128–256 atoms
evaluating the Baldereschi mean value point. The number of
bands was adjusted so that at least 50 bands are unoccupied
in every setting. We then average over the snapshots in order
to obtain the real part of the dynamic conductivity r1(x).
The reflectivity is calculated via the Fresnel formula
RðxÞ ¼

½n0 ðxÞ  nðxÞ2 þ ½k0 ðxÞ  kðxÞ2
½n0 ðxÞ þ nðxÞ2 þ ½k0 ðxÞ þ kðxÞ2

;

(2)

where n þ ik denotes the complex index of refraction; n0 and
k0 refer to the material at the reflecting boundary. The complex index of refraction is determined via the complex
dielectric function according to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nðxÞ þ ikðxÞ ¼ e1 ðxÞ þ ie2 ðxÞ;
(3)
4p
r2 ðxÞ;
x
4p
e2 ðxÞ ¼ r1 ðxÞ;
x

A. DFT-MD simulations

We perform DFT-MD simulations based on a combination of DFT47,48 for the electrons and classical MD for the
ions to calculate EOS data. We use the plane wave code
VASP,49,50 employing the PBE35 XC functional and Plane
Augmented Wave (PAW) potentials51 with an energy cutoff
of 800 eV for high pressures (i.e., high densities and/or temperatures), and a cutoff of up to 1400 eV for low pressures,
ensuring a convergence of better than 1% for all calculations,
and better than 0.25% for most of the results. The Brillouin
zone is evaluated at the Baldereschi mean value point,52
which yields results that coincide with those using higher k
point sets (i.e., 3  3  3) within the error bars. All simulations relevant for the Hugoniot data were performed with 108
helium atoms (i.e., 216 electrons). The number of bands
which are occupied according to the Fermi-Dirac statistics at
the current temperature was chosen in such a manner that the
occupation of the highest bands is less than 5  105, usually
much less than that. The temperature of the ions is controlled
with a Nose-Hoover thermostat. To adjust the Nose frequency
as well as the time step of the simulations, the power spectrum was calculated. Only time steps smaller than 1/30 of the
maximum “phonon” frequency were used, while the Nose frequency was adjusted to be within this power spectrum.

(1)

e1 ðxÞ ¼ 1 

(4)
(5)

where the real part of the dynamic conductivity r1(x) is
given by the Kubo-Greenwood formula (1) and its imaginary
part r2(x) is obtained from r1(x) using a Kramers-Kronig
relation; details can be found in Refs. 55–59. These calculations were performed with the PBE,35 the vdW-DF1,60 and
the HSE38,39 functional, the latter yields improved band
gaps, cf. Figure 6. In testing the convergence of our calculations relative to a reference calculation with 108 atoms, a
3  3  3 k point set, and 40 snapshots, we found that the
reflectivity remained converged at the 0.5% level until backing off the simulation to as few as 27 atoms in the supercell,
the Brillouin zone evaluated only at the C-Point, and 20
snapshots.
III. RESULTS FOR THE EOS

We have calculated the EOS of warm dense helium for
a wide range of densities and temperatures in order to compare our ab initio results with recent static and dynamic compression experiments.

B. Electrical conductivity and reflectivity

A. Cold curve

Each result of the electrical conductivity is calculated
from 20 to 40 snapshots of a simulation using the KuboGreenwood formula45,46,53,54

The first step is the calculation of the initial states of
helium for the shock-compression experiments of Eggert
et al.11 using precompressed targets, i.e., along the 300 K
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isotherm. An important issue is the neglect of long-range
vdW interactions when using the PBE XC functional in the
DFT calculations. To estimate the effect of vdW forces, we
calculated the same isotherm with various vdW XC functionals: vdW-DF1,60 vdW-DF2,63 and using the additive
Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) method64 based on PBE. The
results for the pressure along the 300 K isotherm are shown
in Fig. 1. The experimental data are reproduced by all XC
functionals employed; none of the vdW-implementations
yields a significantly better agreement with the experiments.
The lower the density, the lower the pressure of vdW-DF1
and the higher the one of vdW-DF2 compared to PBE and
PBE þ TS. The higher the density, the higher the pressure of
vdW-DF1 and the lower the one of vdW-DF2 compared to
the other XC functionals employed. While the TS-correction
on PBE yields systematically lower pressures than just PBE,
the agreement with experimental data is comparable.
At higher pressures, the liquid phase solidifies into the
fcc structure. The calculations for 0 K without phonons
shown in Fig. 2 were performed with 8 atoms, a 5  5  5
Monkhorst-Pack k point set, and an energy cutoff of
1500 eV with all vdW implementations available in VASP
version 5.3.5. For comparison, we performed additional calculations with the LDA, PBE, AM05, rPW86, and HSE XC
functional. The PBE-based wide-range equation of state HeREOS.365 is plotted as a representative for the difference of
DFT-MD and pure DFT. In addition, one can estimate the
influence of finite temperatures on the pressures by inspecting the differences between the He-REOS.3 isotherms at 60
and 300 K.
The overall agreement between our DFT-MD results
and the experimental values is very good, only at higher densities the DFT-MD pressures are too high. Our results show
that the PBE þ TS results give a slightly lower pressure
below 0.3 g/cm3, while at higher densities vdW-DF2 yields
the lowest pressure. The vdW-optB86b agrees with the PBE
functional. Considering the pure electronic calculations, the
vdW-DF1 XC functional yields systematically the highest
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FIG. 2. Pressure in helium as a function of density at 0 K. Experimental
results at 300 K are identical to those shown in Fig. 1. Conventional XC
functionals (PBE and LDA) are shown as black thin line and black dash-dotted line. Results of the additional vdW corrected D3 method are represented
by the dashed cyan line. XC functionals with a modified correlation part are
drawn as red dots and bold orange line (vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2, respectively). The vdW-DF2 XC functional is based on the rPW86 functional,
which is shown as orange dots. He-REOS.3 pressure lines65 are represented
by the bold dashed black line (60 K) and the bold solid black line (300 K).
The following XC functionals and methods yield almost the same results as
PBE and are, therefore, not shown: AM05, PBE þ TS, PBE þ TS-SCS,
vdW-optB86b, vdW-optB88, and vdW-optPBE. The results for HSE and
PBE þ D3 almost coincide; therefore, the HSE results are not shown.

pressures, while the LDA yields the lowest of all functionals
and methods under study. At lower densities, vdW-DF2,
rPW86, HSE, and PBE þ D366 give a systematically lower
pressure compared to PBE. This effect vanishes at densities
above 1.3 g/cm3. The other vdW-implementations reproduce
the PBE results and are not shown in Fig. 2 for the sake of
clarity. As the vdW-DF2 functional is based on rPW86exchange, the influence of vdW-forces on the pressure can
be observed directly. For densities between 0.9 and 0.95 g/
cm3, the vdW-forces decrease the pressure, while for higher
densities the effect is opposite.
Since the difference between vdW-implementations and
the PBE XC functional is rather small, we decided to use
PBE for all remaining EOS calculations, except for an additional test on the Hugoniot curves (see Fig. 3) where we
examine the temperature-dependent behavior of the vdWDF1 and vdW-DF2 XC functionals. Isotherms at higher temperatures were calculated on a roughly logarithmic grid up to
100 000 K at the relevant densities.
B. Hugoniot curve

FIG. 1. Pressure in helium along the 300 K isotherm. Shown are the results for
the initial states in the precompressed targets as used by Eggert et al.11 (black
diamonds), together with other DAC results1,11,61,62 (black crosses and the
black line) and DFT-MD results (circles) with different XC functionals: PBE
(black), PBE þ TS [cyan, vdW-DF1 (red), and vdW-DF2 (orange)].

Using the extended data set for the EOS of dense helium
based on DFT-MD simulations, the Hugoniot relation was
evaluated for each of the experimental starting points. The
resulting Hugoniot curves are shown in Fig. 3 together with
the original data of Eggert et al.11 and the reanalyzed results.
As can be seen, the reanalyzed results show a smaller compression ratio compared with the original data and thus, a
better agreement with our theoretical results. A systematic
shift towards lower compressions due to an improved quartz
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FIG. 3. Helium Hugoniot curve for various experimental starting points:
Nellis et al.6 (diamonds), Eggert et al.11 (circles), and our reanalyzed results
(squares). For comparison, we show our DFT-MD results obtained with the
PBE, the vdW-DF1, and the vdW-DF2 XC functional. The PBE results
agree with DFT-MD calculations of Militzer.33 The color code indicates the
density of the initial state.

standard has already been found for hydrogen40–42 and later
for precompressed samples of hydrogen and helium.43
In Sec. III A, we employed a number of XC functionals
at 0 and 300 K. For calculations of the Hugoniot, significantly higher temperatures are needed. Therefore, we recalculated a representative Hugoniot curve with the vdW-DF1
and the vdW-DF2 XC functional at an initial density of
0.122 g/cm3. While we see significant differences between
the Hugoniot curves using the PBE and these XC functionals
at lower temperatures (see Sec. III A), the discrepancies disappear for higher temperatures. The reason for this behavior
is the decreasing XC component of the internal energy at
higher temperatures.67 This confirms the choice of PBE for
the remaining EOS calculations.
The deviations between our results and the Hugoniots of
Militzer33 are probably due to convergence issues: While our
Hugoniots were calculated with 108 atoms and the Brillouin
zone was evaluated at the Baldereschi mean value point (see
Sec. II A), the ones in Ref. 33 were determined with only 32
atoms at the C point. For 32 atoms, the deviations between the
C and a better Brillouin zone sampling as performed here can
amount up to 8%. Additionally, two different codes were used
in Ref. 33, VASP with PAW and Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD)
with Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials.
Figure 4 illustrates the temperature-pressure plane for
the Hugoniot experiments of Celliers et al.12 (filled circles)
and the reverberating shock wave experiments of Ternovoi
et al.7 (colored squares). The predictions for these experiments according to our EOS data are displayed in the same
color code. For the principal Hugoniot with an initial density
of q0 ¼ 0.123 g/cm3, we obtain an agreement between the
experimental and theoretical data within the error bars; the
DFT results are systematically above the experimental data
points.
In contrast to the single-shock experiments along the
Hugoniot, the reverberating shock wave technique, as used
by Ternovoi et al.,7 yields a quasi-isentropic compression.
The pressures and densities reported for these compression
paths were derived from hydrodynamic simulations using
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FIG. 4. Temperature-pressure relations along the principal Hugoniot curve
of helium with experiments of Celliers et al.12 Theoretical DFT-MD isentropes starting from three initial densities as used in the reverberating shock
wave experiments of Ternovoi et al.7 for which we have determined the
electrical conductivity, see Sec. IV C are also shown.

the experimental temperatures, impactor velocities, and a
model EOS, see Ref. 7 for details. Assuming isentropic compression, we are able to reconstruct the thermodynamic paths
of these experiments for given initial conditions by solving
the differential equation:
 
@P
 
@T
T @T .
¼   :
(6)
@. S .2 @u
@T .
If we know the thermal EOS P(q, T) and the specific
caloric EOS u(q, T), the thermodynamic states (q, P, T) can
be determined. Equation (6) is solved by using the PBEbased wide-range equation of state He-REOS.3;65 the results
are shown in Fig. 4. For three different initial densities with
an initial temperature of 78 K, the hydrodynamic results of
Ternovoi et al. (colored squares) are significantly above our
corresponding isentropes (solid curves). The deviations can
be traced back directly to the EOS used by Ref. 7, which is
based on the simple Debye and a hard sphere model. These
approximations are of limited validity at high densities.
Another reason for the discrepancies in the P  T plane is
that the experimental compression path follows a Hugoniot
within the first shock and an isentrope for the subsequent
reverberating shocks. Thus, our pure isentropic path according to Eq. (6) gives a lower limit for the temperatures at
given pressures at the experimental conditions.
C. Isentropic compression experiments

Contrary to single shock experiments along the
Hugoniot curve, quasi-isentropic compression experiments
are able to probe thermodynamic states at lower temperatures and high pressures. Novel experimental setups9,68–71
utilized a spherical compression of helium driven by high
explosives which reached pressures up to 5 TPa. The compression of the samples in those experiments, i.e., the density, has been monitored via x-ray backlighting. Pressures
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and temperatures were obtained from one-dimensional gasdynamic calculations using a model EOS for helium, see
Ref. 70 for details.
The results are shown in Fig. 5 along with the initial conditions of the isentropes as reported in the respective publications. Solid curves represent our isentropes that were
calculated according to Eq. (6) using He-REOS.3.65 We compare them with the pressures obtained from their gas-dynamic
calculations at the densities measured in the experiment
(same color code). One of the Mochalov et al. experiments69
predicts significantly higher pressures at the measured density
than we have derived from our DFT-MD simulations. A further discrepancy is the strikingly higher temperatures as predicted by their model EOS. For example, starting from an
initial density of 0.008 g/cm3 at 301.65 K, as in the experiment of Ref. 71 (orange diamond and curve), we obtain from
our DFT-MD isentropes a final pressure of 1.56 TPa at 4.6 g/
cm3 and 30 000 K, in contrast to 3 TPa at 101 000 K at the
same density. For the highest compression at 8.4 g/cm3
(magenta square and solid curve) starting from an initial density of 0.038 g/cm3 at 300 K, we obtain 4.64 TPa at 23 600 K
compared to 4.75 TPa at 74 000 K as given in Refs. 9 and 69.
Similar results are known for the quasi-isentropic compression of hydrogen, see Ref. 72 for details.
IV. RESULTS FOR THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Besides the EOS data, the optical properties, including
the DC conductivity, can be analyzed in order to study the
behavior of dense helium in more detail, especially the
changes in the electronic properties along the compression
path. We performed another series of DFT-MD simulations
for the experimental conditions employing the PBE, vdWDF1, and HSE XC functionals using the Kubo-Greenwood
formula (1) as discussed in Sec. II B.
Celliers et al.12 launched strong shock waves in precompressed samples (DAC) by using high-power lasers so that
helium was compressed up to densities of 1.5 g/cm3 and
temperatures up to 60 000 K. The reflectivity for photons of

FIG. 5. Quasi-isentropic compression of helium as performed by Mochalov
et al. (Ref. 69 magenta square, Ref. 71 green diamond), and Zhernokletov
et al. (Ref. 68 blue, green, red, and black dots), in comparison with the isentropes derived from DFT-MD shown as solid curves with the same color
code.
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532 nm wavelength and the temperature were measured.
The DC conductivity was inferred from a temperatureindependent Drude model. Soubiran et al.29 revisited the
data of Celliers et al. using a temperature-dependent gap
energy model that was fitted to ab initio data obtained by
Kowalski et al.73 As the Kowalski et al. calculations were
performed only up to temperatures of 3 eV (35 kK), extrapolation to higher temperatures was performed. In contrast to
a strong density dependence of the conductivity as found by
Celliers et al., Soubiran et al. found a dominant temperature
effect based on their model.
A. Density of states

The different XC functionals have an impact on the
resulting density of states (DOS) as can be seen in Fig. 6.
There we show an exemplary DOS for helium at 0.73 g/cm3
and 10 000 K using the PBE, HSE, and vdW-DF XC functionals by creating a histogram of the occupied band energies
with a bin size of 0.1 eV. We then broaden this histogram
with a Gaussian of 0.1 eV width and normalize the area
under the graph to 1. We infer the largest band gap for HSE,
while PBE and vdW-DF1 yield almost the same but smaller
band gap compared to HSE. The employed XC functionals
also yield different DOS for the conduction and valence
band. Both results, the different band gaps and the different
slope of the DOS, will influence the optical properties and
the DC conductivity.
B. Reflectivity

We performed calculations with the PBE, vdW-DF1,
and HSE XC functionals for conditions of the experiment of
Celliers et al.12 As discussed in Sec. I, the new quartz standard lowers the compression ratio as shown in Fig. 3 and by
Brygoo et al.43 so that we computed the reflectivity for the
revised experimental conditions. The results are shown in
Fig. 7 and listed in Table I.
The coincidence between the revised data points and our
results is significantly better than with the unrevised ones. Over
the whole parameter range, the relative deviations between the

FIG. 6. Electronic density of states as resulting from the PBE, HSE, and
vdW-DF1 XC functional for helium at 0.73 g/cm3 and 10 000 K.
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FIG. 7. Reflectivity data for helium. Shown are the experimental data of
Brygoo et al.43 and our DFT-MD results with the PBE, the vdW-DF1, and
the HSE XC functional (circles, squares, and crosses, respectively).

employed XC functionals decrease with increasing temperature.
The reasons are the same as discussed in Sec. III B.
While we see the onset of metallization in the increasing
reflectivity at higher temperatures, we cannot identify a plateau. In addition, our DFT-MD reflectivity is well below the
reflectivity value of over 0.55 that Zhang et al.31 identify with
the nonmetal-to-metal transition. The reported densities of
this transition, in the temperature range as relevant to the
data of Celliers et al., lie above 6 g/cm3, which is far more
dense than the experimental values. The band gap closure
as reported by Stixrude and Jeanloz28 occurs at pressures
between 1.4 TPa and above 6 TPa and temperatures between
70 000 K and 7000 K. The pressures we extracted from
our DFT-MD simulations at experimental conditions are well
below 300 GPa and do not exceed 57 000 K.

FIG. 8. DC electrical conductivity as reported by Ternovoi et al.7 (filled
grey diamonds), Celliers et al.12 (filled and color coded diamonds), the revisited Celliers et al. data by Soubiran et al.29 (open diamonds), and our DFTMD results (circles are PBE, squares are vdW-DF1, and crosses are HSE).

strong increase between 0.8 g/cm3 and 1.4 g/cm3, indicating
a strong increase in the ionization degree as typical of a continuous nonmetal-to-metal transition.
In Fig. 8, the DC conductivities derived from the reflectivity data of Celliers et al.12 and the Celliers data revisited
by Soubiran et al.29 that employ a temperature-dependent
Drude model are shown. Furthermore, we display the data
of Ternovoi et al.7 and our DFT-MD results using the PBE,
vdW-DF1, and HSE XC functionals. Notice that the present
PBE results associated with the Ternovoi et al. data are an
update of the data reported earlier by Kietzmann et al.27 with
only a slight change toward a lower conductivity at the lowest temperature.
In Table II, the corresponding values for the DC conductivity are shown.

C. Electrical conductivity

Ternovoi et al.7 measured the optical emission and electrical resistance of multiply shock compressed helium. Using
the EOS of Young et al.,74 the shock processes were simulated employing a 1D hydrodynamic code in the framework
of a chemical plasma model.75 From these data, Ternovoi
et al. calculated the electrical conductivity which shows a
TABLE I. Our results for the optical reflectivity under conditions as reported
by Brygoo et al.43
q (g/cm3)

T (K)

RPBE (%)

RvdW-DF1 (%)

RHSE (%)

0.59
0.68
0.71
0.78
0.88
0.91
0.94
1.15
1.19
1.23
1.46

30 000
61 000
46 000
28 000
46 000
26 000
40 000
44 000
24 000
19 000
40 000

2.3
11.4
7.4
2.1
8.0
1.9
6.4
8.7
1.6
0.7
8.5

2.1
10.7
6.9
1.9
7.4
1.7
5.9
8.0
1.4
0.6
7.6

1.5
9.7
5.9
1.3
6.6
1.2
4.9
6.7
0.9
0.3
6.3
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TABLE II. Our results for the DC conductivity under conditions as reported
by Ternovoi et al.7 (denoted as superscript a at the corresponding densities
and temperatures) and Celliers et al.12 (superscript b).
q (g/cm3)
a

0.73
0.73a
1.02a
1.02a
1.38a
1.38a
0.71b
0.75b
0.83b
0.83b
0.94b
0.96b
0.99b
1.17b
1.22b
1.26b
1.45b
1.49b

T (K)
a

10 000
15 000a
15 000a
20 000a
25 000a
30 000a
29 000b
57 000b
27 000b
43 000b
25 000b
42 000b
37 000b
42 000b
23 000b
19 000b
29 000b
39 000b

rPBE (1/Xm)

rvdW-DF1 (1/Xm)

rHSE (1/Xm)

97.2
1569
2004
7815
24 765
39 426
24 442
108 390
21 174
67 701
17 519
71 912
55 325
82 142
16 135
8028
37 972
81 453

81.4
1382
1669
6954
20 364
35 492
20 215
101 170
17 257
61 579
15 297
62 062
49 075
68 604
12 833
5668
30 774
68 464

24.2
613
755
3799
12 958
24 103
14 183
91 488
12 250
48 926
9220
48 199
36 025
54 895
8132
3327
22 547
53 173
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The HSE functional yields systematically the lowest
conductivity, while PBE and vdW-DF1 give higher conductivities. This is consistent with the behavior of the band gap
as shown in Fig. 6.
Comparing our DFT-MD results with the data of
Ternovoi et al., we infer that the temperature in the experiments should rise from below 10 000 K at the lowest density
to above 30 000 K according to the PBE and vdW-DF1 calculations. Since the hybrid HSE functional gives larger band
gaps and thus, significantly lower conductivities, the corresponding temperatures must be higher than those predicted
by PBE and vdW-DF1 in order to match the experimental
data. The presented temperature range can narrow down the
temperature uncertainty as discussed in Sec. III B and as
shown in Fig. 4.
Our DFT-MD results are in good agreement with the
Celliers et al.12 data for the DC conductivity. The relative discrepancies between the different XC functionals and the
Drude models of Celliers et al. and Soubiran et al. tend to
decrease with increasing temperatures and decreasing densities. In the parameter range of the results of Soubiran et al.,
the differences between the conductivity results for the different functionals tend to decrease with increasing temperature
and decreasing density. This effect cannot be observed with
the Celliers et al. model, where the relative differences
between the XC functionals remain constant over all densities
and temperatures. The differences between the XC functionals among themselves decrease with increasing temperatures
and decreasing densities. This effect of groundstate XC functionals to give matching results in the high-temperature limit
was reported by Smith et al.67 first and has already been discussed in Sec. III B.
We compare the dynamic electrical conductivity derived
from our DFT-MD simulations with the Drude models of
Celliers et al. and Soubiran et al. and find that the agreement
is purely coincidental, as the shape of the dynamic electrical
conductivity from our DFT-MD simulations is Drude-like
only at low energies. This is shown for 0.83 g/cm3 and
27 000 K in Fig. 9. The Celliers and Soubiran models assume

FIG. 9. Comparison of the dynamic electrical conductivity at 0.83 g/cm3 and
27 000 K: The Drude models by Celliers et al.12 and Soubiran et al.29 are
shown as dashed black and red lines, respectively, and are compared to our
DFT-MD results [straight lines in black (PBE), red (vdW-DF1), and blue
(HSE)].
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much larger ionization states as evidenced by the area under
the curve and the corresponding sum rule for the nearly free
component. Correspondingly, the characteristic electron relaxation time s is also much smaller in those models in order to
preserve approximately the same DC limit. Both models use
an effective electron mass multiplier c of 0.62. Here, electrons
are thermally excited above a large band gap in a disordered
liquid and the density of states is approximately ideal. An
effective mass multiplier less than one drives towards smaller
s and larger ionization. We therefore conclude that simple
Drude models are not reliable for helium under these conditions without additional insight into the electronic properties
that first-principles methods such as DFT provide.
The metallization conductivity as reported by Zhang
et al.31 is in the range of 7  105 to 1.3  106 S/m, typical of
a good conductor compared to other low-Z fluids with a conductivity of 2  105 S/m. In the experimental density range,
the minimum Mott conductivity lies between 2  104 and
2.8  104 S/m according to Stixrude and Jeanloz.28 However,
they find that band gap closure occurs at much higher densities of 4 g/cm3 at 50 000 K to over 10 g/cm3 at 0 K. The highest conductivity we obtain is 1.1  105 S/m at 0.75 g/cm3
and 57 000 K. This conductivity value is well above the minimum Mott conductivity according to Stixrude and Jeanloz
and well below the reported metallization conductivity of
Zhang et al. Similar to the reflectivity results, we see no saturation but increasing conductivities with increasing temperatures and densities. This is consistent with the onset of a
metallization and the Zhang et al. results. As already discussed in Sec. IV B, the pressures we extract from our DFTMD simulations at experimental conditions are well below
300 GPa and do not exceed 57 000 K. These conditions are
far below the metallization parameters reported by Stixrude
and Jeanloz and Zhang et al.
V. CONCLUSION

We have presented EOS, conductivity, and reflectivity
data for warm dense helium based on extensive DFT-MD
simulations. All XC-functionals employed yield different cold
curves, yet the difference between vdW-implementations and
the PBE XC functional is rather small. Therefore, only the latter was used for most of the subsequent EOS calculations. As
shown for hydrogen earlier, the new quartz standard40 shifts
also the helium Hugoniot curve systematically to smaller
compressions; see Ref. 43. Analogous to the cold curve, the
deviations between the PBE XC functional and vdWimplementations are negligible. Based on our DFT-MD data,
we recalculate quasi-isentropic compression experiments presented in Refs. 68, 69, and 71 and get substantially lower
pressures compared with their hydrodynamic calculations
using a model EOS. The band gap problem in DFT is
addressed with different XC functionals (PBE, vdW-DF1,
HSE). We derive reflectivity and DC conductivity data which
show the onset of a nonmetal-to-metal transition at high pressures and temperatures. We observe that the reflectivities and
DC conductivities obtained with PBE exceed those of vdWDF1 which are in turn greater than those of the HSE XC functional. We consider the results using the HSE XC functional
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as reliable since the corresponding band gaps are most suitable. In the future, we will investigate whether or not the nonmetal-to-metal transition is of first order below a critical
temperature, as predicted by chemical models,14 similarly to
recent work on dense liquid hydrogen.76
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We applied two-phase simulations to directly calculate the high-pressure melting line of helium from 425
to 10 000 K and from 15 GPa to 35 TPa by using molecular dynamics based on density-functional theory.
The implementation of the two-phase simulation method and the relaxation of the simulation to an equilibrium
state was studied in detail, as well as its convergence with respect to particle number. We performed extensive
two-phase simulations with the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof and the van der Waals density functional exchangecorrelation functional and found almost identical results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.100.184107

I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental data for the melting line of helium are currently available for pressures up to 80 GPa [1–7]. However,
knowledge of the high-pressure melting line up to the TPa region is important to astrophysics, e.g., for the determination of
the region of hydrogen-helium phase separation as predicted
in the interior of gas giants like Saturn and Jupiter [8–12].
The phase diagram of solid helium was studied in depth in
diamond anvil cell experiments. For instance, Mao et al. [13]
observed a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure along the
300 K isotherm with x-ray diffraction experiments. Loubeyre
et al. [14] extended the experimental range and detected a
stable face-centered cubic (fcc) area embedded in the hcp
structure at the melting line below 300 K.
Theoretical approaches for the calculation of the melting
line start from the free energies of the solid (s) and liquid (l)
phase in equilibrium and determine the melting point (p, T )
from the equality of the corresponding Gibbs free energies,
Gl (p, T ) = Gs (p, T ), see Refs. [15,16].
An alternative method to determine the melting line directly is to treat the solid and the liquid in coexistence
within two-phase simulations (TPSs). Pioneering work was
performed by Belonoshko [17–20] and later by Alfè et al. [21]
by combining a simulation box that contains a crystal with a
box containing a liquid and subsequently relaxing the total
system to an equilibrium state. When the number of atoms
N, the simulation box volume V , and the internal energy E
is fixed, the equilibrium pressure and temperature result in a
point on the melting line, while the simulation box contains
liquid and solid parts [22]. If the temperature is fixed, instead
of the internal energy, the melting of the solid part of the box
or the crystallization of the liquid part will occur. The location
of the melting line can then be found in an iterative manner by
changing the simulation parameters.
The first TPSs for helium were performed by Koči et al.
[23] who reproduced the melting line as it was measured by
Loubeyre et al. [4]. Belonoshko et al. [24] calculated the
melting points of body-centered cubic (bcc) and fcc helium at
about 14, 40, and 75 GPa with TPSs. The hcp phase was not
considered. Nevertheless, the experimental melting line was
2469-9950/2019/100(18)/184107(7)

reproduced. The two studies employed classical molecular
dynamics (MD) for the ions.
While the TPS method is very intuitive, its implementation
poses several problems. For instance, a spacing between the
solid and the liquid part is crucial to avoid particle overlap and
excessive potential energies [23,25–27]. A possible starting
point would be a crystal configuration in the simulation box
at temperatures exceeding the melting temperature [28,29].
As soon as a liquid configuration is established, it is brought
into contact with the initial crystal configuration. This implies
a spacing of half of the lattice distance. To ensure density
conservation, one or both parts of the supercell have to be
compressed or expanded if the spacing is not equal to half of
the lattice distance. However, a spacing of half of the lattice
distance might not be enough to avoid excessive potential
energies and could require other methods to achieve similar
potential energies in the different phases of the supercell. For
instance, one can remove atoms from the liquid part of the cell
to equilibrate the pressure difference between the constituents
[30]. In any case, the choice of the spacing is somewhat
arbitrary. An alternative to the introduction of a spacing of
an arbitrary size is the application of constant-pressure MD.
Here, the size of the box in the direction orthogonal to the
solid-liquid interface is allowed to change according to the
pressure in the solid part.
Furthermore, there is no consensus on how both parts are
to be set up in the first place. If a perfect crystal and a
random liquid configuration are combined without previous
relaxation, the results could be distorted. In some cases, the
crystalline and the liquid part were relaxed prior to the TPS
[22,27,30–32] and in some cases they were not [17,33,34].
References [27,35] performed tests on the influence of the
joint surface plane and found no difference in the melting
temperature, if the number of atoms is sufficiently large.
Reference [24] performed calculations in which the solid
part was either bcc or fcc. The experimental melting line
was reproduced irrespective of the underlying solid structure
that was simulated. This indicates that the influence of the
crystal structure on the TPS results of helium is small in
the temperature-density range that was examined in Ref. [24].
This is not necessarily the case for other densities and
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II. DFT-MD SIMULATIONS

In our simulations, we employed density-functional theory
(DFT) [42,43] to treat the electrons, while the ions were
propagated with classical MD. We used the implementation
of the plane wave code VASP [44–48]. Due to the finite
temperature, the electronic bands were occupied according to
Fermi-Dirac statistics. The number of bands as well as the size
of the time step were chosen individually for each temperature
and density, as documented in Ref. [49]. A Nosé-Hoover
thermostat [50–52] controlled the temperature of the ions.
To ensure a suitable choice of the pseudopotential, we
performed static calculations of a perfect hcp helium crystal
with 128 atoms and a random liquid configuration with 432
atoms with three different pseudopotentials: The standard
projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential, [53] a
“harder” PAW pseudopotential with a smaller cutoff radius
than the standard one, and the full Coulomb potential. The
Coulomb potential we employed for helium does not have a
cutoff radius, in contrast to the PAW potentials. The cutoff
energy corresponding to the Coulomb potential in this paper
defines the number of plane waves that modeled the strongly
oscillating wave functions around the nuclei. We assured
convergence with respect to the number of plane waves for
each of the potentials individually. The potentials require
a maximum plane-wave energy (cutoff energy) of 800 eV
(standard PAW), 2500 eV (harder PAW), and 15 000 eV
(Coulomb) for a pressure convergence of better than 0.2% relative to calculations with cutoff energies of 3000 eV, 2500 eV,
and 50 000 eV (PAW, harder PAW, and Coulomb, respectively). The harder PAW potential displayed a divergence of
the internal energy above cutoff energies of 2500 eV. We
therefore chose to discard the results that were obtained with
higher cutoff energies. The Brillouin zone was sampled at
the Baldereschi mean value point [54] (BMVP) for a cubic
box (liquid) and with a 3 x 3 x 3 k-point set (hcp solid).
The pressure of the hcp crystal and the pressure of the liquid
are converged to within 0.1% with respect to calculations
with a 3 x 3 x 3 and a 5 x 5 x 5 k-point set, respectively.

PC, 128 atoms [TPa]
5.5

2.5
2
ΔP/PC [%]

temperatures. The influence of nuclear quantum effects
(NQEs) on the melting line was calculated by Ref. [36] and
was found to be ∼5% for high-pressure lithium. However, for
systems with strong chemical bonds like hydrogen, the impact
of NQEs on the melting line can be significant, as Chen et al.
[37] have demonstrated. Due to the very weak chemical bonds
in helium, we chose to neglect NQEs.
Many calculations of the melting line [23,38–41] were
performed with classical methods and empirical potentials.
Young et al. [38] were the first to predict the melting line of
helium up to temperatures of 6000 K. They employed linear
muffin-tin orbital-calculations.
In this paper, we calculated the high-pressure melting line
of helium with TPSs up to extreme pressures of 35 TPa and
temperatures of 10 000 K. In particular, we studied how
details in the setup of the simulation box for the TPS are
affecting the results. As helium is a noble gas, it is very
well suited for a case study, as there are no further chemical
processes involved and the small number of electrons speeds
up the electronic-structure calculations.

22.6

35.0

128 atoms (hcp crystal)
432 atoms (liquid)
Standard PAW
Hard PAW

1
0.5
0
10

15

20
3
Density [g/cm ]
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FIG. 1. Pressure deviations between the PAW pseudopotentials
and the Coulomb potential. The pressure that was obtained for the
perfect hcp crystal with the full Coulomb potential is shown on the
upper x axis. The horizontal dotted line guides the eye.

The exchange-correlation (XC) functional was Perdew, Burke
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [55] in all convergence tests. For these
tests, we chose high densities to ensure the convergence of
the Coulomb potential, which is very demanding at lower
densities. The density region under consideration is also the
region in which the PAW pseudopotentials are expected to
give unphysical results as soon as the interatomic distance
approaches the cutoff radius [56]. Figure 1 shows the pressure
deviations P between the pseudopotentials relative to the
pressure PC that was obtained with the Coulomb potential.
As Lorenzen [56] demonstrated, the forces on the ions are
converged when the resulting pressures are converged.
The correspondence of the standard PAW potential with
the full Coulomb potential is better than 0.6% at densities
up to 15 g/cm3 . The hard PAW potential reproduces the
pressure obtained with the Coulomb potential within 0.6%
for densities below 25 g/cm3 . For densities below 14 g/cm3 ,
we utilized the standard PAW potential with an energy cutoff
of 900 eV and switched to the harder PAW potential with
an energy cutoff of 2500 eV for densities of 14 g/cm3 and
above. Only the PBE calculations of the melting point at
10 000 K exceed 24 g/cm3 and are therefore converged to
within 0.65%. Therefore, we utilized only the standard and
the hard PAW potential.
When we decrease the size of the simulation box, the size
of the cell in reciprocal space increases. Therefore, a Brillouin
zone sampling that is sufficient at low densities might not be at
very high densities. We studied densities from 1 to 30 g/cm3
and analyzed the convergence of a perfect hcp crystal with
128 atoms. We switched to the hard PAW potential at densities
higher than 14 g/cm3 . The pressures of the calculations with
the perfect hcp crystal are converged to within 0.4% with
the BMVP compared to 5 x 5 x 5 for all the densities under
consideration.
III. TWO-PHASE SIMULATIONS

To ensure fully converged TPS results, we performed extensive test calculations, mostly for a density of 1.6 g/cm3 .
At this density, the PBE XC functional results in pressures
below 80 GPa in the temperature range in which experimental
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A. Setup of the simulation box

Our setup scheme was similar to that of Ref. [30]. To set
up the solid subdomain before the TPS was performed, we
chose a temperature Ts of around 70% of the experimental melting temperature. At this temperature, a perfect hcp
crystal was relaxed for 5 ps. The resulting atomic configuration and its velocity vectors were used as the input for
the next calculation, in which the crystal was heated with
a rate of 50 K/ps until melting occured at Tsm . After every
picosecond of this heating process, the ionic positions and the
corresponding velocity vectors were recorded. Every snapshot
was then further relaxed at its respective temperature for an
additional 2 ps.
In the exact same manner, the ionic configuration and
velocity vectors of the liquid subdomain were obtained as the
result of a relaxation at a temperature Tl above the experimental melting temperature followed by a cooling procedure with
a rate of 50 K/ps until the starting temperature of the solid
was reached. The resulting snapshots were relaxed for 2 ps.
From the ionic configurations and their velocity vectors,
the TPS boxes were constructed. The results of the setup
procedure depicted above were TPS boxes at a density of
1.6 g/cm3 and temperatures between Ts and Tsm or Tl , depending on which is lower. The temperature difference between
these TPS boxes is 50 K. The interface of the solid and the
liquid phase was [0001]. References [27,35] found that the
influence of the joint surface plane is negligible provided that
the number of atoms is sufficient (96 atoms in Ref. [27],
108 atoms in Ref. [35]). We therefore chose not to perform
tests on the joint interface plane.
The problem of excess potential energies at the construction of the TPS boxes can be avoided by using three methods.
The first method employs constant pressure MD during the
TPS. In this method, the shape of the liquid part of the box
can change in the direction perpendicular to the interface. The
second method evaluates the pressure of the solid part and
removes atoms from the liquid part until the pressures of both
parts are comparable. Then the boxes are brought into contact
and the TPS is conducted with a spacing of half the lattice
distance between the constituents. We call this method equilibrated TPS (e-TPS). However, with this method, the formation
of a crystal without defects is not possible due to the fact that
there are atoms missing. The third method compresses the
solid in such a way that the excess pressure of the liquid is
compensated. We call this method compressed TPS (c-TPS).
These methods can also be combined by relaxing the liquid
and the solid part prior to the compression of the solid part.
We call this compressed relaxed TPS (cr-TPS).

The TPS boxes were simulated in the NVT ensemble until
the crystal melted or the liquid froze. These processes were
monitored with the radial distribution function, the meansquare displacement, the pressure, and internal energy during
the simulation, and direct visualization of the atomic configurations with the visual molecular dynamics tool [57].
B. Influence of the atom number

As solid helium exists in an hcp structure [13] in the regime
we are interested in, the number of atoms for the crystal is
restricted to 2n3 , where n is the number of periodic images
of the unit cell per space dimension. The TPS cells with 256
atoms were obtained with four unit cells in every direction
in the solid and the liquid, respectively. In the same way, the
TPS box with 500 atoms was constructed from five unit cells
in every direction and the box with 864 atoms from six unit
cells in every direction. Note that due to the hcp basis cell, the
box is not cubic. We did not relax the cell parameters prior
to the TPS calculations, as mentioned above. By applying
the heating/cooling scheme as described above with just 54
atoms in the box, the liquid crystallized at 1300 K, while the
crystal melted above 1100 K. As there was no temperature
overlap in which we could perform TPS, we concluded that
the number of 54 atoms for each constituent and 108 in the
TPS is not sufficient. We achieved a sufficient temperature
overlap with 128 and more atoms and calculated the melting
temperature with 256, 500, and 864 atoms in the TPS box
with the setup procedure as it was described above for cr-TPS.
The c-TPS ansatz, i.e., a compressed perfect crystal and a
random liquid configuration in the simulation cell, was tested
with 256, 500, 864, and 2048 atoms in the simulation cell, as
well as the e-TPS ansatz with 254, 495, and 856 atoms, see
Fig. 2. We employed a k-point sampling at the -point and
performed additional calculations with a k-point at 0 1/3 0
and a Monkhorst-Pack set of 2 x 2 x 2.
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3
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Γ-point

c-TPS
cr-TPS
e-TPS

900
Melting Temperature [K]

data [7] for the melting line of helium are available. We also
verified the convergence of the TPS calculations at 17 and
20 g/cm3 . Please note that we did not relax the cell shape
but employed the perfect c/a ratio. When we relaxed the cell
at the lowest and the highest density, the box vectors were
identical to the perfect ones within 2.2%. This resulted in
pressure deviations of less than 0.16% between the relaxed
and the perfect hcp cells. This deviation is negligible. As
discussed in Sec. II, the forces on the ions are converged if
the pressures are converged.
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FIG. 2. Convergence of the melting temperature with respect to
the number of atoms at a density of 1.6 and 17 g/cm3 . Shown are
results for c-TPS (circles), cr-TPS (crosses), and e-TPS (diamonds).
The lower panel demonstrates the necessity to change the k-point
sampling at higher densities, see the discussion below.
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For the calculations at 1.6 g/cm3 , we can see systematic
behavior of the c-TPS and the cr-TPS. The e-TPS seems to
be converged with 254 atoms already. The convergence of the
different TPS methods with respect to the number of atoms is
consistent with the results of Refs. [30,34,37]. At 17 g/cm3 , a
k-point sampling at the -point is not sufficient for converged
TPS calculations with 500 atoms. Instead, a more precise
sampling has to be employed.
The smaller the number of atoms in the simulation box,
the higher the impact of the initial velocity vector distribution. With an increasing number of atoms, the crystal lattice
becomes more and more stable as the random lattice errors
induced by the velocity vector initialization average out. We
therefore concluded that 500 atoms are sufficient to obtain
well-converged results irrespective of the TPS method. We
chose c-TPS, which drastically simplifies the setup procedure
compared to the cr-TPS and the e-TPS scheme. The latter was
also employed by Ref. [30].
The simulation box of the TPS configuration is a hcp
cell that is elongated in the z-direction. The intuitive choice
of a k-point sampling has less k-points in the direction of
the elongation. When we employ a sampling of 2 x 2 x 2
(12 k-points) or better, the maximum deviations in pressure
between those more accurate samplings are within the numerical noise. Some special points in the Brillouin zone of
the hexagonal cell, given by Ref. [58], result in a pressure
convergence of better than 0.05% over a density range of
1 to 30 g/cm 3 compared to the more demanding sampling
mentioned above. For the TPS, we employ the -point for
densities below 7 g/cm3 and a k-point at 0 13 0 in reciprocal
space for higher densities.
For a density of 17 and 20 g/cm3 , we studied the influence
of the choice of the pseudopotential a well as the choice of kpoint sampling. As described above, we expected a significant
difference between the standard and the hard PAW potential
above 14 g/cm3 . However, when we calculated the melting
temperature at 20 g/cm3 with a k-point sampling at the point, a Monkhorst-Pack set of 2 x 2 x 2, and a k-point at 0 13 0,
we obtained no difference between the pseudopotentials. The
corresponding melting temperatures at 20 g/cm3 were 10 750
± 250 K for the -point calculations and 9750 ± 250 K with
the k-point at 0 13 0 and 2 x 2 x 2. The respective melting
temperatures at 17 g/cm3 were 1000 K lower than those at
20 g/cm3 . Again, the melting points obtained with the hard
PAW potential and a Monkhorst-Pack set of 2 x 2 x 2 result in
the same melting temperature as the standard PAW potential
and a single k-point at 0 13 0 at high densities. We therefore
employ the standard PAW potential throughout this study for
the TPS calculations, except for the melting points at 10 000 K
that exceeded 20 g/cm3 . Here, we employed the hard PAW
potential for the TPS calculations.
C. Influence of the spacing

In the considered region of the helium phase diagram, the
pressure in a liquid part is greater than that in a solid part, if
the box volume and temperature are equivalent. This causes
the atoms of the liquid part of the TPS box to expand into
the solid, which subsequently begins to melt, if no spacing
between the constituents is introduced. To circumvent this

well-known problem, we compressed the crystal in such a
way that the liquid part was attached to√the solid at a certain
fraction of the lattice distance b = a 3/2. Here, a is the
smaller lattice constant of an hcp lattice. The compression
increases the pressure in the solid. At the beginning of the
TPS, the excess pressures in each part of the box are decreased
by the expansion of both parts into the void between them.
To benchmark the influence of the spacing size on the result,
we set up TPS boxes with 500 atoms and identical liquid and
solid parts but different fractions of b from 95% to 108%.
Each of these TPS boxes was then simulated with the PBE XC
functional at 7000 K and densities of 9.70, 9.88, 9.92, 9.96,
10.00, 10.04, 10.08, 10.12, 10.30, 10.47, and 10.54 g/cm3 . We
found no dependency of the results on the spacing. However,
at the greatest and the smallest spacings under consideration
and therefore a smaller or bigger compression of the solid part,
the solid part showed increasing oscillations perpendicular to
the interface. We limited our calculations to parameters in
which this unphysical behavior did not occur. We found that
as long as the spacing size is within this range, the choice of
b is arbitrary. We chose a spacing of 100%. The liquid part
is therefore attached to the solid part where the next crystal
plane would be in the compressed solid.

D. Influence of the metastable region

The melting of a solid is a first-order phase transition.
When we performed TPS calculations at various densities,
we encountered a region of higher density in which all TPS
calculations yielded solid results and a region of lower density
in which all TPS calculations gave liquid results. The density
region in between is metastable and can result in either a solid
or a liquid. The sampling of this metastable region was a
byproduct of the study of the influence of the spacing. The
simulations demonstrated that the mean size of the metastable
region is 3.4% in density. We therefore infer a typical error of
3.5% in density for the EOS calculations that follow the TPS,
see Sec. IV. This statistical behavior can be utilized to resolve
the pressure and temperature during the melting transition
with fewer atoms but a greater number of TPS simulations
[35].
The final TPS calculations were performed with 500 atoms,
a spacing of b, a Brillouin zone sampling with the  point
at densities below 7 g/cm 3 , and with a k-point at 0 1/3 0
for higher densities, and with the PBE and the van der Waals
density functional (vdW-DF1) [59] XC functionals to be consistent with recent hydrogen-helium demixing calculations
[12,60,61]. As Monserrat et al. [62] found the hcp structure
to be the most stable at pressures between 10 and 20 TPa and
no contradicting experimental results nor other predictions
from random structure search algorithms exist, we assumed
solid helium to remain in the hcp structure throughout the
entire pressure range considered here, i.e., from 15 GPa to
35 TPa. However, the extreme high-pressure phase of helium
is considered to be bcc. [63] The TPS results of Belonoshko
et al. [24] that were obtained with the fcc and bcc structure are
in good agreement with the experimental melting line, where
the underlying crystal structure is hcp. This indicates that the
underlying crystal configuration might not be essential for the
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reproduction of the helium melting line, at least in the part of
the phase diagram that was investigated by Ref. [24].
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IV. CALCULATION OF THE MELTING LINE

The high number of atoms that is required for converged
TPSs is neither necessary nor computationally feasible for
converged pressures as the pressure obtained with 128 atoms
is identical to the pressure with a greater number of atoms
within 0.15%. The pressure inside a TPS box drops if the
resulting phase is solid, but several thousand additional time
steps would be required for the pressure to fluctuate around
the solid equilibrium pressure at the given density and temperature T . The same applies for rising pressures and liquid TPS
results. To save computation time, we performed calculations
of the solid or liquid phase with 128 atoms for at least 5 ps. To
ensure the integrity of the hcp structure, we heated a perfect
hcp crystal within 5 ps from a temperature of 0.8 T to T
prior to the relaxation process described above. However, the
densities at which converged pressures were calculated with
128 atoms are the result of TPS with 500 atoms.
As discussed above, the lowest possible solid density at a
given temperature cannot be determined exactly with TPS.
Therefore, we made a conservative estimate of an error of
3.5% in density based on the results of Sec. III. First, we
performed TPS simulations on a density grid with a width
of less than 2% for every temperature under consideration.
Then, the pressure Ps of the lowest density ρs at which the
TPS results in a solid at a given temperature was calculated
with 128 atoms, as well as the pressure Pl that corresponds to
the highest density with a liquid TPS result and ρl < ρs . The
mean pressure |Ps − Pl |/2 yielded the melting pressure pm .
To account for the uncertainties due to the density jump
along the first-order phase transition, we also calculated the
pressure of a solid at a density that is 3.5% smaller than ρs .
The pressure deviation of the two solid configurations is the
uncertainty we added to the pressure difference |Ps − Pl | to
estimate the error of the melting pressure pm , as discussed
above. We chose to perform the calculations at constant
temperatures to provide the melting points at the exact temperatures that were required by Ref. [12]. The solid pressures
were calculated in a hexagonal cell, while the pressures of the
liquid were obtained with cubic simulation boxes.
The algorithm for the calculation of one point of the
melting line can be summarized as follows:
(i) At a fixed temperature, iteratively find the density where
melting occurs with 500 atoms and TPS until the difference in
density between the least dense solid ρs and the most dense
liquid result ρl is <2%.
(ii) Calculate the pressures Ps and Pl corresponding to ρs
and ρl with 128 atoms.
(iii) Calculate the pressure Ps corresponding to ρs =
0.965ρs with 128 atoms.
(iv) Calculate the melting pressure Pm = (Ps + Pl )/2.
(v) Calculate the error in pressure dPm = |Ps − Ps |.
The final results for the high-pressure melting line of
helium obtained with TPSs are displayed in Fig. 3.
The different XC functionals resulted in the same melting
line within the error bars and reproduced the available experimental data very well. The vdW-DF1 functional resulted
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FIG. 3. Helium phase diagram with the TPS results (diamonds)
that employed the PBE (blue) and vdW-DF1 (red) XC functional
compared with experimental data (orange) [1–7]. Note that we
plotted the data of Ref. [7] as corrected by Ref. [24]. The previous
melting line predictions (blue line, black squares, and red circles)
[24,38], the coldest Jupiter adiabat of the preliminary Jupiter model
of Hubbard and Militzer [64], the coldest possible adiabatic layer of
helium around Saturn’s core of Püstow et al. [65], and the coldest P-T
profile of white dwarfs of Ref. [66] are displayed as well. The inset
shows a magnification of the melting line between 400 and 1000 K.
The fit function to our TPS results is depicted as a bold black line.

in systematically lower densities for the melting points than
the PBE functional at the same temperature. However, the
vdW-DF1 functional also yielded higher pressures than the
PBE functional at the same density and temperature. These
two effects canceled each other out, which resulted in identical
pressures within the error bars. Different XC functionals
can give different pressures at identical densities due to the
construction of the XC functionals and their parameters, respectively. The enhancement factor of revPBE, the exchange
functional that underlies vdW-DF1, over the reduced gradient
has a steeper slope than that of PBE. This results in a stronger
repulsion of the ions and therefore in higher pressures, see
Ref. [67]. The TPS melting line lies above the linear-muffintin-orbital results of Ref. [38]. The melting line shows a slight
downward curvature at higher pressures but not as pronounced
as was predicted by Young [38].
In Saturn and possibly Jupiter, the demixing of hydrogen
and helium into a helium-rich and a helium-poor component
might act as an additional heat source, which could explain
the high luminosity of Saturn [8–10,12,60,65]. The accurate
location of the melting line of helium is relevant to the heliumrich side of the miscibility diagram of hydrogen and helium,
in particular when the demixing temperatures approach the
helium melting line for high helium concentrations [12]. Note
that our melting line is located well below the isentropes of
Jupiter [64] and Saturn [65]. Therefore, if a helium-rich layer
is formed due to H-He demixing, it is still liquid. Prior to
our investigations, the possibility of solid helium in the giant
planets of the solar system could not be estimated. Models
of very old and cool white dwarf atmospheres that consisted
of pure helium [66] predicted a P-T profile that intersects
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our TPS melting line. This is important for accurate interior
models of white dwarfs. The knowledge of the melting line
paves the way for consistent wide-range equation of states
calculated with DFT-MD like the He-REOS.3 [68], which can
be applied in planetary physics.
We could not find a Simon-Glatzel [69] or Kechin equation
[70] that reproduces all of the experimental data as well as
our averaged TPS results with p(T )Melt = (p(T )Melt, PBE +
p(T )Melt, vdW-DF1 )/2. Therefore, we chose a fit function of the
type
T (P) = exp[a + b ln P + c(ln P)2 − d (ln P)3 ],

(1)

−5

with a = 4.11633, b = 0.649134, c = 4.13856 · 10 , and
d = 1.48182 · 10−3 . The Kechin equation of Ref. [7] predicts
an upward curvature of the melting line in Fig. 3, which is not
reproduced by our TPS results. Please note that we therefore
did not include the data of Ref. [7] in the fitting procedure.

als resulted in the same melting line within the error bars.
The results for the experimental melting line up to 100 GPa
were reproduced. The calculations span a temperature range
of one magnitude and a pressure range of three magnitudes,
i.e., from 425 K to 10 000 K and from 15 GPa to 35 TPa.
We find that the high-pressure melting line exhibits a slight
downward curvature. The implementation of the TPS cell
and the calculation of the melting pressure in this paper
were developed to minimize the computational effort that
is required for the setup procedure of the TPS cell and the
calculation of the melting pressure. Its general applicability
has to be demonstrated.
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We examine the metallization of fluid helium with molecular dynamics simulations based on density functional theory. The insulator-to-metal transition is studied at densities between 1 and 22 g/cm3 and temperatures
between 10 000 and 50 000 K. We calculate the equation of state, the band gap dependent on density and
temperature by using different definitions, the DC conductivity, the reflectivity, and the ionization degree for
which a novel method has been proposed recently [see M. Bethkenhagen et al., Phys. Rev. Research 2, 023260
(2020)]. We find no indication of a first-order phase transition in any of the properties studied here and therefore
conclude that the metallization of fluid helium is continuous. For instance, we do not observe jumps in the
DC conductivity and/or the reflectivity when the band gap closes. However, the ionization degree increases
continuously from below 10% at the lowest to over 99% at the highest densities which reflects the continuous
insulator-to-metal transition. The increase is almost exclusively driven by pressure ionization and shows only a
weak temperature dependency. We discuss the high-pressure phase diagram of helium and the implications of
our results on the structure of astrophysical objects like gas giant planets and brown dwarfs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.102.224107

I. INTRODUCTION

Helium is generated by primordial nucleosynthesis in the
early universe [1] or by hydrogen burning in stars [2]. After
hydrogen, it is the second most abundant element and makes
up about 23% of the baryon density in the universe. For a comprehensive understanding of many astrophysical processes the
properties of hydrogen and helium have to be known for a
wide range of densities and temperatures. Especially, this is
the case for the formation and evolution as well as for the
structure and composition of astrophysical objects like stars,
brown dwarfs, and gas giant planets, where hydrogen and
helium typically amount to about 98% of their mass. Of particular importance are the equation of state (EOS) data, optical
properties like absorption, and the DC conductivity. The latter
is a key input in dynamo simulations for the structure of the
magnetic fields of these objects [3].
Therefore, the behavior of hydrogen and helium under extreme conditions has been in the focus of plasma,
astro- and high-pressure physics for decades; for reviews,
see Refs. [4–7]. Both hydrogen and helium are insulators at
ambient conditions. The prediction of an insulator-to-metal
transition (IMT) at high pressures, i.e., the metallization
of molecular hydrogen and of atomic helium represents an
intriguing problem in this context: How can their metalliclike electrical conductivities be traced back to their atomic
properties? How do these change along the transformation
pathway from ambient conditions to pressures of several
megabar? These questions have inspired fundamental contributions to early quantum theory and solid state physics by,
e.g., Herzfeld [8] and Mott [9]; for a review, see Ref. [10].
Wigner and Huntington [11] were the first to predict
the transition from insulating molecular solid hydrogen to
2469-9950/2020/102(22)/224107(8)

metallic atomic solid hydrogen at 25 GPa at T = 0 K in
1935. Since then, enormous progress in understanding dense
hydrogen has been made. Yet, the exact location of the IMT
in the pressure-temperature diagram and the character of this
transition is not precisely known, neither for the solid [6,12]
nor the fluid domain [13–15]. A full understanding of the
IMT in hydrogen still poses a great challenge, both for
high-pressure experiments (e.g., measurement of temperature,
interpretation of an increased reflectivity as signature for metallization) and ab initio simulations (e.g., treatment of nuclear
quantum effects and of latent heat; see Ref. [16]). However,
it is now consistently predicted to occur at few megabars
(1 Mbar=100 GPa); see, e.g., Refs. [12,17] for recent surveys.
Consequentially, the assumption that helium transforms
to a metal upon sufficient compression has triggered many
studies, although by far not as many as for hydrogen,
see Refs. [18–21]. While the band gap (BG) of solid helium at zero temperature has been calculated with various
approaches [22–25], ionization in dense helium plasmas
has been treated within chemical models since the late
1980s [26–30]. Landau and Zeldovich [31] evaluated such
ionization phenomena first. They concluded that the phase
transition might be of first-order in a certain region of the
phase diagram. This so-called plasma phase transition (PPT)
would be connected with latent heat and a density jump between the two phases. Since then, a lot of effort has been made
towards the prediction of the slope of the coexistence line of
the PPT and the location of its critical point for hydrogen and
other elements and compounds; see, e.g., Ref. [21]. Some of
the models for helium predict two distinct phase transitions
at high pressures: the first due to the ionization of neutral
helium to He+ , the second one due to a subsequent ionization
of He+ to He2+ . For instance, Förster et al. [26] locate the
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critical point for the corresponding coexistence curve between
the neutral and singly ionized fluids at around 35 000 K
and 620 GPa (first PPT). They further predict a coexistence
curve between the singly and twofold ionized fluids (second
PPT) which ends in a second critical point at 114 000 K and
9 100 GPa.
Since the mid 2000s, the application of density functional
theory (DFT) allowed for a more intricate description of the
metallization transition in solid helium [32]. DFT coupled
with classical molecular dynamics (MD) led to further investigations of the metallization transition of fluid helium in
the physical picture [19,33–35]. Those studies could reach
densities that are beyond the range of the most recent experiments on dense helium [20,36,37]. However, they did not
exhibit any features of a thermodynamic instability, i.e., a
PPT, that was predicted by chemical models as mentioned
above.
In this study, we examine the metallization of fluid helium
with DFT-MD and calculate the EOS, the DC conductivity, the
reflectivity, and the ionization state for a broad range of densities (1–22) g/cm3 and temperatures (10 000–50 000) K. In
particular, we study the evolution of the electronic BG and of
the ionization degree as function of density and temperature.
We search for jumps in the EOS, the DC conductivity, and the
optical reflectivity, indicative of a first-order phase transition.
The ionization degree is calculated with a novel method proposed recently [38]. Furthermore, we investigate whether or
not metallic helium can exist at the extreme conditions in the
interior of gas giant planets like Jupiter or in brown dwarfs
like KOI 889b. We then discuss further implications of our
results for astrophysics.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
the computational methods for the EOS, the band gaps, the
DC conductivity, the reflectivity, and the ionization degree.
We then display and discuss the results in the same order in
Sec. III, outline implications on the high-pressure phase diagram of helium and illustrate consequences for the behavior
of dense helium in astrophysical objects.
II. METHODS

We apply a consistent approach for the calculation of the
thermophysical properties of dense helium by treating the
electrons with DFT [39,40] and combining this quantumstatistical description with classical MD for the ions. We
employ the plane wave code VASP(Vienna ab initio simulation package) [41–45], in which the electronic bands are
occupied according to Fermi-Dirac statistics. We adjust the
number of bands as well as the size of the time step for each
density and temperature under consideration in the same way
as documented in Preising et al. [46]. We control the temperature of the ions with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [47–49]
and sample the Brillouin zone with different k-point sets: the
 point, the Baldereschi Mean Value Point (BMVP) [50],
or a more elaborate Monkhorst-Pack set [51]. We use the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation (XC)
functional [52] and employ pseudopotentials in the plane
augmented wave (PAW) description [53] as well as the full
Coulomb potential where necessary. The PAW pseudopotentials both treat two valence electrons. The difference between

the standard PAW and the hard PAW potential is the distance
at which the augmentation of the wavefunction begins; it is
smaller for the hard PAW (0.6 Å) than for the standard PAW
(1.1 Å). Most important for the determination of precise thermophysical properties are careful checks of the convergence
of the DFT-MD simulations; details are outlined in Ref. [54].
A. EOS

The pressure and internal energy are evaluated from
DFT-MD runs after they have achieved thermodynamic equilibrium. We ensure that the total simulation time is at least 5
ps at every density and temperature grid point in this study.
B. Band gaps

It is known that DFT-based methods underestimate the
band gap systematically depending on the number of atoms
and the XC functional [30,34,35,55]. Nevertheless, we can
gain valuable insight in the evolution of the BG dependency
on density and temperature.
We examine and compare different definitions of the BG
that were used in recent work on the behavior of dense helium,
namely the HOMO-LUMO definition [33,35], the broadened
method [34], and the histogram technique [32]. The latter is
from our perspective best suited to identify the BG. Details of
these methods are outlined in Ref. [54] (see, also, Refs. [26,27
and 32] therein).
C. DC conductivity

The dynamic electrical conductivity is calculated with the
Kubo-Greenwood formula [56–60]:
σ tot (ω) =

× |

j,k |v|

i,k |

2

δ( j,k − i,k − h̄ω).

(1)

Here, the Fermi-Dirac occupation F (i,k ) of the ith band that
corresponds to the energy i,k and the wave function i,k at
k-point k is summed up over the spatial directions α and the
bands i and j. The prefactor contains the electron charge e, the
frequency ω, and the supercell volume .
The DC conductivity is the low-frequency limit of the
dynamic electrical conductivity:
σDC = lim σ tot (ω).
ω→0

(2)

D. Reflectivity

We calculate the reflectivity R at 532 nm as in Preising
et al. [46] via the Fresnel formula,
R(ω) =

[n0 (ω) − n(ω)]2 + [k0 (ω) − k(ω)]2
,
[n0 (ω) + n(ω)]2 + [k0 (ω) + k(ω)]2

(3)

with the complex index of refraction, n + ik. The subscript
0 denotes the material at the reflecting boundary. The complex index of refraction results from the complex dielectric
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3ω k
j=1 i=1 α=1

(6)

Here, we obtain the real part of the dynamic conductivity
σ1 (ω) from the Kubo-Greenwood formula (1) and calculate
the imaginary part σ2 (ω) from σ1 (ω) with a Kramers-Kronig
relation; see Refs. [58,60–63] for further details. The testing
regime for for the optical reflectivity at 532 nm was identical
with that of the DC conductivity.
E. Ionization

Bethkenhagen et al. [38] proposed a new method to calculate the ionization degree of high-density plasmas via the
dynamic electrical conductivity obtained from DFT-MD simulations and an evaluation of the Kubo-Greenwood formula,
Eq. (1). Former work instead relied on the DOS to analyze the
ionization degree [64–66]. We provide a brief summary of the
approach; for details, see Refs. [38,54].
The dynamic electrical conductivity has to satisfy the
Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule [67–70],

N tot
2m ∞
Z tot = e =
dω σ tot (ω),
(7)
2
Ni
πe Ni 0
with the total charge state Z tot , the total number of electrons
Netot and ions Ni , and the dynamic electrical conductivity
σ tot (ω). For helium, Eq. (7) is fulfilled if Z tot = 2. We then
partition the TRK sum rule into different electronic contributions and calculate the ionization state α from the number of
electrons of each contribution as
Z c-c
α = tot ,
(8)
Z
where Z c-c is the effective number of electrons per ion that
contributes to electronic transition within the conduction
band.
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FIG. 1. (Top) Pressure P (black, left y axis) and internal energy
per atom u (red, right y axis) for fluid helium at 10 000 K as function
of density ρ. (Bottom) P/ρ (black, left y axis) and u/ρ (red, right
y axis). The insets depict P and u over the density range where the
BG closes according to the histogram method. The density range of
interest is further highlighted by dashed ellipses.

case of a first-order phase transition, we should observe a
plateau in P (density jump) and a jump in u (latent heat).
The upper panel of Fig. 1 displays the pressure P and internal energy u at the lowest temperature considered here, i.e.,
10 000 K. In order to illuminate the influence of correlation
effects which should change considerably at the IMT, we
show P/ρ and u/ρ in the lower panel. The insets left and right
zoom into the density region where metallization occurs.
We do not observe a plateau-like structure in P or a jump
in u in the entire density range but find some faint features in
the raw data of u/ρ in the density range where the BG closes
according to the histogram approach. However, the statistical
fluctuations of u/ρ under these conditions are larger than ±4
eV/atom/(g/cm3 ) in our MD runs. We therefore conclude
that no noticable behavior of P, u, P/ρ, and u/ρ occurs when
the BG closes in fluid helium at 10 000 K. Furthermore, we
do not find any features at higher temperatures or at densities
where the BG closes according to the broadened method.
B. Band gaps

III. RESULTS

If the IMT of helium is a first-order phase transition we
should observe discontinuities in the thermodynamic functions due to latent heat. The IMT should then be accompanied
by BG closure and abrupt changes (jumps) of the DC conductivity, the reflectivity, and the ionization degree. Similar
studies on the metallization in dense fluid hydrogen have
shown that the discontinuities are generally more pronounced
at lower temperatures [71–73].
In order to constrain our study to the fluid regime we
only consider temperatures starting from 10 000 K and densities below the corresponding melting density of (21.3 ± 0.7)
g/cm3 ; see Ref. [74].
A. EOS

We calculate pressures P and internal energies u for given
densities ρ and temperatures T from the DFT-MD runs. In

In order to determine the location of the band gap closure,
we calculate isotherms at Tx = 10x with x=4, 4.1, ..., 4.7 at
a density grid of 1 g/cm3 width. By progressively decreasing
the density interval we iteratively find the density at which the
BG closes within 0.1 g/cm3 according to the histogram and
broadened method. We then compare our results for the BG
with values from Refs. [33–35] in Fig. 2.
While we reproduce the results of the broadened method
of Ref. [34] at 20 000 K, we obtain different results at higher
and lower temperatures. The reason for this descrepancy is
most likely due to the use of a different XC functional.
While Ref. [34] performed the DFT-MD simulations with the
PBE [52] XC functional, they then determined the BGs using
snapshots and the PW91 [75] XC functional. We performed all
calculations with the PBE XC functional and used data from
MDs to calculate the BG.
Our results reproduce the HOMO-LUMO results of
Refs. [33,35] for all conditions of our study within the error
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the BG with density for a set of isotherms
(color-coded). Results of this work are always depicted as closed circles. (a) on the upper left shows the results of the broadened method
of Ref. [34] as dashed lines as well as the broadened results of this
work. (b) on the upper right displays the results of the histogram
approach of this work. The dashed line represents the conditions
where the BG is equal to kB T . (c) compares results of this work with
those of Refs. [33,35] within the HOMO-LUMO approach to the BG
as open diamonds and upper triangles, respectively.

bars. However, as we discuss in Ref. [54], we could not
obtain converged results with the snapshot-based methods
of Refs. [33,35], even with a greater number of atoms and
better k-point sampling. Essentially, the BG results with the
HOMO-LUMO method can be shifted by an arbitrary energy
offset, depending on the chosen number of atoms, see Fig.
S4 in Ref. [54]. Our calculations show that converged BGs in
dense helium can only be obtained via MD simulations and
by using the histogram or broadened technique, see Ref. [54].
C. DC conductivity

The DC conductivity σDC has been calculated from the
Kubo-Greenwood formula, Eq. (1), for every isotherm and
at least five corresponding densities. We increased the number of density points at lower temperatures, see Fig. 3. For
the determination of σDC , we averaged over up to 20 ionic
snapshots of the MD simulations; see Ref. [54] for further
details. Due to the results of Sec. III B, we know the densities
at which the BG closes according to the histogram method,
see Fig. 2. If necessary, we interpolate σDC between the two
most close-lying points and include this interpolated DC conductivity at conditions where the BG closes in Fig. 3. In
a similar fashion, we interpolate the density where kB T is
identical to the BG for every isotherm. We then interpolate
the σDC at these densities in order to study whether the slope
of the band gap over density changes when kB T approaches
the BG. Additionally, we compare to the minimum metallic
Mott conductivity σMott = 0.2 × 106 S/m and to values given
in Refs. [33–35,55].
At the lowest temperatures, we observe a strong increase
of the DC conductivity with the density that tends to become
more flattened out at densities above the BG closure, i.e., in
the metallic region. We do not see this feature in the results of

Ref. 55
Ref. 35
Ref. 46

Ref. 33
Ref. 34
1

3

6

10

10k
20

Density [g/cm3]

FIG. 3. DC conductivity as a function of density for different
isotherms (color-coded). The upper panel shows the results of this
work as filled circles. Open black symbols along the dashed line
denote the interpolated DC conductivity at conditions where the
BG closes according to the histogram method. Open black symbols along the dotted line denote the interpolated DC conductivity
at conditions where the BG equals the thermal energy kB T , see
Fig. 2(b). The thin dashed line represents the minimum Mott conductivity at T = 0 K [10]. The lower panel compares our results
(filled circles) for selected isotherms with the results of Kowalski
et al. [33], Stixrude et al. [34], Soubiran et al. [55], Zhang et al. [35],
and Preising et al. [46] that are denoted as open diamonds, lower
triangles, squares, upper triangles, and filled circles without error
bars, respectively.

Ref. [35]. The strong increase with density does not correlate
strongly with the BG closure. Instead, it more strongly correlates with the conditions where the thermal energy approaches
the value of the BG and the minimum Mott conductivity of
0.2 × 106 S/m given in Ref. [10]. This indicates that thermal
excitations in this region lower the electronic resistance significantly and therefore increase the conductivity. Furthermore,
the increase of the DC conductivity becomes less pronounced
with increasing temperature due to these thermal effects. Note
that the behavior of the DC conductivity of dense fluid helium as a function of density and temperature is very similar
to earlier results for the continuous nonmetal-to-metal transition observed in expanded fluid metals [76,77] and noble
gases [78,79].
We do not see jumps of the electrical conductivity in any of
the isotherms, contrary to the results obtained for the metallization of dense fluid hydrogen [71,72]. In conjunction with
the results for the EOS shown in Fig. 1 this clearly indicates
that the metallization of dense fluid helium is a continuous
transition of higher order.
While we reproduce the results of Ref. [35] at higher temperatures within the error bars, the strong increase of our DC
conductivity at 10 000 K occurs at higher densities compared
to Ref. [35]. This is likely due to the different implementations and codes used in Ref. [35] and in this study. At low
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E. Ionization

We utilize the TRK sum rule method and the DOS integration approach as discussed in Sec. II E to calculate the
ionization degree α via Eq. (8). Results are shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 4. Reflectivity at 532 nm as a function of density for different isotherms (color-coded). Note that the highest temperature of
Ref. [80] is greater than the highest temperature considered here.
For the sake of completeness, we added the corresponding data in
black. The upper panel shows the results of this work: filled circles
are our reflectivity results, open black symbols along the dashed line
denote the interpolated reflectivity at which the BG according to the
histogram method closes. Open black symbols along the dotted line
show the interpolated reflectivity at which the BG equals kB T . The
lower panel compares the reflectivity of selected isotherms with the
results of Refs. [33,35,46,80], denoted as open diamonds, crosses,
upper triangles, and filled circles without error bars, respectively.

Consistent with our previous results, the ionization degree
obtained via the TRK sum rule method shows pressure ionization, i.e., a significant increase from below 10% at 2 g/cm3
to more than 99% at the highest densities. The exact values
seem to be virtually independent of temperature within our
error bars and mostly depend on density. The interpolated α
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D. Reflectivity

We calculate the optical reflectivity at 532 nm for every
isotherm at the same densities as in Sec. III C and perform
the same interpolations as we did for the DC conductivity
shown in Fig. 3. In a previous study [46], we calculated
the reflectivity with different XC functionals under the conditions reported in Ref. [80]. We compare our results to
Refs. [33,35,80], and the results of the PBE XC functional
of Ref. [46], see Fig. 4.
Similar to the results for the DC conductivity (Fig. 3),
we obtain a strong increase of the reflectivity with the density at the lowest temperatures that tends to become more
flattened out at densities above the BG closure. As with our
our results for the DC conductivity, the strong increase with
the density does not correlate strongly with BG closure and
instead correlates more strongly with the conditions where
kB T approaches the value of the BG. The reason for this
correlation is most likely due to thermal excitation, see the
discussion in Sec. III C.
Our low-density reflectivity trends reproduce the results of
Refs. [33,80] as well as the results of Ref. [35] within the
error bars. Similar to the discussion of Fig. 3 the reflectivity at
which the BG according to the histogram method closes (30%
to 40%) is smaller than the DC conductivity at which the BG
according to the HOMO-LUMO closes in Ref. [35] (45% to
60%). In Ref. [35], the reflectivity at the BG closure increases
systematically with decreasing density, from 45% at 24 g/cm3
over 55% at 15 g/cm3 to somewhere below 60% at 7 g/cm3 ,
while our corresponding results fluctuate between 33%
and 41%.

60

Ionization [%]

temperatures, the results of Ref. [35] seem to exhibit a similar change of slope around the minimum Mott conductivity,
although the change is not as pronounced compared to our
results. The low-density trends of our results reproduce all the
available literature values to the best of our knowledge. At
higher densities where no experimental results are available to
date, we concur with the results of Ref. [33]. The high-density
results of Ref. [34] are shifted toward higher DC conductivities compared to our results and those of Ref. [35]. We
attribute this difference to the use of different XC functionals
and finize size effects. Reference [35] employed the PW91 XC
functional and 64 atoms, we used PBE and at least 128 atoms.
The DC conductivity at which the BG closes according to
the histogram method (0.2–0.6 MS/m, see Fig. 3) is smaller
than the DC conductivity at which the BG closes according to
the HOMO-LUMO definition in Ref. [35] (0.7–1.0 MS/m).
This trend is reasonable considering the differences of the
results obtained for the HOMO-LUMO and the histogram
approach displayed in Fig. 2 as well as in Fig. S4 of Ref. [54].
We emphasize again in this context that the BG of the HOMOLUMO technique cannot be converged with respect to the
number of atoms; see Ref. [54].
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FIG. 5. Ionization degree α as a function of density at different isotherms (color-coded). Open circles with error bars show the
results of the TRK sum rule method, while solid lines denote the
results of the DOS integration method. Open black symbols along
the dashed line show the interpolated α values at which the BG closes
according to the histogram approach.
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FIG. 6. Phase diagram of helium in the temperature-pressure
plane: the melting line from ab inito simulations of Preising et al. [74]
(bold blue line) and experimental data (dashed orange line and symbols) of Refs. [81–88]. Shown are the P-T condictions where the BG
closes in fluid helium according to the broadened method (dotted
lines, results of Ref. [34] in orange and of this work in red), the
histogram technique of this work for the fluid (bold red line) and that
of Ref. [32] for the solid (bold orange line), and the HOMO-LUMO
definition of Ref. [35] (orange dash-dotted line). The black lines
display exemplarily P-T conditions for astrophysical objects which
contain substantial fractions of helium: an old white dwarf [89], the
brown dwarf KOI-889b [90], and the gas giant planet Jupiter [91].

at which the BG closes according to the histogram technique
therefore closely resembles the course of α over the density.
In contrast, the results of the DOS integration approach are
more temperature-dependent. The most striking result in this
context is that the DOS integration method fails to show
pressure ionization: the ionization degree is less than 15%
for all considered densities and temperatures. Actually, the
ionization seems to decrease slightly at the highest densities.
We therefore conclude that the DOS integration method is not
at all suited for the description of pressure ionization, at least
in high-density fluid helium.
Note that the ionization degree derived from the TRK sum
rule confirms the general trends predicted by chemical models, see, e.g., Ref. [26]: low ionization degree at low densities
though increasing with temperature, full ionization at high
densities. Note that we do not find any evidence for an instability region (PPT) inbetween as characteristic of chemical
models.
F. High-pressure phase diagram of helium

Our results of neither the EOS, the DC conductivity, the
reflectivity or the ionization degree demonstrate hints where
the nonmetal-to-metal phase transition takes place. We instead
use the histogram BG closure as a marker for the IMT. We
summarize our findings for the IMT in dense fluid helium and
propose a new high-pressure phase diagram in Fig. 6, with
special emphasis on the region where the BG closes.
We consider the histogram method as most reliable in order
to locate the BG closure and the corresponding IMT in dense
fluid helium in P-T space. Therefore, the bold red line in

Fig. 6 separates the nonmetallic (left) from the metallic fluid
(right) according to our extensive DFT-MD simulations and
evaluations outlined in detail in Secs. III A to III E.
The IMT in solid helium from the histogram method in
Ref. [32] intersects the melting line of Ref. [74] at a few tens
of terapascals. Disorder as well as the movement of the atoms
shift the metallization transition in the fluid toward lower
pressures. Therefore our result for the IMT in the fluid with
the histogram approach is consistent with the corresponding
IMT of Ref. [32] in the solid. This agreement further increases
our confidence in the histogram technique for the prediction
of reliable BGs.
According to the broadened method, the BG closure occurs
at lower densities than predicted by the histogram approach.
This is expected as the BG of the broadened technique is
smaller than that of the histogram method at high densities,
see Fig. 2 and Ref. [54] At lower pressures, however, the
pressure difference between the BG closure as predicted by
the two methods decreases.
Our result derived from the broadened approach (dotted
lines) is quite similar to that of Ref. [34]. The origin of the
different slopes for the BG closure curves is most likely due
to the use of different XC functionals and numbers of atoms.
We used PBE and at least 128 atoms, while Ref. [34] used
PW91 and 64 atoms.
The BG closure according to the histogram method is
located between the HOMO-LUMO results of Ref. [35] and
our results using the broadened approach. This behavior is
expected and reproduces the trends shown in Fig. 2.
Based on our results, we can infer consequences for the
interior composition of astrophysical objects like gas giant
planets, brown dwarfs, or the atmosphere of old and cool
white dwarfs which contain large fractions of helium. For
instance, the P-T conditions inside Jupiter [91], the largest
gas giant planet in our Solar System, do not intersect our
results for BG closure according to the histogram method
(bold red line in Fig. 6) which we consider as most reliable. Therefore Jupiter probably does not contain metallic
helium in its deep interior. Since hydrogen is metallic under
these conditions [5,71], the consequences for H-He demixing,
the solubility of heavier elements in H-He (core erosion),
and its actual structure near the core have to be studied,
see Refs. [7,92] for recent surveys. However, extrasolar gas
giant planets that are larger and hotter than Jupiter (hot
Jupiters) [93] reach more extreme P-T conditions in their
interior and could, therefore, contain metallic helium. This
has consequences for the calculation of their interior profiles,
evolution scenarios, and magnetic field structure [3]. The
brown dwarf KOI-889b intersects the metallization lines of
all methods shown in Fig. 6 and therefore probably contains
metallic helium in its deep interior. The representative white
dwarf model [89] has a higher temperature than the scope of
this study. However, unless the slope of the band gap closure
lines changes drastically, this particular white dwarf should
contain metallic helium.
The higher-order nature of the nonmetal-to-metal phase
transition in dense fluid helium results in a continuous behavior of all properties under study. Around the histogram BG
closure the DC conductivity fluctuates around 0.4 × 106 S/m,
the reflectivity is within 30 to 40%, and the ionization degree
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increases continuously from below 10% at the lowest density
to more than 99% at the highest densities.

IV. CONCLUSION

We simulated dense fluid helium with DFT-MD simulations in order to investigate the metallization transition
in detail. We were especially interested whether the metallization leads to a first-order phase transition as predicted
earlier [26,27]. Hence, we calculated the EOS, the BG closure with different methods, the DC conductivity, the optical
reflectivity, and the ionization degree from the DFT-MD simulations for a wide range of densities and temperatures. We
found no indications for jumps or discontinuities in any of our
results. In particular, the ionization calculated from the TRK
sum rule method clearly shows a continuous transition to full
ionization of 2.0, see Fig. 5. Therefore, we conclude that the
metallization transition in dense fluid helium is driven by BG
closure and continuous or of higher order, see Fig. 6.
The conventional DOS integration method for the calculation of the ionization degree did not capture pressure
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The temperature (T ) and density (ρ) conditions at which hydrogen undergoes a molecular-to-atomic (MA)
transition is crucial to our understanding of the gas-giant planets such as Jupiter and Saturn. First-principles (FP)
calculations suggest that this transition is coincident with metallization and acts as a catalyst for hydrogen-helium
demixing, which has significant consequences for models of planetary interiors. Prediction of this transition
boundary has proven to be difficult using FP methods. In particular, detailed comparisons of finite temperature
density functional theory (FT-DFT) calculations of the MA transition in both the high-T , low-ρ regime, where
the transition is largely T driven, and the low-T , high-ρ regime, where the transition is largely ρ driven, suggest
that the transition is very sensitive to the exchange-correlation (xc) functional used in the calculation. Here we
present a detailed comparison of previous multiple-shock electrical conductivity measurements with FT-DFT
calculations employing various xc functionals to probe a regime where both T and ρ play an important role in
the transition. The measurement results are found to be inconsistent with the semilocal xc functional PBE and are
in much better agreement with the nonlocal xc functionals vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2. Furthermore, we show that
the inconsistency with PBE likely stems from pressure errors associated with the PBE xc functional, resulting in
calculated pressures that are too low at these T and ρ conditions. Together with previous comparisons at high-T ,
low-ρ and low-T , high-ρ these results provide a consistent picture for the MA transition over a wide T and ρ
range. This picture may also provide insight into differences in experimental observations of the metallization of
liquid hydrogen and deuterium in the low-T regime.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.174110
I. INTRODUCTION

The question of precisely how and at what pressure (P )
hydrogen metallizes at low temperature (T ) has become
one of the longest-standing open questions of high-pressure
physics [1]. Also of great interest, due to its relevance to
planetary science [2,3], is the analogous molecular insulator
to atomic metal transition in the liquid at low T , just above
the melt boundary. First-principles (FP) calculations suggest
that hydrogen metallization is coincident with a molecular-toatomic (MA) transition and acts as a catalyst for hydrogenhelium demixing [4]. Thus the location of the MA transition
in the low-T liquid could provide a constraint for the low-P
boundary of the region of hydrogen-helium immiscibility and
justification for the presence of a layer boundary in the interior
of gas-giant planets, a necessary feature of the often-used
three-layer model [5], which has shown reasonable success
in describing observables of Jupiter and Saturn [6].
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Hydrogen, as one of the simplest elemental systems, has
also been a model system in the development of advanced
FP simulation techniques including finite temperature density functional theory (FT-DFT) and quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) methods [1]. However, prediction of the MA transition using FP methods has proven to be very sensitive
to the framework used. Recent work [7] comparing FTDFT methods to the deuterium Hugoniot—the locus of end
states achievable through compression by large amplitude
shock waves—concluded that no one exchange-correlation
(xc) functional adequately describes the MA transition. In this
high-T (∼5–10 kK), low-density (ρ) regime where dissociation is largely T driven the P onset of the MA transition, as
evidenced by first-shock ρ and reshock P measurements, is
underestimated by the semilocal xc functional PBE [8] and
is best described by nonlocal functionals, such as vdW-DF1
[9] and vdW-DF2 [10]. However, the P width over which
dissociation occurs is likely overestimated by these vdW
functionals and is in better agreement with PBE.
Differences between functionals become even more pronounced in the low-T (∼1–2 kK), high-ρ regime where the
MA transition appears to be largely ρ driven. In this regime
the predicted transition P and ρ are extremely sensitive to
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FIG. 1. T -P phase diagram showing experimental and theoretical estimates for the metallization of hydrogen/deuterium. Experiment: open (closed) diamonds [21,22], semiconducting (metallic) states from multiple-shock experiments with corrected T (see
Sec. II); gray triangle [17], gray square [18], black square [19], and
black triangle [20], static high-P and pulsed heated experiments;
colored open and closed circles [15], dynamic compression experiments. Theory: open black (orange) circles [14], calculations of
σ = 2000 ( cm)−1 for PBE (vdW-DF2) with nuclear (hydrogen)
treatment for the ions; solid [12] and dotted [14] black lines, firstorder MA transition boundary for PBE with classical and nuclear
(hydrogen) treatment for the ions, respectively; solid and dashed
green lines [15], transition boundary for vdW-DF1 with classical
and nuclear (deuterium) treatment for the ions, respectively; solid
[15], dotted [14], and dashed [15] orange lines, transition boundary
for vdW-DF2 with classical, nuclear (hydrogen), and nuclear (deuterium) treatment of the ions, respectively.

the xc functional. For PBE, vdW-DF1, and vdW-DF2 the
predicted transition P differs by ∼200–300 GPa (see Fig. 1)
and the ρ at the transition ranges from ∼0.75–1.2 g/cm3 for
hydrogen and ∼1.5–2.4 g/cm3 for deuterium [11–15]. Experimental determination of the MA transition in this regime also
spans a large range in P . Dynamic compression experiments
[15] on liquid deuterium in the ∼1–2 kK regime performed at
the Sandia Z machine [16] revealed an abrupt MA transition,
as evidenced by a sudden increase in reflectivity between
∼280 and 305 GPa, in reasonable agreement with the nonlocal
vdW-DF2 xc functional. Static high-P and pulsed heated
experiments [17–20] on hydrogen and deuterium in a similar
T regime suggest the MA transition occurs at ∼75 to 170 GPa,
based on observation of T plateaus in the heating curves and
increases in reflectivity, seemingly in better agreement with
the semilocal xc functional PBE.
The first experiments [21,22] to address the MA transition
in liquid hydrogen and deuterium were performed roughly
20 years ago using gas-gun techniques. In that study multipleshock compression, achieved through a wave reverberation
technique, was used to attain successively higher P and T
states in liquid hydrogen and deuterium. Measurement of the
electrical conductivity (σ ) in the peak state revealed saturation at ∼2000 ( cm)−1 , a value consistent with minimum

metallic conductivity, at a P of ∼140 GPa and an estimated
T of ∼2600 K. This set of experiments provides another
very good test of FP methods in a regime in which both T
and ρ (or P ) play an important role in the MA transition.
However, while indirect comparisons between the measured
σ and FP calculations have been made, to the best of our
knowledge no one has performed a detailed comparison of
these experimental results with FP calculations.
Here we present a detailed comparison of the measured
σ from multiple-shock compression experiments [21,22] with
FT-DFT calculations using both semilocal (PBE) and nonlocal
(vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2) xc functionals. We show that the
measured results are inconsistent with PBE predictions. Similar to both the T -driven and ρ-driven regime, PBE appears
to underestimate the P conditions necessary for dissociation.
In contrast, the MA transition appears to be better described
by the vdW xc functionals. Furthermore, we show that the
inconsistency with PBE likely stems from P errors associated
with the PBE xc functional, resulting in calculated P that
are too low at these T and ρ conditions. These results, along
with the previous studies comparing the various xc functionals
in the T -driven [7] and ρ-driven [15] regimes, provide a
consistent picture for the MA transition over a wide P and
T range and raise questions about the recent static high-P and
pulsed heated studies [17–20] that appear to be in agreement
with predictions from PBE.
Section II summarizes the multiple-shock experiments
[21,22] and includes a reanalysis of the results. The original
study included inconsistencies in both the inferred T states
reached and in the fit to a semiconductor model used to
interpret the measured σ . Correction of both of these inconsistencies is important with respect to comparisons with the
FP calculations. Section III describes the FT-DFT calculations
performed to determine σ and the energy gap for the various
xc functionals and compares these with the experimental
measurements. The results are discussed in Sec. IV. The main
findings are summarized in Sec. V.
II. REANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE-SHOCK
CONDUCTIVITY EXPERIMENTS

The first experiments [21,22] to address the MA transition
in hydrogen and deuterium were performed roughly 20 years
ago by Nellis, Weir, and Mitchell (NWM) using gas-gun
techniques. A layer of liquid hydrogen or deuterium was
compressed by multiple shocks using a wave reverberation
technique; this minimized the entropy increase, thereby minimizing the temperature (T ) in the peak state. The sample
was contained within a cell between two sapphire anvils and
cooled to cryogenic temperatures. The sample cell was impacted by a metal anvil (either aluminum or copper) resulting
in a strong shock wave that reverberated between the relatively
stiff sapphire anvils, driving the sample to high pressure (P )
and density (ρ) and relatively low T . The impact velocity (vf )
was measured using a flash x-ray technique [23]. The peak
P of the sample was determined from the known equations
of state (EOS) of aluminum, copper, and sapphire and the
measured vf (in the reverberation configuration the peak P is
only a function of the confining anvils and does not depend
upon the EOS of hydrogen or deuterium). The electrical
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the two methods used by NWM to infer T
in the multiple-shock experiments on hydrogen and deuterium. Red
line: hydrodynamic simulation accounting for the full multiple-shock
nature of the experiment (in this case SLDMS12-H2 ). Blue line: hydrodynamic simulation with the same magnitude first shock followed
by ramp compression to the same peak P (in this case 142 GPa). Both
simulations used the Kerley03 [28] EOS for hydrogen (a modern
revision of the Kerley [24] EOS used by NWM).

conductivity (σ ) was measured at the peak state using either a
constant-voltage, two-probe method [σ < 10 ( cm)−1 ] or a
constant-current, four-probe method [σ > 10 ( cm)−1 ]. We
note that vf and σ were the only quantities measured in these
experiments.
To estimate the T and ρ of the sample in the peak state
two different EOS models for hydrogen and deuterium were
considered; a tabular EOS denoted as Kerley [24] and an
analytical EOS denoted as Ross [25–27]. Because only one of
these EOS models (Kerley) was in a tabular format, conducive
for use in hydrodynamic simulations, two different methods
were used to infer T and ρ; these two methods were described
by NWM as being different but equivalent. Method 1, used for
the Kerley EOS, inferred T and ρ from hydrodynamic simulations of the impact experiments and therefore fully accounted
for the multiple-shock nature of the experiments. Method 2,
used for the Ross EOS, inferred T and ρ by determining
T (Pmax ) and ρ(Pmax ) along an isentrope centered at the first
shocked state of the hydrogen or deuterium (P1 , T1 , and ρ1 ),
where Pmax was the peak P reached in the experiment. In other
words, method 2 only accounted for the entropy increase due
to the first shock and treated the subsequent compression as
isentropic.
These two methods are, in fact, not equivalent; method 2
fails to account for the non-negligible increase in entropy that
results from the subsequent shocks during the reverberation.
The difference in these two methods is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows two different hydrodynamic simulations using
the same EOS for hydrogen, Kerley03 [28], a modern revision
of the Kerley EOS used by NWM. The red line represents a
simulation accounting for the full multiple-shock nature of the
experiment (method 1). The blue line represents a simulation
with the same magnitude first shock followed by ramp compression to the same peak P (method 2). In these simulations

100

140

160

180

Pressure (GPa)
FIG. 3. Comparison of the inferred T for the NWM hydrogen
experiments. The colors and symbols denote the method used to
infer T and the EOS model, respectively: Red and blue correspond
to method 1 and 2, respectively; squares, circles, and diamonds
correspond to the Ross [25–27], Kerley [24], and Kerley03 [28] EOS,
respectively.

EOS models 3325 [29,30], 3700 [31,32], and 7411 [33] were
used to model copper, aluminum, and sapphire, respectively.
As can be seen in the figure, T in the peak state for these
two simulations differs by over 500 K. This is completely
explained by the difference in entropy of the final states for
the two different methods used by NWM. As a result, the T in
the peak states inferred by NWM using the Kerley EOS with
method 1 and the Ross EOS with method 2 were considerably
different.
The differences in inferred T for the subset of hydrogen
experiments performed by NWM are shown graphically in
Fig. 3 and listed in Table I. The colors and symbols denote
the method used to infer T and the EOS model, respectively:
Red and blue correspond to method 1 and 2, respectively;
squares, circles, and diamonds correspond to the Ross, Kerley,
and Kerley03 EOS, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the
largest difference in inferred T is due to the method used, not
the EOS model. In particular, the red and blue diamonds represent inferred T for the same EOS model (Kerley03) using
the two different methods outlined above. The T difference
ranges from ∼440–750 K (∼20–30%) with an average T
difference of ∼550 K over the entire P range. In contrast,
differences in inferred T between various models for the same
calculation method are noticeably smaller.
NWM interpreted the large T difference arising from the
two calculation methods as being due to differences in the
Kerley and Ross EOS models with respect to dissociation.
They concluded that the Kerley EOS neglected dissociation
at the conditions reached in their experiments and therefore
resulted in higher inferred T as compared to the Ross EOS.
They therefore chose to use the T and ρ values inferred from
the Ross EOS (using method 2) to estimate the states reached
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TABLE I. Inferred P , T , and ρ states reached in the multiple-shock experiments [21,22] on hydrogen and deuterium performed by
NWM. The first four columns list the experiment designation, impactor material, measured impact velocity, and measured σ , respectively.
The subsequent columns list the inferred P , T , and ρ reported by NWM (using the Ross EOS and method 2) and the inferred P , T , and ρ
obtained using method 1 and the Kerley03 [28] and Saumon [34] EOS. The subsequent analysis performed in this work uses the values inferred
from the Kerley03 EOS.
NWM
Experiment
SLDMS4-D2
SLDMS5-D2
SLDMS8-D2
SLDMS6-H2
SLDMS13-H2
SLDMS7-H2
SLDMS9-H2
SLDMS12-H2
SLDMS10-H2
SLDMS11-H2

Kerley03

Saumon

Impactor

vf
(km/s)

σ
( cm)−1

P
(GPa)

T
(K)

ρ
(g/cm3 )

P
(GPa)

T
(K)

ρ
(g/cm3 )

P
(GPa)

T
(K)

ρ
(g/cm3 )

Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Copper
Copper
Copper

5.59
6.76
7.33
5.90
6.10
6.90
6.91
5.58
5.96
6.65

0.71
77
417
2.6
7.1
135
313
2380
1670
2000

93
121
135
100
105
124
124
141
155
180

2090
2760
3090
1670
1810
2230
2230
2560
2730
2910

1.17
1.29
1.35
0.61
0.62
0.66
0.66
0.69
0.72
0.77

93
121
136
100
105
125
125
142
156
183

2204
2987
3397
1978
2093
2567
2573
2984
3310
3951

1.25
1.38
1.44
0.64
0.66
0.70
0.70
0.73
0.76
0.81

93
121
136
100
105
125
125
142
156
183

2197
2998
3476
1867
1976
2430
2436
2889
3253
3848

1.26
1.39
1.45
0.66
0.67
0.72
0.72
0.76
0.79
0.84

in their experiments. However, due to the error in method
2, these conditions do not accurately reflect the T states
reached. We contend that the T obtained by method 1 using
the Kerley03 EOS are a better representation. We note that a
similar analysis performed with a revised EOS for hydrogen
and deuterium by Saumon [34] resulted in very similar T and
ρ states (see Table I), lending confidence in these inferred
values. Also, we note that Kerley03 is a widely-used EOS
model and was used to infer T and ρ (along with the vdW-DF2
xc functional) in the low-T , high-ρ metallization study [15].
Finally, we acknowledge that EOS models based on FT-DFT
calculations are available [35,36]. However, at the P , T , and
ρ conditions relevant here these models rely primarily on
FT-DFT calculations using the PBE [8] xc functional. As
shown here and elsewhere [1,7], PBE systematically underestimates the P conditions necessary for dissociation, which
can result in isentropes that exhibit −dT /dP at P below
where saturation in σ was observed in the NWM experiments.
Perhaps even more problematic, we show in Sec. IV that PBE
exhibits P errors that results in a calculated P that is too low
at a given T and ρ condition, or equivalently, a ρ that is too
high at a given P and T condition. For these reasons we do
not consider these PBE based EOS tables in estimating the
conditions reached in the NWM experiments.
To infer an energy gap as a function of ρ from their measurements of σ , NWM appealed to a simplified semiconductor
model. The data were fit to
σ = σ0 exp[−Eg (ρ)/2kB T ],

(1)

where σ0 is the limiting value of conductivity, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and Eg (ρ) is the energy gap, assumed to be
linear in ρ and independent of T . The result of a least-squares
fit was reported to be
Eg (ρ) = 20 − 62.6ρ,

(2)

where Eg is in units of eV, ρ is the molar density
in units of mol/cm3 , and σ0 = 90 ( cm)−1 . NWM suggested this fit was reasonable, noting that a value of
σ0 = 200–300 ( cm)−1 is typical of liquid semiconductors.

However, this value for the limiting conductivity requires
a negative energy gap to reproduce the measured σ for
molar densities above ∼0.32 mol/cm3 (using the Ross EOS
and method 2 to infer ρ), which is inconsistent with the
requirement that Eg  0. If one uses the same model but
instead constrains σ0 to be the average of the measured σ
at saturation, σ0 = 1850 ( cm)−1 , a physically reasonable
result is obtained. In this case
Eg (ρ) = 18.3 − 49.8ρ

(3)

and the gap closes at ∼0.37 mol/cm3 (using the Kerley03
EOS and method 1 to infer ρ), consistent with the observed
saturation in σ .
These two fits are displayed graphically in Fig. 4(a). The
black and gray circles are the energy gap values obtained
from Eq. (1) using the T and ρ values inferred from the
Ross EOS using method 2 and the T and ρ values inferred
from the Kerley03 EOS using method 1, respectively. The
dashed and solid black lines are the corresponding fits [Eq. (2)
and Eq. (3), respectively]. The dashed gray line denotes
the temperature of the system in eV (kB T as a function of
ρ). This figure clearly shows the inconsistent behavior that
arises from setting the limiting conductivity value at σ0 =
90 ( cm)−1 . The estimated energy gap reaches a value equal
to (kB T ) at ∼0.32 mol/cm3 , significantly lower than the ρ at
which a minimum metallic conductivity was reached in the
experiments. In order to match the measured σ at higher ρ a
negative energy gap is required. The more reasonable value of
σ0 = 1850 ( cm)−1 results in an energy gap that is systematically larger by ∼2 eV, reaching zero at ∼0.37 mol/cm3 , in
agreement with observations.
We note that ρ was not measured in the experiments
performed by NWM; the quantity in the peak state that was
most tightly constrained is the peak P . We therefore also
considered the inferred energy gap as a function of P , as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Again, the estimated energy gap using the
T and ρ values inferred by NWM using σ0 = 90 ( cm)−1 is
systematically low, reaching a value equal to (kB T ) at ∼120
GPa, roughly 20 GPa lower than the P at which a minimum
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FIG. 4. Energy gap as a function of (a) molar density and (b) P . The black and gray circles are the energy gap values obtained from Eq. (1)
using σ0 = 90 ( cm)−1 with T and ρ values inferred from the Ross [25–27] EOS using method 2 and those obtained from Eq. (1) using
σ0 = 1850 ( cm)−1 with T and ρ values inferred from the Kerley03 [28] EOS using method 1, respectively. The dashed and solid black lines
are the corresponding fits [Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), respectively]. The dashed gray line denotes the temperature of the system in eV (kB T as a
function of ρ or P ).

metallic conductivity was reached in the experiments. However, because of the difference in inferred ρ between the Ross
and Kerley03 EOS, the systematic difference in the energy
gap when viewed as a function of P is ∼1 eV. Thus the
error in the NWM fit to the semiconductor model [with σ0 =
90 ( cm)−1 ] underestimates the energy gap by ∼1 eV as a
function of P as compared to the same semiconductor model
with a more reasonable value of σ0 . In the subsequent section
we will compare the results of first-principles simulations to
this semiconductor model.
III. COMPARISON WITH FIRST-PRINCIPLES
CALCULATIONS

First-principles (FP) calculations of the electrical conductivity (σ ) and the energy gap at conditions consistent with the
multiple-shock compression experiments [21,22] performed
by NWM were carried out within the framework of finite temperature density functional theory (FT-DFT). Both semilocal
(PBE [8]) and nonlocal (vdW-DF1 [9] and vdW-DF2 [10])
exchange and correlation (xc) functionals were considered.
FP molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), a plane-wave
DFT code developed at the Technical University of Vienna
[37–39]. The density was fixed by the total volume of the
cubic supercell and the ion temperature was regulated with
a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [40–42]. A total 256 atoms were
included in the supercell, with a plane-wave cutoff energy of
1200 eV. Simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble and typically covered a few to several picoseconds of real
time. The thermodynamic quantities were taken as averages
over an equilibrated portion of the cumulative averages.
The electrical conductivity was calculated by averaging
over 40 randomly selected snapshots for a given temperature
(T ) and density (ρ) configuration using the Kubo-Greenwood

[43,44] formula
σ (ω) =

− Ekν − h̄ω) ,

(4)

where ω is the frequency, V is the volume of the supercell, e
and me are the charge and mass of electrons, respectively, and
fkμ is the Fermi occupation number for a given temperature.
The eigenvalues Ekμ for the Bloch states |kμ are computed
within each step of the FT-DFT simulation so that the dipole
matrix elements kν|p̂|kμ are determined with the momentum operator. The imaginary part of the electrical conductivity
can be obtained from a Kramers-Kronig transformation. For
these calculations the Brillouin zone was sampled by a 5 ×
5 × 5 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid [45].
The density of states (DOS) was obtained from the same
set of 40 randomly selected snapshots. For each given T
and ρ configuration a histogram of the eigenvalues of the
band energies was created from the collection of snapshots
and smoothed with a gaussian of width 0.2 eV. The energy
gaps were extracted directly from the simulations. For each
time step eigenvalues in the vicinity of the fermi energy were
extracted. These eigenvalues were then averaged. The energy
gap was obtained from the energy difference of the averaged
eigenvalues. The precision to which the energy gap can be
directly computed from the simulations is set by the local
separation of eigenvalue energies on either side of the gap.
Eigenvalue averages for adjacent eigenstates indicate these
local differences to be ∼0.15 eV; states with energy gap values
on the order of 0.15 eV or less were assumed to have a closed
gap and the energy gap was set to zero.
As described in Sec. II, the measured quantities in the
multiple-shock experiments of NWM were the impact velocity (vf ) and σ . The peak P in the experiment was
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TABLE II. Predicted σ from various xc functionals for the estimated P , T , and ρ states reached in the multiple-shock experiments [21,22]
on hydrogen and deuterium performed by NWM. The first two columns list the experimental designation and the measured σ , respectively.
The next three columns list the T , P , and ρ states reached as inferred using the Kerley03 [28] EOS. The subsequent columns list the predicted
σ and ρ at the inferred P and T for the PBE, vdW-DF1, and vdW-DF2 xc functionals.
Kerley03
Experiment

PBE

T
(K)

ρ
(g/cm3 )

σ
( cm)−1

ρ
(g/cm3 )

σ
( cm)−1

ρ
(g/cm3 )

σ
( cm)−1

ρ
(g/cm3 )

0.71
77
417
2.6
7.1
135
313
2380
1670
2000

93
121
136
100
105
125
125
142
156
183

2204
2987
3397
1978
2093
2567
2573
2984
3310
3951

1.25
1.38
1.44
0.64
0.66
0.70
0.70
0.73
0.76
0.81

4989
8919
9970
3456
4990
9034
9034
10410
11290
13180

1.397
1.534
1.589
0.710
0.729
0.780
0.781
0.816
0.840
0.881

1.99
4518
5461
0.62
2.32
1546
1546
5671
7061
8907

1.249
1.437
1.514
0.641
0.652
0.722
0.722
0.777
0.807
0.854

0.30
493
3234
0.11
0.35
16.2
16.2
1693
3880
6551

1.222
1.359
1.455
0.624
0.636
0.683
0.683
0.737
0.774
0.827

determined from the measured vf and the known EOS of the
impactor (copper or aluminum), baseplate (aluminum), and
anvils (sapphire). In the reverberation geometry used in these
experiments the P in the peak state is independent of the EOS
of hydrogen or deuterium and is therefore well constrained.
In contrast, T and ρ in the peak state are calculated and
are therefore dependent upon the particular model used for
hydrogen or deuterium. For the reasons discussed in Sec. II,
we used the Kerley03 [28] EOS to estimate the T and ρ
conditions at the corresponding peak P (see Table II).
To perform a detailed comparison of the NWM experiments with FP calculations we first had to determine how
best to equate the peak state of the system. In general, the
EOS surfaces of different models are not coincident. Thus,
in comparing two models one can only match two of the
three variables P , T , and ρ that define a particular state of
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the system. Since the peak P in these experiments does not
depend upon the hydrogen or deuterium EOS, P is an obvious
choice for one of the variables to equate. The second variable
to equate is less obvious. However, in exploring the EOS
surface it was found that in this P , T , and ρ regime P depends
much more strongly on ρ than T . For example, at ∼100 GPa
a ∼10% increase in P required only a ∼5% increase in ρ,
while the same increase in P required roughly a factor of two
increase in T . Thus for the comparisons presented here, T
is a more appropriate second variable to equate than ρ. We
therefore chose to fix the T in the FT-DFT simulations and
vary the ρ until the experimentally inferred P was reached.
The resulting P , T , and ρ states obtained in this way using
PBE, vdW-DF1, and vdW-DF2 xc functionals are listed in
Table II (for each functional P and T are the same as those
listed under Kerley03). As expected, systematic differences
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FIG. 5. Conductivity as a function of (a) P and (b) molar density. Dark (light) gray circles, measured [21,22] σ for hydrogen (deuterium).
Black, green, and orange squares (diamonds), calculated σ of hydrogen (deuterium) using PBE [8], vdW-DF1 [9], and vdW-DF2 [10] xc
functionals, respectively, at the conditions listed in Table II. The black star is an additional calculated conductivity using PBE at a lower molar
density described in Sec. IV. Dashed lines in (b) are guides to the eye that are offset by one order of magnitude in σ .
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in the inferred ρ were observed. In particular, the ρ inferred
using the PBE xc functional were found to be significantly
larger (∼9–12%) than the values obtained from Kerley03. In
contrast, both of the nonlocal vdW xc functionals resulted
in ρ values that were in better agreement with the Kerley03
EOS. For both functionals the ρ was found to be lower than
Kerley03 at low P (−0.1% and −2.2% for vdW-DF1 and
vdW-DF2, respectively) and higher than Kerley03 at high
P (+5.4% and +2.1% for vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2, respectively). These ρ differences and their effect on the calculated
σ will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
The calculated σ for the various xc functionals at these
P , T , and ρ conditions are listed in Table II and plotted
as a function of P in Fig. 5(a). This comparison suggests
that PBE significantly overestimates σ in this P , T , and ρ
regime. In particular, calculations using the PBE xc functional
predict that a minimum metallic conductivity should have
been observed in all experiments performed by NWM. In
contrast, the overall trend of the experimental data is captured reasonably well by the two nonlocal vdW functionals.
However, when σ is plotted as a function of molar density,
as in Fig. 5(b), all three functionals appear to adequately
reproduce the experimental results. In particular, the predicted
σ for the two sets of calculations (hydrogen and deuterium)
collapse onto linear trend lines in log(σ ) vs ρ (dashed lines
in Fig. 5). These trend lines are systematically offset by one
order of magnitude in σ . We note that given the higher shock
impedance of deuterium, those experiments reached ∼400 K
higher T at a similar P and molar density as compared to
hydrogen. These isotopic differences will be explored further
in the next section.
Similar behavior is exhibited in the inferred energy gaps
extracted from FP calculations of the DOS. Figure 6 shows
the calculated DOS for the conditions reached in the subset
of hydrogen experiments performed by NWM. Energy gap
values obtained for the various xc functionals at the T and ρ
conditions listed in Table II are plotted in Fig. 7 as functions
of both P and molar density. Also shown in the figure for
reference are the inferred energy gap values obtained from
the measured σ using Eq. (1) with σ0 = 1850 ( cm)−1 and
the T and ρ values inferred from the Kerley03 EOS. As was
the case for σ , PBE appears to significantly underestimate the
energy gap in this P , T , and ρ regime, while the nonlocal
vdW functionals are in reasonable agreement with the energy
gap values inferred from the simple semiconductor model described in Sec. II. However, again, when viewed as a function
of molar density, all three functionals appear to exhibit very
similar results; the extracted energy gaps for the two sets of
calculations (hydrogen and deuterium) collapse onto linear
trend lines (dashed lines in Fig. 7). These trend lines are offset
in energy, with the deuterium trend line being systematically
∼1 eV lower than that of hydrogen. Again, these isotopic
differences will be explored further in the next section.
IV. DISCUSSION

The comparisons shown in Figs. 5 and 7 suggest that
the most important parameter in determining the location
of the MA transition for the various xc functionals is the
molar density, at least in this P , T , and ρ regime. Given this

FIG. 6. Density of states extracted from FP calculations for (a)
PBE, (b) vdw-DF1, and (c) vdW-DF2 at the P , T , and ρ conditions
(listed in Table II) reached in the multiple-shock experiments [21,22]
on hydrogen performed by NWM.

observation, and the significantly larger ρ predicted by PBE
at the P and T conditions considered here, one must ask the
question whether the comparison of the NWM experiments
with PBE is biased by our choice to equate the P and T
in the peak state as opposed to the P and ρ. To investigate
this we performed several more FP calculations of experiment
SLDMS13-H2 (one of the lower P hydrogen experiments)
using the PBE xc functional.
Fixing the T and ρ at 2093 K and 0.66 g/cm3 (conditions estimated by the Kerley03 EOS) results in a P of
88 GPa for the PBE xc functional, ∼16% lower than the
experimentally inferred P of 105 GPa. An increase of ∼10%
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FIG. 7. Energy gap as a function of (a) P and (b) molar density. The gray circles are the energy gap values obtained from Eq. (1) using
σ0 = 1850 ( cm)−1 with the T and ρ values inferred from the Kerley03 [28] EOS (see Table II). The dashed gray line denotes the temperature
of the system in eV (kB T as a function of P or ρ); the solid black line is a fit to data where the inferred gap was greater than the temperature
of the system. Black, green, and orange squares (diamonds), calculated energy gap of hydrogen (deuterium) using PBE [8], vdW-DF1 [9], and
vdW-DF2 [10] xc functionals, respectively, at the conditions listed in Table II. The black star is an additional calculated energy gap using PBE
at a lower molar density described in Sec. IV. Dashed lines in (b) are guides to the eye and indicate an offset of ∼1 eV between hydrogen and
deuterium.

in ρ (to 0.729 g/cm3 ) was required to increase the P to
105 GPa. These were the P , T , and ρ values used in the
calculations described in the previous section (see Table II).
Here, we instead fixed the ρ at 0.66 g/cm3 and varied the
T . A T increase to 5800 K (a factor of ∼2.8) was required
to match the experimentally inferred P of 105 GPa. The
resulting state was found to exhibit metallic behavior, with
σ = 7500 ( cm)−1 and no energy gap. We performed a
similar exercise at an intermediate ρ of 0.689 g/cm3 . In this
case, a T increase to 4200 K (a factor of ∼2) was required
to reach the experimentally inferred P of 105 GPa. Again,
this state was found to exhibit metallic behavior, with σ =
7600 ( cm)−1 and no energy gap. It seems clear that for the
PBE xc functional no matter what T and ρ combination one
uses to match the experimentally inferred P of 105 GPa, the
calculated σ will be much too high, by roughly three orders
of magnitude. The same conclusions would be reached for the
higher P experiments performed by NWM. From this exercise
we conclude that regardless of how one tries to equate the P
states reached in the NWM experiments, predictions using the
PBE xc functional are inconsistent with the measured σ .
To further explore the trends observed in σ and energy
gap with molar density, we also performed calculations with
the PBE xc functional at lower P . The Kerley03 EOS
was used to estimate the T that would be reached in a ∼
80 GPa multiple-shock experiment. These P and T conditions, 80 GPa and 1500 K, respectively, correspond to a molar
density of 0.3085 g/cm3 with the PBE xc functional. At these
conditions PBE predicts σ = 0.31 ( cm)−1 and an energy
gap of 2.4 eV [shown as black stars in Figs. 5(b) and 7(b)].
While these results do reasonably follow the trends exhibited
by the nonlocal vdW xc functionals, PBE does appear to
display gap closure at a slightly lower molar density. However,

we note the T for this PBE calculation is considerably lower
(1500 K) than the other calculations considered here.
To evaluate the relative effect of T on the FP calculations
we consider σ as a function of band gap energy, shown in
Fig. 8. The as calculated values (listed in Table II) are plotted
in Fig. 8(a). Also plotted as triangles and squares are the
experimentally measured σ as a function of inferred energy
gap as determined by NWM and reanalyzed in this work,
respectively; dark and light gray correspond to hydrogen and
deuterium, respectively. As expected, the FP calculations,
particularly with the nonlocal vdW xc functionals, are in
reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements
and the reanalyzed energy gaps, showing a small scatter about
a common trend line. These σ values were then normalized to
a common T of 1978 K (the lowest inferred experimental T )
using the semiconductor model:



−Eg1
T1
−1 ,
(5)
σn = σ1 exp
2kB T1 1978
where σ1 at T1 and Eg1 has been normalized to σn at T of
1978 K and the same energy gap Eg1 . The normalized experimental and calculated σn are plotted as a function of energy
gap in Fig. 8(b). We see that the small scatter apparent in
Fig. 8(a) can be explained by the corresponding T differences.
In particular, the low value for σ obtained for the 1500 K
PBE calculation is largely due to the correspondingly low
thermal excitation. These results do suggest a small isotopic
difference for FP calculations of hydrogen and deuterium; σ
for deuterium appears to be systematically lower than that of
hydrogen by a factor of 2–3. While the source of this small
isotopic difference is not entirely clear, it suggests the energy
gap is both a function of T and ρ in this regime, as one might
expect.
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FIG. 8. Conductivity as a function of energy gap. (a) Dark and light gray circles (triangles) are the results for hydrogen and deuterium,
respectively, from experiments [21,22] performed by NWM where the energy gap was inferred from the modified (original) semiconductor
model described in Sec. II. Black, green, and orange squares (diamonds) are calculations for hydrogen (deuterium) using PBE [8], vdW-DF1
[9], and vdW-DF2 [10] xc functionals, respectively, at the conditions listed in Table II. The black star is the additional PBE calculation
performed at lower molar density. (b) Same as (a) but with the conductivity values normalized [Eq. (5)] to a common T (1978 K, corresponding
to the lowest T NWM experiment) as described in the text.

These comparisons suggest that the significant differences
in σ and the energy gap exhibited by the various xc functionals
when viewed as a function of P , as in Figs. 5(a) and 7(a),
are largely tied to differences in the predicted P for the
xc functionals at similar T and ρ conditions. We note that
the various functionals considered here have recently been
carefully evaluated with respect to quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) calculations by Clay et al. [46]. They explored the
accuracy of the various functionals in comparison to QMC
calculations for both liquid and solid hydrogen structures. The
vdW functionals, particularly vdW-DF1, were found to provide a very good description of the global and local energetics
as compared to QMC but exhibited larger differences in P
than PBE relative to the QMC calculations. The P obtained
from all of the xc functionals were higher than QMC (by
∼5–10% in the relevant ρ regime), with PBE and vdW-DF2
being the lowest and highest, respectively.
This trend in P differences observed by Clay et al., which
is consistent with the trend observed in this study, would seem
to suggest that the P determined by the vdW functionals is
too high rather than the P determined by PBE being too low.
However, this conclusion is refuted by the incompatibility of
PBE with the measured σ from the NWM experiments. We
note that the calculations by Clay et al. were carried out in
liquid structures with Wigner-Seitz radii (rs ) of 1.30, 1.45, and
1.60 (1.23, 0.88, and 0.66 g/cm3 in hydrogen, respectively) at
T = 1000 K. The ρ range considered here corresponds to an
rs of 1.5–1.6, within the range evaluate by Clay et al., however, the T range considered here (2–4 kK) is higher. At higher
T , thermal population of electrons into the excited states is not
insignificant. This thermal occupation of electronic orbitals
has direct consequences on the liquid structure and the forces
but is not included in the QMC calculations.

Similar observations were made in a recent evaluation of
the various xc functionals with high-precision Hugoniot and
reshock measurements on liquid deuterium [7], which probed
the MA transition in the largely T -driven regime. In that study
the same trend in P was observed for the MA transition
along the principal Hugoniot; dissociation, as evidenced by
a transient drop in the slope of the shock velocity relative
to the particle velocity behind the shock front, occurred at a
lower P for PBE than for the vdW functionals. Furthermore,
the experimentally determined P onset of dissociation was
found to be bounded from below by PBE (∼3 GPa lower
than experiment) and above by the vdW functionals (∼1 GPa
higher than experiment). This conclusion was corroborated
by measurements of the reshock P from Hugoniot states
near peak compression. Those measurements suggest that the
reshock P determined by the vdW functionals are too low
by a few percent. In contrast, the P difference for vdW-DF1
relative to QMC at those conditions is on the order of +2–4%.
Again, while the trend in P was found to be the same as that
determined by Clay et al., comparison with the MA transition
along the Hugoniot suggests that the P for dissociation is in
better agreement with the vdW xc functionals and that PBE
underestimates the P necessary for dissociation.
Finally, we note that there are conflicting experimental
results for the MA transition in the low-T , high-ρ regime
where the transition appears to be largely ρ driven (see
Fig. 1). Dynamic compression experiments [15] on liquid
deuterium in the ∼1–2 kK regime performed at the Sandia
Z machine revealed an abrupt MA transition, as evidenced by
a rapid increase in reflectivity, between ∼280 and 305 GPa.
Similar to the T -driven regime probed by the Hugoniot and
the intermediate regime probed by the σ measurements of
NWM, the dynamic compression experimental results are in
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reasonable agreement with the nonlocal vdW xc functionals
and suggest that the PBE xc functional underestimates the
P onset of the MA transition. In contrast, static high-P
and pulsed heated experiments [17–20] on hydrogen and
deuterium in a similar T regime suggest the MA transition
occurs at ∼75 to 170 GPa, based on observation of T plateaus
in the heating curves and increases in reflectivity, in apparent agreement with PBE. However, these conditions are
consistent with the onset of strong optical absorption in the
dynamic compression experiments, which lead to alternative
interpretations of those data [11,15,47]. Furthermore, we have
shown that the predictions of PBE are inconsistent with the
σ measurements of NWM. This raises questions about the
static high-P and pulsed heated studies, particularly given that
the MA transition in those studies is reported to be in a very
similar P but even lower T range than the multiple-shock σ
experiments examined here.
V. CONCLUSION

A detailed comparison of the measured σ from multipleshock compression experiments [21,22] with FT-DFT calculations using both semilocal (PBE) and nonlocal (vdW-DF1
and vdW-DF2) xc functionals was performed. As a part of
this comparison, the multiple-shock σ experiments were reanalyzed; the original study included inconsistencies in both the
inferred T states reached in the experiments and in the fit to a
semiconductor model used to interpret the measured σ . Due to
the method used to infer the T , which only accounted for the
entropy increase from the first shock and treated subsequent
compression as isentropic, the T states reported by NWM are
systematically low by ∼440–750 K (∼20–30%). Also, due
to a low σ0 = 90 ( cm)−1 , the energy gap inferred from a
simple semiconductor model is underestimated by ∼1 eV as a
function of P as compared to the same semiconductor model
with a more reasonable σ0 = 1850 ( cm)−1 .
Using P and T conditions inferred from the Kerley03 EOS
for the peak states, FP calculations with PBE, vdW-DF1, and
vdW-DF2 xc functionals were performed to directly compare
with the NWM experiments. Calculations of σ using the PBE
xc functional predict that a minimum metallic conductivity
should have been observed in all of the experiments performed
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A. Appendix
A.1. Convergence of the TPS method
The most conservative way to obtain a TPS box at a given density is to slowly
heat up a crystal configuration and cool down a liquid simulation box. This creates
a temperature overlap where the solid is not yet molten and the liquid is not yet
frozen. The melting temperature then has to be within the temperature overlap.
After establishing the temperature overlap, simulations of the liquid and the solid
part ensure the relaxation of the future constituents of the TPS box. Finally, the
TPS box at a given temperature results from a combination of the corresponding
liquid and the solid simulation cells.
However, at a fixed density, a solid has a lower pressure compared to a liquid of the
same density. A way to resolve this pressure difference is to employ constant-pressure
MD. Another method removes atoms from the liquid part until the pressure of the
liquid part matches that of the solid. This equilibrated TPS (e-TPS), however, leads
to imperfections within a possible solid result of a TPS due to the missing atoms.
In contrast, the compressed relaxed TPS (cr-TPS) does not remove atoms from the
liquid but instead slightly compresses the solid and matches the pressures in this
manner. While all the previous methods rely on some kind of relaxation of the liquid
and the solid part, compressed TPS (c-TPS) utilizes a random liquid configuration
and a perfect crystal in combination with a slight compression of the crystalline
part. Due to the missing relaxation processes, the computational demand of the
c-TPS approach decreases significantly compared to the other methods. Of course,
the different approaches should reproduce each other, given a sufficient number of
atoms.
k-point sampling and the choice of the pseudopotential
The forces on the ions govern the melting process. Converged forces require converged pressures. 150 Therefore, Fig. A.1 demonstrates the convergence of the pressure of a sample TPS box with 500 atoms with respect to the k-point sampling at
different densities.
While Fig. A.1 shows only a few representative k-point samplings, the convergence
tests employed many more. However, the resulting convergence behavior is comparable for different sampling types: A 1x1xn grid with an arbitrary number n > 1
reproduces the results of the Γ-point. Automatic meshes, a 2x2xn grid and more
involved k-point meshes give identical results within numerical noise. Furthermore,
special points 178 of the Brillouin zone replicate those complex k-point meshes within
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Figure A.1.: Pressure convergence of a TPS cell with 500 atoms over the density
with different k-point samplings compared to a k-point mesh of 4x4x5.
less than 0.05% deviation in pressure with only one k-point. Therefore, a single kpoint is sufficient for a pressure convergence of 0.05% with respect to calculations
with 120 k-points up to densities of 30 g/cm3 .
In order to confirm the convergence of TPS with respect to the k-point sampling
and the pseudopotential, actual TPS may reveal further valuable insights. A pure
test of pressure convergence might not translate into the intricacies of TPS, as the kpoint sampling and the choice of pseudopotential might correlate. This assumption
led to a test that combines different k-point samplings, the standard PAW, and the
hard PAW at 17 cm3 and 20 g/cm3 , see Fig. A.2. The TPS cells contained 500
atoms in c-TPS configurations.
1
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Figure A.2.: Results of TPS with the standard PAW (black) and the hard PAW
potential (orange) at different k-point sets and densities of 17 g/cm3
(left panel) and 20 g/cm3 (right panel). The alternate x-axis shows
the number of k-points. Circles denote a liquid state at the end of the
TPS, squares denote a solid.
The standard and the hard PAW result in identical final states in the TPS, even at
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the extreme densities of Fig. A.2. In contrast, the k-point set has a great influence
on the TPS convergence. The Γ-point is not sufficient at any of those high densities,
while a single k-point at 0 1/3 0 reproduces k-point grids of 2x2xn. This result
confirms the findings of Fig. A.1. The second publication therefore employed a
k-point at 0 1/3 0 for the sampling of the Brillouin zone in the TPS at densities
above 7 g/cm3 . At lower densities, the Γ-point gives converged results, as Fig. A.1
demonstrates.
Different approaches to TPS
The previous tests validated the choice of the standard PAW pseudopotential, the use
of a k-point at 0 1/3 0, and a total of 500 atoms in the TPS cell. However, a sampling
at the Γ-point should still suffice at the lowest densities, as lower densities result
in larger simulation cells. This translates to smaller Brillouin zones in reciprocal
space, which leads to a sufficient sampling at the Γ-point for any geometry. While
the k-point-sampling at low densities does not play an important role, the actual
setup procedure of the TPS box plays a major role. Fig. A.3 therefore tests the
performance of different approaches to TPS at densities of 1.6 and 17 g/cm 3 , as well
as the convergence with respect to the number of atoms.
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Figure A.3.: The results of the c-TPS (circles), the cr-TPS (crosses), and the e-TPS
(diamonds) at 1.6 g/cm3 (upper panel) and 17 g/cm3 (lower panel) over
the number of atoms. The darker symbols correspond to results with
a sampling at the Γ-point, while the lighter colored symbols denote a
k-point at 0 1/3 0. The light green area marks the converged area. The
corresponding dotted and dash-dotted lines guide the eye.
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When the number of atoms suffices, the three TPS approaches reproduce the
same melting temperature of 825±25 K at 1.6 g/cm3 with a Brillouin zone sampling at the Γ-point. The results of the c-TPS method reproduce those of the much
more demanding cr- and e-TPS approaches, as long as the TPS cell contains at
least 500 atoms. At 17 g/cm3 , the different implementations of TPS reproduce each
other for each number of atoms with a sampling at the Γ-point. However, TPS at
the Γ-point require at least 864 atoms in order to reproduce the results of the more
adequate sampling at 0 1/3 0. The Brillouin zone sampling at 0 1/3 0 requires at
least 500 atoms in order to give identical results with all TPS implementations. In
conclusion, the c-TPS approach and 500 atoms suffice for converged TPS calculations. As established above, the Γ-point is not sufficient for all densities. Instead,
the study employed a k-point at 0 1/3 0 for all TPS at densities above 7 g/cm3 .
Size of the metastability region and the spacing
The solid-liquid phase transition is accompanied by a density jump at any given
temperature. The density jump translates into a metastable density region, where
the TPS stochastically result in either a solid or a liquid. All TPS at higher densities
will give a solid, while all TPS at lower densities will result in a liquid state. The
extend of the metastable region determines the uncertainties of the TPS melting
line. 154 TPS with 500 atoms around the melting point at 7 000 K and a density of
about 10 g/cm3 ensured a sufficient amount of statistical data with reasonable computation time due to the comparatively high density. It is not possible to conduct
this tests under every condition as the computational demand increases exponentially with decreasing densities, especially with the comparatively great number of
500 atoms. The results of Fig. A.4 therefore only represent one snapshot on the
density-temperature plane.
The left panel of Fig. A.4 illustrates the influence of the spacing on the result of
the TPS within a certain range of spacing sizes. Greater or smaller spacing sizes
result in shock waves that travel through the simulation box due to the expansion of
the solid and the liquid into the empty space between them. A spacing size between
95% to 108% of the lattice distance b of a hcp cell demonstrates no such behavior.
The spacing size has to be within this range to avoid unphysical oscillations but the
exact value of the spacing is of no apparent importance for the result of the TPS.
The study employed a spacing of 100%.
The right panel of Fig. A.4 summarizes the left panel and illustrates the extend
of the metastable region: The fit of the fraction of solid results intersects the y-axis
at about ρ1 =9.9 g/cm3 on the left and at about ρ2 =10.45 g/cm3 on the right, which
implies a density range of ∆ρ = |ρ1 − ρ2 |/ρ1 or 2 ≈ 5.5% for the metastable region.
In the final TPS, the density difference between the two points above and below
the melting line was a maximum of 2% for each isotherm. This value combined
with the inferred additional uncertainty due to the metastable region of 3.5% in the
accounts for the density range ∆ρ = 5.5% of the metastable region. In a similar
way, a large number of TPS at one condition with a smaller particle number have
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Figure A.4.: Left panel: The results of 154 TPS in total with a solid outcome marked
as black squares and a liquid marked as red circle. The x-axis denotes
the size of the spacing, see text. Right panel: The fraction of TPS
that resulted in a solid configuration (black diamonds) and a linear
regression through the data points (orange line).
been performed by Hong et al., 257 which allows for an evaluation of the pressure and
temperature during the melting. However, this was not the scope of this work. 213
Convergence of the pressure over a wide range of densities
While converged TPS require 500 atoms, a pure calculation of the pressure already
converges with 128 atoms. 258 The study therefore first predicted the density of the
melting point at a given temperature and then calculated the corresponding pressure
with 128 atoms in order to save computation time, without sacrificing accuracy.
However, this requires k-point convergence for a wide range of densities for the liquid
and the solid. Therefore, the calculations have been performed on either a perfect
hcp crystal with 128 atoms to represent the solid or a random liquid configuration
with a greater number of atoms (432) in order to capture the statistical distribution
of atoms in the liquid phase. The greater the number of atoms the lower the number
of k-points that are necessary for convergence. In order to account for this aspect,
the convergence criterion of the hcp crystal with 128 atoms is a reproduction of the
pressures obtained with a 5x5x5 k-point grid within 0.4%. The convergence criterion
for the liquid cell with 432 atoms is 0.05%, compared to the results of a 3x3x3 grid.
Fig. A.5 displays the results of convergence tests over a wide range of densities.
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Figure A.5.: Pressure convergence of a perfect hcp crystal (upper panel) and a random liquid configuration (lower panel) at different colorcoded k-point
sets over the density.
Neither the Γ-point nor a sampling with a 2x2x2 grid result in converged pressures
in case of the perfect hcp crystal. In the liquid cell, all samplings apart from the
Γ-point give converged results. However, the BMVP meets all the convergence
criterions discussed above across the range of densities in this test and irrespective
of the phase. All the EOS calculations of the respective study therefore employ the
BMVP.
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A.2. Convergence of high-pressure properties
around the band gap closure of helium
The resolution of very small effects requires a convergence that is much better than
the presumed magnitude of the effect. None of the previous calculations of helium
demonstrated signs of a first-order nonmetal-to-metalphase transition. Therefore, in
order to resolve a small-scale effect, all properties under study have to be calculated
when they are very well converged.
This section touches on the convergence of the band gap which has been extensively discussed in the supplemental material 263 of the respective study. Furthermore, it focuses on the convergence details of the DC conductivity (Sec. A.2.1), the
reflectivity (Sec. A.2.2), and the ionization degree (Sec. A.2.3).
A test grid of two temperatures, 10 000 and 60 000 K, and three densities, 1,
10, and 24 g/cm3 , and subsequent calculations of the optical properties thereon,
provided all the necessary information. An in-depth discussion of all convergence
parameters is not the focus of this section. Instead, it will review the convergence
with respect to the number of atoms, the choice of the potential, and the number
of bands per atom. A k-point sampling at the BMVP suffices for all conditions on
the test grid.
Although Ref. 150 studied the convergence of some of the quantities under discussion, the wide range of densities of this work required further tests.
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A.2.1. DC conductivity
The DC conductivity is sensitive with respect to the number of atoms, the energy
cutoff of the potential, the choice of the potential itself, the k-point sampling, the
number of snapshots, and the number of bands per atoms at every density and
temperature. Densities of 10 g/cm3 and above require a Brillouin zone sampling at
the BMVP and 20 atomic snapshots, while the Γ-point and 10 snapshots suffice for
lower densities.
DC conductivity: number of atoms
Fig. A.6 shows the convergence of the low-frequency part of the dynamic electric
conductivity with respect to the number of atoms.
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Figure A.6.: The low-frequency part of dynamic electrical conductivity over the energy at 10 000 K (left panels) and 60 000 K (right panels) at 1 g/cm3
(upper panels), 10 g/cm3 (panels in the middle), and 24 g/cm3 (lower
panels), respectively. The colorcode denotes the number of atoms.
While all the low-frequency dynamic electrical conductivities at 60 000 K achieve
convergence with 64 atoms, a temperature of 10 000 K requires 128 atoms for convergence at 1 and 10 g/cm3 , and 216 atoms at 24 g/cm3 . A lower number of atoms
results higher energies at which the linear regression for the calculation of the lowfrequency limit can begin, see Sec. 2.2.3. The study used 216 atoms for densities
above 10 g/cm3 and 128 atoms at 10 g/cm3 and below.
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DC conductivity: choice of the (pseudo-)potential and energy cutoff
The treatment of the electronic system within DFT strongly depends on the choice of
the (pseudo-)potential. At the lowest densities and temperatures, the standard PAW
pseudopotential reproduces all relevant parts of the electronic structure. Higher
densities require a harder PAW pseudopotential with a greater energy cutoff, while
the highest densities call for the full Coulomb potential. Fig. A.7 compares the DC
conductivity of different potentials on the ρ-T grid established above, at different
energy cutoffs.
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Figure A.7.: The convergence of the DC conductivity with the cutoff energy. The
panels denote different ρ-T conditions. Results for the PAW pseudopotential are shown in black, the ones for the hard PAW pseudopotential
in red, and the full Coulomb potential in green. The light green areas
indicate ±7.5% convergence with respect to the Coulomb potential at
densities above 1 g/cm3 and the hard PAW at 1 g/ccm.
Absolute convergence of the Coulomb is not possible at 10 g/cm3 and lower densib
ties. Therefore, a fit of the form σ = a + (E+c)
d to the DC conductivity results of the
Coulomb potential, and a subsequent extrapolation to infinite energies provided the
reference value of the DC conductivity for the Coulomb potential at 10 g/cm 3 . In
the fit equation, σ is the DC conductivity, E denotes the cutoff energy, and a, b, c,
and d are the fit parameters. At densities below 10 g/cm3 , the hard PAW pseudopotential provides the reference values as the Coulomb potential is computationally not
feasible at those comparatively low densities. At densities of up to 10 g/cm 3 , the
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results of the standard PAW pseudopotential with a cutoff energy of at least 400 eV
agree with the reference values. However, higher densities require the use of the
hard PAW pseudopotential with at least 1 500 eV cutoff energy for converged DC
conductivities. The respective study used the hard PAW pseudopotential with an
energy cutoff of 2 000 eV for all the DC conductivity calculations.
DC conductivity: number of bands per atom
A greater number of bands results in a physical dynamic electrical conductivity σ(ω)
to higher energies, see Fig. 2.5 for a representation of σ(ω) to very high energies.
However, the DC conductivity σDC is the low-frequency limit of σ(ω). Therefore,
converged values of σDC require less bands per atoms than other optical properties,
see the following sections. Fig. A.8 displays the convergence of the DC conductivity
with the number of bands per atom.
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Figure A.8.: The convergence of the DC conductivity with the number of bands per
atoms. The panels denote different ρ-T conditions. The light green
areas indicate ±7.5% convergence with respect to the highest number
of bands per atom at every condition.
The required number of bands increases with temperature and decreases with
density. However, 1.3 bands per atoms are sufficient for 10 000 K, while 60 000 K
require at least four bands per atom at the lowest density. The third publication
employed five bands per atoms.
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A.2.2. Reflectivity
The optical reflectivity is sensitive to the same parameters as the DC conductivity.
Therefore, the same testing procedure applies. A Brillouin zone sampling at the Γpoint suffices compared to more involved k-pointsamplings. Densities of 5 g/cm3 and
below require 20 snapshots. Higher densities demand 10 snapshots for a convergence
of 0.01 compared to 40 snapshots.
Reflectivity: number of atoms
Fig. A.9 shows the convergence of the reflectivity with respect to the number of
atoms.
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Figure A.9.: The reflectivity over the number of atoms. The panels denote different
ρ-T conditions. The light green areas indicate ±0.02 convergence with
respect to the highest number of atoms.
Higher temperatures and higher densities demand a greater number of atoms to
achieve a convergence of ±0.02 at T = 10 000 K and ±0.01 at T = 60 000 K.
The third publication employed 128 atoms for densities of 10 g/cm 3 and less, and
216 atoms for higher densities.
As the reflectivity at 1 g/cm3 and 10 000 K is within numerical noise, further
convergence tests of the reflectivity will not evaluate this condition.
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Reflectivity: choice of the (pseudo-)potential and energy cutoff
Fig. A.10 compares the reflectivity of different potentials on the ρ-T grid established
above, at different energy cutoffs.
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Figure A.10.: The convergence of the reflectivity with the cutoff energy. The panels
denote different ρ-T conditions. Results for the PAW pseudopotential
are shown in black, the ones for the hard PAW pseudopotential in
red, and the full Coulomb potential in green, identical to Fig. A.7.
The light green areas indicate ±0.01 convergence with respect to the
Coulomb potential at densities above 1 g/cm3 and the hard PAW at
1 g/cm3 .
At densities below 10 g/cm3 , the hard PAW pseudopotential provides the reference value. At densities of up to 10 g/cm3 , the results of the standard PAW
pseudopotential with a cutoff energy of at least 400 eV agree with the reference
values. However, higher densities require the use of the hard PAW pseudopotential
with at least 1 500 eV cutoff energy for converged reflectivities. The respective study
used the hard PAW pseudopotential with an energy cutoff of 2 000 eV for all the
reflectivity calculations.
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Reflectivity: number of bands per atom
Converged values for the reflectivity require a converged dynamic electrical conductivity σ(ω) to higher energies than the DC conductivity. Fig. A.11 displays the
convergence of the reflectivity with the number of bands per atom.
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Figure A.11.: The convergence of the reflectivity with the number of bands per
atoms. The panels denote different ρ-T conditions. The light green
areas indicate ±0.01 convergence with respect to the highest number
of bands per atom at every condition.
Just like for the DC conductivity, discussed in Sec. A.2.1, the required number
of bands for converged reflectivities increases with temperature and decreases with
density. However, 1.5 bands per atoms are sufficient for 10 000 K. 60 000 K require
at least 4.5 bands per atom. The third publication employed five bands per atoms.
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A.2.3. Ionization degree
The ionization is sensitive to the same parameters as the DC conductivity and
the reflectivity. Therefore, the same testing procedure applies. At densities below
4 g/cm3 , a Brillouin zone sampling at the BMVP suffices, while higher densities
require a Monkhorst-Pack set of 2x2x2. A single snapshot gives converged ionization
degrees under all conditions under condideration.
Ionization degree: number of atoms
Fig. A.12 shows the convergence of the ionization degree with respect to the number
of atoms. Please note that the ionization degree is zero for ρ = 1 g/cm3 and
T = 10 000 K, and 100% at ρ = 24 g/cm3 and T = 60 000 K for all numbers of
atoms in this test. The corresponding graphs are therefore not shown for clarity,
both here and in the following tests.
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Figure A.12.: The ionization degree over the number of atoms. The panels denote
different ρ-T conditions. The light green areas indicate ±1% convergence with respect to the highest number of atoms.
The required number of atoms for a convergence of ±1% decreases with increasing
temperature. Compared to the DC conductivity and the reflectivity, the ionization
degree requires a significantly smaller number of atoms, demonstrating convergence
with 64 atoms under all conditions under condideration. The third publication
employed 128 atoms for densities of 10 g/cm3 and less, and 216 atoms for higher
densities.
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Ionization degree: choice of the (pseudo-)potential and energy cutoff
Fig. A.13 compares the ionization degree of different potentials on the ρ-T grid
established above, at different energy cutoffs.
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Figure A.13.: The convergence of the ionization degree with the cutoff energy. The
panels denote different ρ-T conditions. Results for the PAW pseudopotential are shown in black, the ones for the hard PAW pseudopotential
in red, and the full Coulomb potential in green, identical to Fig. A.7.
The light green areas indicate ±1% convergence with respect to the
Coulomb potential at densities above 1 g/cm3 and the hard PAW at
1 g/cm3 .
At densities below 10 g/cm3 , the hard PAW pseudopotential provides the reference
value. At a density of 1 g/cm3 , the results of the standard PAW pseudopotential with
a cutoff energy of at least 400 eV agree with the reference values. However, higher
densities require the use of the full Coulomb potential with at least 1 000 eV cutoff
energy for converged ionization degrees. The third publication studied densities
starting from 2 g/cm3 , which would require the full Coulomb potential according
to Fig. A.13, which is not computationally feasible. Therefore, additional tests at
densities between 2 and 9 g/cm3 and T = 39 000 K provided further insight, see
Fig. A.14. After ensuring that every (pseudo-)potential was converged, the figure
compares the results of the highest energy cutoffs of every (pseudo-)potential at
different densities.
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Figure A.14.: Convergence of the PAW (black) and the hard PAW (red) pseudopotential, and the Coulomb potential (green) at about T = 39 000 K
over the density. Left panel: The convergence of the ionization degree
over the density. The light green area indicate ±1% convergence with
respect to the results of the Coulomb potential. Right panel: The cutoff energy required for ±1% convergence with respect to the highest
cutoff energies under consideration for all (pseudo-)potentials.
At ρ = 2 g/cm3 , the results of the PAW pseudopotential for the ionization degree
closely resemble the lower convergence boundary of the ionization degree at this
condition. The ionization degrees calculated with the hard PAW pseudopotential
reproduce the ones obtained with the Coulomb potential. Therefore, calculations
of the ionization degree up to a density of 2 g/cm3 employed the hard PAW pseudopotential in this thesis. Upon further compression to ρ = 4 g/cm3 , however, the
results of the PAW pseudopotentials increasingly deviate and the ones of the hard
PAW pseudopotential do not reproduce those of the Coulomb potential anymore.
This deviation decreases at densities above 4 g/cm3 , until all the (pseudo-)potentials
reproduce each other’s results at ρ = 24 g/cm3 , see the upper left panel in Fig. A.13.
In order to consistently obtain converged results, the third study employed the full
Coulomb potential at densities above 2 g/cm3 .
The different (pseudo-)potentials require different cutoff energies in order to give converged results, depending on the density. While the PAW pseudopotential requires
a cutoff energy of 400 eV independent of the density, the hard PAW pseudopotential
demands up to 1 300 eV, which increases to 7 500 eV for the Coulomb potential. The
third study employed the full Coulomb potential with a cutoff energy of 7 500 eV
for densities above 2 g/cm3 .
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Ionization degree: number of bands per atom
Converged values for the ionization degree require a dynamic electrical conductivity
σ(ω) to higher energies than the DC conductivity and the reflectivity. Fig. A.15
displays the convergence of the ionization degree with the number of bands per
atom.
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Figure A.15.: The convergence of the ionization degree with the number of bands per
atoms. The panels denote different ρ-T conditions. The light green
areas indicate ±1% convergence with respect to the highest number
of bands per atom at every condition.
Just like for the DC conductivity, discussed in Sec. A.2.1, the required number of
bands for converged ionization degrees decrease with density. However, 5 bands per
atoms are sufficient for 10 000 K. A temperature of 10 000 K demands 5 bands per
atom, while 60 000 K require at least 12 bands per atom at a density of 1 g/cm 3 .
However, at a density of 10 g/cm3 , 5 bands per atom suffice. The third publication
employed 12 bands per atom at densities below 10 g/cm3 , while calculations at
higher densities used five bands per atom.
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